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Leadership Workshop 
Chatcolab, the adult leadership work

shop, at Heyburn park, Idaho, this week 
features many projects. Ruth Tilson, (left) 
Chewelah, Wash., and Izora Bowers, Sno-

homish, Wash., are interested in the demon
stration by Mrs. Leila Steckelberg, Arling
ton, Wash., on the use of a kiln in making 
jewelery. ( Cha tcolab staff photo.) 
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~elcome to "Discovery Days." This wi 11 be a ~veek of discovery. 
You have discovered the camp or you wouldn't be here, and I 
imagine you have discovered the cool weather. We will be sure 
to have several nice days of sunshine before the end of Lab, 
however. 

We always discover a wonderful group of people at Chat and I know 
there will be no exception this year. Durin~ this week we hope 
everyone will discover his or her real self and personalities. 
There will be many opportunities to participate, share and to 
give. 

This week will be a sharing experience. A sharing of ideas 
through planning, demonstrating, discussions, singing and crafts. 
We want everyone to share their ideas no matter how large or 
small they may be. There will also be much sharing of enthusiasm 
during this week. 

You will also disc.over that there will be a few jobs to be done 
each day. In any camp there is some work along with play and 
you will have to chec~~ the duty wheel each day and share the 
work with your fami ly. 

After this week of discovery and sharing is over, we hope every
one will take this enthusiasm back home with you and help other 
people to discover themselves • 
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FRIENDSHIP LIGHT OF CH ~:tTCOL/\B 

Dear Labber: 

You have·discovered many neB friends here at the 1960 Lab, ! 1 m sure~ 

In order to carry on these fr~ 2ndships I uould encourage each one of 
you to t-Trite a.t least one card or ].etter to a fello,.J "Discovery Days" 
labber before the 1961 Lab. He should ~ncourace our fellou labbers to 
return to 1961 Lab so Pe can personally further our friendships. 

You may lrmnt to Hrite 
·effort to drop a line to Y' ><W¥>rHt ~gyvyv4 mA before 1961. Lab. 

t11~ 
Hagen rlaster 

.. 
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Hill give you the dope 

--new board members~ 
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1960 COll!MITTEE 

John Moore, Chairman 
Margie Lienum, Vic~ Chairman 
Alura Dodd, Secretary 

1960 
1961 
1960 
1962 
1961 
1961 
1962 
1962 
196o 
196o 

Don Matchell, Treas~rer 
Billie Marie Studer, Notebook Editor 
Doc Stephens, Publicity Ch. 
Glenn Dildine 
Russ Slade 
Ed Cush..man 
Linda Berne,y, Jr. Labber(l yr.) 

RESOURCE and STAFF 

t'1ary Fran Bunning 
Bill Bunning 
Charlie Scribner 
Ralph Dauson 
~ialt Secor 
Ella Jenkins 
Frank Guardi pee 
Don Clayton 
~! i llma Shryack 
Leila Steck1eberg 
J. H. Barber 

Peasant painting, Leather 
Silver tvork, Philosophy 
Outdoor Cookery, Fly Tying 
Lapidary 
Dancing 
Fol.k Song, Creative Rhythm 
Nature, Indian Lore, Philosophy 
Group Discussions 
Kaliedoscrolls 
Copper enameling, basketry 
Photography 

Cooks : Marjorie Leinum 
Alfhild Leinum 
Hazel Beeman 

Office Staff: Norma Dobler, Co-editor 
Narta Robertson 

Store Keeper: Sharon Dobler 

1961 COH N ITTEE 

Glenn Dildine, Chairman 1962 
Don Ingle, Vice Chairman 1963 
Margie Leinum, Secretary 1961 
AnQe1o Rovetto, Treasurer 1963 
Billie Marie Studer, Publicity 1961 
Gloria Johnson, Notebook 1962 
Russ Slade 1962 
Margaret Kuhl 1963 
LoRele Stephens, Resource 1961 
Carolyn Pugh, Jr. Labber (1 yr.) 1961 

!0 
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ROSTER 

Name Address 

Darlene Bailey Box 123 
Lapt-Iai 1 Idaho 

Interests 

crafts 
4-H 

James K. Ballard 1145 tr!ashtngton St_. . Craf'ts 
Wenatchee, W~ Geology 

J .• ~Jarren Barber 1928 Amber St. 

Nettie Barber 

Boise, Idaho 

1928 Amber st. 
Boise, Idaho 

Photography · 
Fishing 

Job 

Student 

County Ext. Agent 

Retired 

Mary Ann Bauman 816 Bryden 4-H, Sports Student 
Le\-Ji ston, IdaJ:o l~sic, Recreation 

Mary Lou Bieber 206 s. 7th St.Apt.3 Folk dancing · 
Yakima, l:Jash. Singing 

Bill Bunning 1931 N. Corona Handicraft 
Colorado Spring, Colo 

Mary Fran Bunning 1931 N. Corona Handicra:f't 
Colorado Spirngs, ColQ 

Marsha Rae Buchanan Rt. 1 Box 61 
Lewiston, Idaho 

~i'ts 
4-H 

County Ext .. Agent 

Student 

Grace Burlison 1235 East "F'" 
pqoscow, Idaho 

4-H Student 

Sharon Burnham 

Nonna Cannon 

Don Clayton 

.. Jackie Cobern 

Sunday ··Sehoo.l .. -· 

Route 3 ·- Crafts, ~inging ··Student 
Le1rri stolrrn1 r1o ntana Square .dan,ci ng 

Route 4 
St. Maries, Idaho 

Crafts, 4-H 
Square. dancing 

Housevrife 

Geo. t1i11iams College · ·- Professor 
5315 S. Drexel, Chicago 15, 111.. · 

13 E. 2nd 
KennmnTick, Wash. 

Campfire, .crafts Homemaker 
music 

. Edward Cushman Yakima Indian Agency Crafts County Ext. Agent 
Toppenis~ Wash. Photography -

Eva Dawson Rt. 1 Deary, Ida. · Crafts-Fishi.ng Houselo~ife 

Ralph Dal-Json Rt. 1, Deary, Ida. Crafts _,.. Fishing Truck driver 

Glenn Dildine 7100 Connecticut. Ave. Hi-Fi ·Building 
Hashington 15, D.c. Design 

Natl. 4-H Club 
··Foundation 

!I 
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Name Address 

Betty D i !ley 1322 Hest 7th . 
Olymp ia1 lr!ash • 

Norma Dobler 1401 Alpowa St. 
Moscow, Idaho 

Sharon Dobler 1401 Alpo1rm st. 
Moscoto~, Idaoo 

Interests 

Girl Scouting 

4-H Church 
Youth Groups 

4-H 
S1J.rxlay schoo 1 

Job 

Homemaker 

Homemaker 

High School 
Student 

Juanita Dobrowsey $22 Serpentine Dr. 4-H, Outdoors, 
Seattle 55, lrJash. music, gardening 

Nurse Aide, 4-H 
Leader, Homemaker 

Alura Dodd Rt. 5, Box 621 
Everett, t~~ash. 

Gloria Eastman HightiOod Rte. 
Great Falls, I-1ont. 

Lois Ekloff Route 3, Box 48 
Snohomish, Wash. 

Rosalie Etan 115 No. Third Ave. 
Bozeman, Mont 

Mike Firman P.o. Box 562 
Great Falls, P.1ont. 

Naomi Gillespie== Rt. 1, Box 33 
Pullman, tvash. 

Betty Goetsch 

Lucile Greene 

Rt. 4, Box 182 G 
Olympia, lrJash. 

Donnelly, Idaho 

Alma Guardipee Box 427 
Brot-sning, Montana 

Dance, 4-H, young Homemaker 
friends 

4-H Recreation Student 
Crafts 

4-H, Grange Housewife 
Church 

Horses, riding Student 
Crafts, 4-H 

4-H, Stock car Student 
racing, Hunting 

Camp Fire Girls Houseulfe 

Homemakers Crafts Office Asst. for 
Singing M. D. 

4-H Leader Grange Housewife 
Remodeling 

Francis X. Guardipee Box 427 
Brotming, Mont. 

Leona Hepburn 

Ken Hoach 

1431 No.Lilly Road 
Olympia, lrJash. 

Rt. 2, Box 1016 
Modesto, Calif. 

H~memakers-Church Homemaker 
Groups, Ceramics 

4-H , Crafts 
Recreation 

Trucker 

Eladne Hollister 912 ~r. Kennelt.rick Ave. Camp Fire, Crafts Ex. Director 
Kennewick, Hash. Recreation C.F .Girls 

l1rs. L. R. Hoxie Rt. 1, Box 261 
La Grande, Oregon 

Crafts, Singing 
Planning 

4-H Leader 
Homemaker 

/~ 
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Name 

Don Ingle 

Address 

Route 1 
Sagle, Idaho 

Interests Job 

4-H , Sq. Dancing County Agent 
Photography 

Ella Jenkins 727 E. 60th St. Music, Table Tennis Folksinger 
Chicago 31, Illinois Dancing Rnythm Specialist 

Donna Jernigan 1)06 S. Eastside 
olympia, Wash. 

Homemakers 
PTA 

Houset-1 ife 

4-H Leader 

I~ 

Lucille Jessemey Rt. 31 Box 329 
Olympia, Wash. 

4-H PTA 
Youth groups Secy. for Housing 

Develop. 
Gloria Johnson Box 267 Music, dance, 

Bonners Ferry 1 Ida. People 

Robert Johnson Box 796 
t·Taterville 1 Wash. 

Margaret A. Kuhl 501 So. Grand 
Bozeman, rJlont 

Alfhlld Lelnum Coeur d'Alene, 
Idaho 

4-H, Scouts 
Crafts 

4-H 

Marjorie Leinum Rt. 1~ Box 48 Church youth 

Donald l41tchell 

Coeur d'Alene, Ida. 

State 4~ Office 
University of Idaho 
Moscow, Idaho 

4-H People 
Crafts 

Home Agent 

County Agent 

Assoc. State 
4-H Leader 

Homemaker 

Credit Mgr.-Hosp. 

Asst. State 4-H 
Leader 

Helen Moore zoB - 7th St. ~. ~~. 
Soap Lake, trias h. 

Homemakers Homemaker 

John Moore 

Joanne Monroe 

Steve Olson 

Hugh O'Neill 

Campfire, Crafts Beautician 

Star Route 
Moses Lake, Wash. 

Culdesac, Idaho 

People 

4-H Crafts 
Sports 

210 19th Ave. N. ~~. 4-H 
Great Falls, Montana Luther League 

5315 s. Drexel Christ 
Chicago lS, Illinois Education 

Farmer & 
Fieldman 

Student 

Student 

Student / 
Minister 

Denis 0' Sullivan 11G len Erin" Albury People Photography 
Sth Canterbury = Husic, Singing IFYE Student 
New Zealand Dancing, Sports Farm Worker 

Clara Peterson 915 Pioneer Ave. l4uslc, dancing 
4-H,OUtdoors 

Secretary 

Carolyn Pugh 

Cashmere, \-lash. 

Box 190 
Shedd, Oregon 

lJI, Y .F. 4-H t-Jork Student 
seHing, skiing High School 



• Name Address Interests Job 

Ruth Rasmussen 107 So. Spring Crafts, music Houseuife 
Pullman, l!Jash. = Youth groups 

Marta Robertson 801 East B 4-H Church Houset-rife 
l~o scow, Idaho 

.A:nge lo Rovet to 1608 Fruitvale Blvd. Skiing, tennis, Engineer 
Yakima, lrlash. s~one cutting l·lotel Operator 

Elaine Rovetto 1608 Fruitvale Blvd. 4-H work, skiing l4otel Operator 
Yakima, lJash. 

Margie Santeford Rt. 1, Box 372 
Snohomish, rlash. 

Pansy Scheline Donnelly, Idaho 

Ramola ~abury Rt. 6, Box 103 
Mt. Vernon, Wash. 

Halter Secor 914 lrJ. Olive 
Bozeman, Montana 

Charlie Scribner 1945 Idaho Ave. 

Lou Slade 

Russell Slade 

St. f"Iaries, Idaho 

310 s. 21st St. 
St. Haries, Idaho 

310 s. 21st st. 
St. Maries, · Idaho 

Dale Steckelberg Route 5 
Arlington, t~ash. 

Leila Steckelberg Route S 
Arlington, ~iash.. 

Don Stephens 620 Ridge Road 
Mosco"t-t, Idaho 

Larele Stephens 620 Ridge Road 
= ~iosco1 .. -r, Idaho 

Phyllis Stephens 1711 - 1st Ave. So. 
Great Falls, Hont. 

Billie Marie Studer 3804 First 
Bremerton, Wash. 

Sel-ring Houset.rife 

4-H Sewing, rocks 4-H leader 
Square dancing Homemaker 

Se"t-ring Home Agent 

4-H, PTA Camping Homemaker 
Gardening Asst. 4-H Leader 

Square dancing 

People 
Politics 

Square dane i ng 
camping 

Square dane i ng 
camping 

Hunting 
Fishing 

People, crafts 
Dancing, Rec. 

Newspaper 

rtayor 
Forest consultant 

Photo 
Journalist 

Forester 

Logger 

Student 

Boy Scouts, Art College student 
Architecture, Biology 
People and GIRLS 

Rocks, coins 
stamps 

4-H Recreation 
Crafts 

4-H, Campfire 
Camp crafts 

Physician 

Student 

· Homemaker 
Student 

Anton Sundsted 2726 Central Ave. 4-H County Agent at 
Large Great Falls, Mont. 

;/-
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Name Address 

Janis Switzer 5719 Fremont St. 
Boise, Idaho 

LaVaun Switzer 5719 Fremont St. 

Terry Switzer 

Charles Thomas 

Hazel Thompson 

Boise, Idaho 

5719 Fremont St. 
Boise, Idaho 

Box 305 
Leuiston, Idaho 

Forsyth, Montana 

Interests 

4-H Recreation 
Camping 

Fishing 
Heckling 

Job 

Extent ion Home 
Agent 

Apprentice Repr. 
Dept. of Labor 

Student 
Basketball, base-
ball, other sports 

Indian artifacts 
~1ild flolvers 
Leather tooling 
Homemakers 
4-H 

County Agent 
(4-H) 

Home Demonstratic 
Agent 

Edna Thorlei~son 20303 Poplar Way 4-H, Sq. dancing Teacher 
Alden-rood Manor, t·Jn. Camping, Photog. Homemaker 

Nature 

Irene Thornton Rt. 4, Box 273 
Olympia, Nash. 

Karen Todd Lapwai, Idaho 

Dennis Viebrock Douglas, Wash. 

Lois lrlicklund Rt. 5., Box 294 
Olympia, trJash. 

Nathaniel Woodhouse Rt. 1, Box 98 
0 lymp ia, trJash. 

Ga i 1 Wooduard 

Linda Berney 

Fred Grimm 

Asker Apts. /17 
Grangeville, Idaho 

Grand VieH, Idaho 

Box 244 
Hhituorth College 
Spokane, \·lash • 

4-H Homemakers 
Craft Games 

4-H 

Sq. dancing, 
Singing, 4-H 

Sq. dancing 
4-H 

Housewife 
Checker Groc.Store 

Student 

High School 
Student (Sr.) 

Student 

Photography, 4-H County Ext. Agent 
Fishing, dancing 

4-H Home Dem. Home Agent 
Club ~Jork Idaho Co. 

Christian educa- Student 
tion, 4H 

Youth for Christ Student 
Christian educa-
tion 
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ACT\VtTY WHEEL 
3 cardboard metal barrel lid 

painted vri th ori.entatior 

DUTY 

information - placed 
in conspicuous 

places about 
campsite 

W ~\EEL 
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Apple Pie 
Crust for seven pies: 

10 c. flour 
3 1/3 cup shorter:ing 
4 tsp. salt 
lt cup water 

6 gallons canned apples 
makes 20 pies 

Baking Powder ?~~~~_i ts 
Sift together 16 c~ps flcur 

-!- cup bak. p1r1d. 
2 Tbs. salt 

cut in 2 cups lard 
Add 1-i- qts. milk 
Mix lightly, knead sli chtly, 
roll to i inch thickness. 
Cut, bake at 450° for 12 min. 
Yield - 100 

Quantity Recipes Used for 
Chatco lab f-ie nus 

Ground Beef Stroganoff 
(90 servings) 

Melt: 3 lbs. butter 
Cook: 10 cups chopped onions in 

butter until golden brown 
Add: 25 lbs. hamburger and cook til 

bro1r1n t cup (or more to taste) s~lt 
4 cup (or more to taste) nutme 

1/8 cup pepper 
3 50-oz cans mushroom soup and 

cook 15 min. (thin Nith vrater 
if too thiclt) 

trJhen ready to serve, spread 6 qts. 
buttermilk (or sour cream) over top 
and heat gentl~. Serve on rice. 

/ Cheese Fish Ba.ke 
' -Arrange 2517" fis'i ·:. fillets in single 

layer in greas~d baking pans. 
Season 1-rith a dash of pepper. 
Pour cream of mushroom soup over layer 

of fish 
Snrinkle shredded cheddar cheese over 

soup. Bake at 37.5° about 1 hour or 
until lightly hrowned. 

Fudge Cake 
Serves-45 people 

Cream together: It cup sh~~tening 
4 cups sugar 

add: 6 uell beaten eggs 
Hix tooether !~ oz. chocolate (or 5 oz 

cocoa '} 1.J.- T. soda 
1f cup hot trJater 
lz- pint milk 

Add this liquid mixture alternately 
Hi th 7 cups flour. 
Bake 25 to 30 min. at 350° - mru~es 6 

9 in •. layers. 

A··.·young···H.D.A. He'li call SHoose 
Has so thin that her oirdle -was loose 
After choHi nd a uh i le 
In our Chatcolab style 
She has picked up a cute lil caboose. 
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Recipe for the barbecue sauce: 

C oold..ng oil 
Vinegar 
Salt 
Pepper 
Poultry seasoning 

for 5 
1 pint 
1 pint S tsp. 
i tsp . 
1! tsp. 

for 100 
2 qts • 
4 qts. 
2t cups 
5 tsp. 
! cup 

You may multiply or divide these portions for other amounts. 

Procedure: 

Place briquets in a heap on top of a kindling fire (or us~ lighter 
flUid}. When the briquets are gray (it takes about 30 mi.~utes) place 
them in a single layer in the bottom of the barbecue. Dip the c · cken 
ha:lves in the sauce and place on rack. Baste and turn ~ry-:1.! 
minutes. The chicken will be done, tasty and golden,...,.in 30-LO minutes. 

For a barbecue of this size (100) the menu sh 

Barbecued Chicken 

Carrot and celery sticks 

Bread and butter 

Ice cream 

Milk Punch 

CHEF HATS: 

Use a strip of paper about 3 inches 1~~~'''\~:;; ... :. . the esir~ 
ference of the hat, and twice the desired he~~~Ct[i~at. Fold 
paper in half lengthwise • Clip the folded ed~e~tf .. \ ..1~ frequent 
intervals. Fold strips out and staple a circlelto i~ er the top, 
after the ends have b n stapled together at the '5a.c • ~'N-· 

CuT C. t ~C.Lt:" 

.. ~ '• .. 
... '· 

s ,.\ \:> ':t ' 
l J_ l _, -'-' - '- _, t l L 1 1/Vc.L 

e u 1"..s 

5TAPLE 
C '~C.L" 
IO 
$=- L vTED 
loP 
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THANKS GIVING 

coorr P.II.S 

-$"rve4 i,n the Iradi an- Tepee 

Wild Turk~y and Dressing 

l1ashed Potatoes 
and brown gra'fY 

Buttered Indian CQrn 

Relish Plate 

IIolded Cranberries 

Hot Rolls 

Pilgrim Pumpkin Pie 

Nilk Coffee 

Candied 
Sueet Potatoes 

Green Beans 

Cabbage ~nd Pineapple 
Salad 

Plum Pudding 

Tea 

l~T U ~ 

.---·--... _ _..._ ... ~ - .. - ~ ~~ -. - ··""' -- -------:.-- -~ ----... ·- - ,. .... ... . . 
..._ - - ....... "'1 ... ~· ... ._ .. ~ -..-.~- ...... . ... . 
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.. :~ .·~· ::·=: ·· of a Pilgrim 

The Indian Chief invited one and all to join in refreshments at his Tepee 
after which everyone came to the largest house ip the settlement for a 
traditional harvest festival. 

Many of the special foods had been prepared ~/"kitchen ·minded" campers. 
Settlers, Indians and guests from far away tr~~~s enjoyed the buffet 
supper. ':: ~~ 

!: 
After everyone had eaten their fill the talentea.members fron the settlemt 
and the Indian tribes provided entertainment, i~luding an Indian dance o: 
"Thankfulness," a gay European dance, e1nd a mocf,r.n interpretation of the 
planting and harvest. There uere several mus ic;#J numbers by a quartet an 
the rest of the ~roup. ~~t!1r · 

tTY 
Later in the evening the Indians and settlers ;~Jp1ned in fun and dancing 

in the long lodge hall. -~~~~\ 

····: ..... ··•: · ··::::: ·:~:··:··~···· ·,:···· :~::·;· ·::··.,;~·::; ·; · ;:·~ .: .. ,".•:'" : · ;•;;•;:;;··: · .:.:.;;~t:~~i~l;~~~'c~~-~~c·:·.~-··: ... ::: ..... : . ·.· · ···:.·:·~-



MAKING MARZIPAN Cookies can bring merrf ment to whole family during holidays 

Making Marzipan Cookies Can Be Family Project for Christmas 
Is it family-project time at your 1 make a much appreciated ·gift. oughly. Shape as directed; use 2 Cherries: Roll 2 tsp. dough into 

home during the holidays? Here's Here's the cooky of the season, de- level teaspoonful of dough. Place 3 small balls. Use piece of green 
an idea that's sure to bring merri- veloped in the holiday Betty Crock- on ungreased baking sheet; chill colored toothpick for stem. 
ment to all-Marzipan Cookies. er kitchens: 30 min. Heat oven to 300° (slow). Plums: Follow directions for 

These "candy cookies" are dain- MARZIPAN COOKIES Bake about 30 min. (time will vary peaches. For blush, dilute lfs tsp. 
ty, colorful miniature fruits and % cup soft butter with size). Do not brown. Makes blue and 2 drops red food color-
vegetables, made from a rich but- ~ cup sugar 2 to 2lh doz. ing with 1 tsp. water. 
ter cooky dongh with almond flav- · ·food color.ing (see below) YELLOW DOUGH ORANGE DOUGH 
oring. "Marzipan" itself means a ~ tsp. almond flavoring Add 2 to 3 drops ·yellow food Add 3 drops red and 2 drops 
paste of ground almonds and su- 1~ cups sifted "kitchen-tested" coloring. yellow food coloring. 
gar, molded in typical tiny fruit · · flour Bananas: Roll dough into banana Oranges: Form into ball. Insert 
and vegetable shapes. Cream butter, sugar, food color- shape curving and tapering ends. clove in blossom end. For texture 

They're such a gay and colorful ing of your choice (below) and Flatte~ top eliQ'htly. Paim; on mark- punch with blunt end of toothpick 
ddition to the cooky tray and they flavoring. Stir in flour; mix thor- i.ngs with mixture of 3 drops red, Carrots: Roll dough into 2" rolls; 

FINISHED MARZIPAN Cookies are a candy-like confedion ' made 
from rich butter cooky dough with almond flavoring, molded into 

2 drops yellow, 1 drop blue food taper at end . . Make stem as for 
coloring diluted with lh tsp. water. strawberries. 

Pears: Roll dough into a ball, Apricots: Follow directions for 
then cone. Bend top slightly. In- peaches. Use red blush. 
sert stick of cinnamon for stem. GREEN DOUGH 
For red blush, dilute lh tsp. red Add 4 to 5 drops green food col
food coloring with 1 tsp. water; oring. 
paint cheel{s. Green Apples: Follow directions 

Apples: Roll dough into ball. for apples. Use red blush. 
Use small piece of cinnamon for Beans: Use 1h level tsl). dough. 
stem and clove in blossom end. Roll into 2" lengths P/4 diameter). 
Add red blush as in pears. Curve slightly. 

Peaches: Roll dough into ball. Peas in a Pod: Use llh level tsp. 
Make crease down one side with of dough and form into flat 11h" 
toothpick. Use clove in blossom circle. Divide level teaspoonfuls of 
end. Add red blush. dough into 3 or 4 equal parts; form 

RED DOUGH peas. Place in center of circle; 
Add 4 to 5 drops red food color- shape dough around peas. Pinch I 

In g. ends of pod together. 
Apples: Follow directions of ap· 

pies: 

tiny fruit and vegetable shapes. 

Strawberries: Roll dough into 
ball, then heart shape about %" 
high. For texture punch with blunt 
end of toothpick. Roll 1n red dec- ! 
orator's sug::tr. Use piece of green 
colored toothpick or green dough j 

- ------------ for stem . 

. . . . . . • 

. . 

. ·> 
... ·!. 

.:· .. 
' . ·. 
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MODEIJ:NG FONDANT 

(imitation marzipan) 
potato candy by Alura Dodd and ~-

Margie Leinum v Peel and dice potatoes. Mash through and meas~ >~ 
i cup. Into warm potato stir thoroughly: ~ t:3J 

1 Tbsp. oleo or butter 
1 tsp. almond flavor 
1 cup pwd. sugar 
! cup pwd. milk 

When chilled, mix in enough powdered milk to 
model easily. Divide fondant. Leave one lump 
plain, and color others red, orange, yellow, 
green, etc. 

Model into fruits, vegetables, such as straw
berries, radishes, carrots, pumpkins, etc. 

CRANBERRY-ORANGE CHIFFON DESSERT 
Serves 30 

4 cans whole cranberry sauce 
l ·pkg. brown sugar 
1 Tbsp. grated orange rind 
8 small pkgs. cherry gelatin 
1 cup pecans 
1 quart whipping cream 
1 quart crushed vanilla wafers 
3/4 cup butter or margarine 

p 
r:.--1 
LJ 

\'e o ~ 

~ol<.( -e'\o'l 

~· 
w\.\ , 1 

Heat cranberry sauce, brown sue,ar and orange rind together. Add cherry 
gelatin and stir until dissolved. Cool. 1~en mixture begins to congeal, 
fold in nuts and whipping cream. In each of two oblong cake pans sprinkl 
layer of crumbs and butter mixture (reserving some for top). Pile gel
atin mixture into pans. Top v.nth remaining crumbso Chill until firm. 
Cut into squares to serve. 

Using a bell-shaped cutter, fashion cranberry bells for a garnish and 
place atop eaCh square. 
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S0Ut1 ~ 0 UG 1-1 
Fm. Mil-~ ~'l1 . . .· ~f. 

' I " I :j ~ 
,... .iJ . . l ~" lil . 

G OL-1> 

Mode of transportation: JGnnyjet 

Don Ingle - Burnt, Captain 

Gail vloodward - Pancake 

Al Leinum - Cookie 

Lucile Green - Tops, Scribe 

Mary Lou Bieber - Anti 

Margie Santeford - Spicy 

Betty Dilley - Risin' 

Bill Bunning - Fallin' 

Halt Secor - Bacon Powder 

Warren Barber - Lumpy 

Clara Peterson - Salty 

J -·· 

History: Pappy had to dis.cover a new industry for his gold digginl 

daughters. We loaded our gear in to the Jennyjet, con-

sisting of a frying pan, ore pick, and shovel, and headed 

for the gold fields of Chatcolab. 

Provisions: Can of Sour dines; starter of sour dough 
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Gloria ~ohnaon-What a Catastroski 
(Capyain) 

Glorine Eastman-Imabumski 
(Scribe) 

Hazel Be·eman-Haysld.. 
Eva Dawson-Evanavoski 
Ra.mola Seabury- Wannatryski 
Lucille Jessemy- Nowiski 
Karen Todd- Shortski 
LaRele Stephens- Doc Vodski 
Don Clayton- Donwilski 
Bob Johnson- Bobsledski 

Transportation: Flying Red 
Horse ski 

Scribe, start wagon your tongue! 

HISTORY: One winter our family mounted our Flying Red Horse on skiis 
and rode out of Russia. 

, 
I 

f 
f 
I 

We came over via Siberia and settled near Moose Cow Ski 
(Moscow·ski, Idaho). 

Our leader, What a Catastros~i, has ruled us with an iron 
curtain since, and insisted that we do our best to discover 
new areas of skiing. 
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Don Mitchell Heave Ho 
(wagon master) 

Sharon Dobler What Ho 
..t (scribe), ,- - • _/ 

Alura Dodd Purple Sage / ~v--
Marsha Buchanan Rider of the~-

Purple Sage ~-/ J • 

Norma Cannon Outrider 
Retta Hoxie He He Ho 
Juanita Dobrowsky Ho Down 
Denis 0 r Sullivan Whack Ho 
Tony Sundsted Wagon Ho [fA\/\~ 0 0_ U 
Betty Goetch Ha Ha Ho 

Transportation to Chatcolab: 
Schooner, over the Great 
Divide 

History: Ten Ho-s started westward Ho t o Chatcolab Ho for a Ho Ho Ho 
week. As we came to our first night 1 s stop along the way He He and 
Ha Ha climbed to the ridge to scout for Indians. Just then over the 
horizon there appeared a whole raft of terrible Roman Conquistadors. 
We would have made much better time if we could have kept our familY 
with the schooner. They went that-a-way. We got held up by the Vigil
antes but we only lost a few. It was a long twisted cattle trail that ; 
we followed across the rivers, mountains and prairies. Whack Ho travelled 

8oOO miles to be here and it has t~ken 9 weeks of weary travel mainlY 
due to his schooner running aground in the Snake River and his capture 
by friendly forces who slowed me down for 4 weeks. We lost our brake 
coming down the mountain and rolled over and over again. Over bumpy 
roads-? and through meadows we came frorll Thurston Co. to discover a 
quaint place called Chatcolab and what a discovery! We suggest the first 
task in this new colony will be to erect Idaho road signs. 

/ ' H 0 ~- ,'. 

E 

~I 
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Mode of transportation: Underground 

LaVaun Switzer - Chief Copperhead--unanimously selected {~ 
Donna Jernigan - No cents, Scribe Maryann Bauman - Indian head penny 
Hugh O'Neill - Slug Norma Dobler - Boddie 
Elaine Hollister - Tupeuny Ed Cushman - Half pennY 
Elaine Rovetto - Shiny Penny Ralph Dawson - Loose Coin 

History: We were a family of "counter fitters" in England and got 
caught and had to leave the country. We "centsed" on our 
way across the channel that even in America it might be 
discovered that we •••.••• well, I won 1t ••..•.• maybe I better 
tell you ••••• that we would have a reception "fitting copper 
counter fitters." So we bought an old submarine and set out 
for Pennington, Vermont, but the coppers got "cent" of our 
scheme, so we had to change our plans and burrowed instead 
to Chat-co-lab via Copper Canyon, where we set up our plates · 
and fit the counters very wellll 

Mond~ a.m. Our chief Copperhead led us in a yell--

Group: "Bananas Bananas (lo~er) -- Bananas {louder) 

Chief: "You're a grand bunch" • 

.,'tll'o our sorrow the Counter Fitto:.,s must report a "rigged" election .. 
Our chief Copperhead declined the honor when nominated so he made 
out the secret ballots. Who won whe~ the name was drawn? You guessed 
itl1 ----- . 
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Destination: Virginia City, Nevada 

Mode of transportation: Silver Conestoga Wagon 

Chuck Thomas - Quick Silver, Wagon-master 
Sharon Burnham - Philla Gree Silver, Scribe 
Billie Marie Studer - Thready Silver 
Helen Moore - Tar Nish Silver 
Pansy Scheline - Mexican Silver 
Edna Thorleifson - Ann Teak Silver 
Leona Hepburn - Nick L. Silver 
Darlene Bailey - Two Bits Silver 
Glenn Dildine - Sterling Silver 
Frank Guardipee - Long John Silver 
Terry Switzer - Hi Ho Silver 

Daughter 
Aunt 
Aunt 
Adopted daughter 
Mother 
Daughter 
Daughter 
Grandfather 
Notorious great uncle 
Son 

History:Because of a family feud the Silvers have struck out on their 
own, leaving their home in Half Buck, Harlan County, Kentucky. As all 
trips across the wild west prairie, this one held manY thrilling epis
odes. The first of these was the birth of Hi Ho Silver. This new 
addition is one the whole family will always remember. Thready Silver, 
the black sheep of the family, seems to have interests in the Gold 
Family which we met on the trail, as she is always straying. We were 
never broke as we always had T1.J .J Bits Silver with us. As we always 
had money we were constantly on the lookout for outlaws of the prairie. 
But we always had a protector, Long John Silver, oldest and wisest of 
our family. As we approached the Colorado River t·J'e noticed an orphan 
in the bottom of the Grand Canyon pe.nning silver. 1-J'e could tell by 
the dark complexion and her beauty that she was a traveler from south 
of the border. The Silvers, being a family with an open heart, took 
her in and called her Mexican Silver. We soon arrived at Silver City. 
We're laded now, and happyl 
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Mode of transportation: in rocket can 

Rus Slade - Nebuiae, Captain 
Phyllis Stephens- Sputternik II, scribe 

Leila Steckelberg - Explorer XIII 
Nettie Barber - Vanguard III 
Lois Ekloff ... Shooting star 
Ruth Rasmussen - Moonshine 
Nat Woodhouse - Little Dipper 

Marta Robertson - Meteor 
Hazel Thompson - Comet 
Ken Roach - Stardust 
Jim Ballard - Big Dipper 
Dale Steckelberg- Explorer XIV 

History: We just dropped in from outer space to see wh~t's orbiting 

at Chat. We 1re interested in what's going round at Chat, 

since we have been given to understand that ideas are being 

put into orbit all the time • 
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· ·--·~ ~.~ ·-_.....,--------John Moore -Wild Bill Hie, Captain 

Naoma Gillespie - Annie 0, scriber 
Lois Wicklund - Hat·Jkeye Harvey 
Margaret Kuhl - De:J.deye Dick 
Charlie Scribner - One-eye Charlie 
Rosalie Etan - Plummer 

Mary Fran Bunning - Hanging Ratti 
Alma Guardipee - Calamity Jane 
Janis Swi tZler - Two-gun Pete 
Hike Firman - Doc Holliday 

History: During the days of great unlawlessness in North Idaho on 
the St. Joe River, hooliganism and various forms of juvenile delin
quency were quite conL!lon. Day after day reports came of irrespon
sible persons who neglected to go on their bird walks, who did not 
participate in five o'clock breakfast, or who failed to clean their 
tables. So the Vi cilante clan gathered from all over Idaho, Montana, 
vrashington and Colorado. They came by burro, by jalopy and by 
pack rat, spurring their steeds across the swollen rivers, trudging 
across the desolate deserts. And with their family crest- the hang
man's noose- they soon had a clean, law-abiding community of which 
all Chatcolabbers could be proud • 
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Transportation: Slid in on a Rainbow 

Angelo Rovetto - Sun God 
Irene Thornton - Lonesome Pine, 
Ella Jenkins - Nutty Pine 
Margie Leinum - Lost Pine 
Grace Burlison - Red~y Pine 
Jackie Cobern - Puny Pine 

Scribe 
Carolyn Pugh - Stinky Pine 
Joanne Monroe - Stic~ Pine 
Don Stephens - Pineapple 
Steve Olson - Tall Pine 
Dennis Viebrock - Short Pine 

History: A long time ago when the sun was being formed there were 
eleven (11) elements who fea~ed the s~n's power. They decided with 
the help of the sun's son god to see the universe. After the terrible 
and many space storms the 11 elements bumped into something hard. It 
was a beautiful rainbow. r~hey found the rain'bow extremely slick and 
unable to keep from sliding th~... slid down the bow and landed with a 
bump on the planet known as Ea~th, ngar Chatcolet Lake. They had no 
hope of ever returning to the sun because of the lack of energy from 
their long trip. They had many trials and troubles in those days. 

The Sun, knovri.ng they would never return, sent them the Trillium giving 
them a new found hope. They became Pine Trees, to shade and care for 
the radiant wPite blossoms. Ever after they faithfully followed the 
chief of their family, the Sun God Pine • 
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PARTY PUu'\TNOO DISCUSSION 

The discussion was introduced with a skit. The group was asked to 
eavesdrop on the planning session. The club's adult leader was the 
type that led by doing things for his group such as lining up a hall 
and a band before the theme t..ras set or the opinion of the group, was 
procured. One committee member 't.JaS concerned uith status seeking 
and "ranted 11High Class " settings tvith society type doings. Another 
was the type that tvanted to test any idea t-rith the authenticity of the 
source book. Another Has concerned mainly t,ri th food. A fourth member 
tms mxious to have a party that would allovr her to do spot-1 ight leading 
with her specials. With each of these being exploiters of the group 
and the event for personal ends, ro wonder the meek one suggesting that 
something be decidzd and accepted by the committee as a ~mole never did 
get heard. NOR DID A PARTY PLAN EVER GET OFF THE GROUND. 

Follot-sing this, a discussion around the Harth and value of the party 
as a most significant device or tool for shaping fun,mllowship, 
friendliness, understanding and acceptance took place. 

A hit of brainstorming 11-ras the next step in an attempt to shotv the 
place of a theme and the practicality of almost any idea for a party 
theme. All were invited to simply close their eyes, imagine a moon on 
the horizon and to call out anything that might pass through this moon
light projected on their mind screen. A flood of ideas resulted and 
were listed. The t,rord mice was selected as a basis for the party theme. 

The next step was to tr.y to disc~ver ingredients that all entered in to 
help make progress toward real iz :.1g a party's purpose. These several 
ingredients seemed to divide into fiv~ parts. 

Io Promotion- Invitations (tiue, place, theme, trrhat to wear, 
date);-o-c1~r build-up in announcements, skits, etc. to remind and 
to build curiosi·t.y. 

II. Atmosphere - Decorations, costuming, get-acquainted or 
defrosting events beginning with the first comers to the party. 
(Here several people Here given paper plates, scissors, plastic 
lace, crayons, scotch tape, etc. and invited to come up t-tith ideas 
for simple costuming, invitations, Hhich served the party theme. 
Several ingenious ideas emerged and ~re shotvn in short order. 

III. Refreshments - Food and drink, table or other setting and 
serviCe' procedures, plus the time in the event 1·1hich best served 
to enhance the theme and realize the party's purpose. Simple 
things, familiar foods, can be imaginatively and tastefully used 
as atmosphere and stinulants to fellowship. 

IV. Central Events -Games, mixers, dances, songs, special per
formances done with variety and progressing to a climax. 
v. Closing - the tapering off process which resolves that which 
has been established and developed. It may be a ceremonial or a 
simple joining of hands, an appropriate song Hith a "thank you 
and goodnight to all "'• 
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''EVALUATirL THE 1960 LAB" 

(Saturday r.lorning Discussion) 

I. Don Clayton and Glenn Dildipe opened up some ideas on hou to think 
about what H·e have been 1o ing here this ueek. - -
First que'Stiont:C>a'Sk: 'Hh91t have ,..,e diS'Co'Vered here?" 

--what has happened inside me? ~!hat important changes have 
occurred in my: . -- · 

(F) Feelinqs = ·my. attitudes, beliefs, convictions, etc. 
{T ) Thoughts • my understandings, ideas, knol--Jledge, t-1ays 

of seeing things, etc. 
{A) Actions • skills, habits of saying and doing, etc. 

--We recognize that Chatcolab especially emphasizes Feelings and 
Attitudes, because they are such pot·rerful influences on our 
thinking and acting. 

Second question to ask: '~ow have our Lab activities contributed to 
these discoveries (changes :i vrithin me?" 
-~ur discoveries about self and others - these deeper under

standings, feelings and ways of acting -- are the real 
purposes, ~' outcomes we are seeking to discover--

--Lab activities are our means, our tools to use in our search 
to discover ourselves and other people. 

II. Then we all brought out a few examples of our personal discoveries 
here this ueek. ".! have learned--" · 

--To reassess my consideration of other people. (F, T, A) 
--That it takes time for people to get together and ~rork together 

as l·re have hete { F & T) 
--Some of the conditions which help me (each of us) move in and 

participate voluntarily and enthusiasticc.lly include, "! must 
feel that: {F, T, A) 

-~I have real responsibility for what happens. 
--~iy contribution, 1rrhatever it is, is acceptable, lvanted 
--I cnn contribute something important to our f;roup and activity 
--Each person in the group is really important and can make a 

unique contribution. 
--If I am to fee 1 this "trray, our leaders must have certain ideas 

and feelings about us all. They must deeply believe that eve!j 
one does have vz.luable ideas; nrust vrant these ideas to come out 
must 1-rant to see people groH as lenders and deeply believe that 
people can; must want and encourage others to move out in front 
as they feel free to try it. 

--How to plan a successful party in such a short time (F, T, A) 

III. t~e then tooh a short look a: the kinds of Lab activities in t-rhich He 
have all p~rticipated in order-to discover-rlearn) some of the ir. 
important attitudes, thoughts anc. skills in action cbout oursel\~es 
and others: 

--Pa-.:t~.es and Ceremonies, tied together arot.: .:.1.d some corr ... "'Tlon the!Tle, 
h<iv"""r.:-_oc-~·nhelpful. He have found 'that good. r~s,.1lts require 
(F, T_., A) 

--Careful planning sessions, so each person has a picture of 1rmat 
Ne are aiming for. 

--Preparation of plans, practices and rehearsals, to help us each 
see our role and how it fits into the whole. 

--Carrying out plans flexibly and creatively, in order to get the 
satisfaction of a job well done, and practice toward skill for 
future. 

--Evaluating ho1-1 t-Iell it trior ked and why. This has been mostly 
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informal, person-to-person talks all over the Lab. (This Sat. A.H. 
discussion is an example of more organized, careful evaluation.) 
--Neals have contributed to our discoveries. lrJe have seen hot-r muc1 

they contributed, because kitchea and meals have been such a fre~ 
and enjoyable part of the t-rhole Lab., because food has been so 
good and so varied (Charlie's breakfast, the fish fr,y down at 
the lake; overnight and free day, lunches, etc.) 

--Various creative Relaxation 1\cti vi ties have helped too. lr-Je have 
had free choice of dancing, table games, nature hikes, rock hunt 
or sightseeing or just loafing, overnight, interpretive dancing, 
100-inch hike, etc. 

--Crafts - The Hay they have been handled have helped us too, 
contributing to: 

Learning specific skills to use back home 
Making something ourselves to proudly use and show 
(Maybe most important) Contributing to the important self
and-others discoveries of the whole lab (Shared leadership 
an example } • 

--(-Discussions?) 

IV Don then asked us (and lre did it) to turn around and become small groc 
of five to 8 people, each group to spend about 15 minutes in continuir 
this way of thinking a~ut (evaluating) the Lab: 

Talk over and 1r1rite down your group's ideas on how these Lab 
activities have contributed to our personal discoveries this week. 
Add any other personal di c;cover ~ es t.Yhich seem important. ~Je l:Ji 11 
share each group report at end of period. 

Group reports Here then turned in, at request of 1961 Lab planners to 
help in developing next year's Lab. 

V Don then acted as r1.C., as Frank G. tape-recorded the one~ importar. 
idea trrhich each group wanted to share u ith us all. Herewith these idea .. 
just as they ~ .rere vJritten dot,Jn on the board as each reporter gave them: 

1. As youngsters, it has been good to see adults let themselves go. 
2. You can't learn anything while talking. You have to listen too. 
3. 1rJe learn to share-accept everyo ne. 
4. Everybody discovered that learner • s could be broken dm.·m and then 

everyone has something to offer • 
.5. He t·rould like a craft tour, to help us make crafts easy (elementar 

simplified) to fit back home. (arranged for 3:30 Sat. afternoon, 
as a result of this request.) 

6. First year labbers would like camp photography brought out earlier 
in the 1rreek. 

1. Discovered our ability to try; and then to be able to give up 
limeliQ.ht to someone else.---

As 1r1ind-up, Don asked us to think of this discovery (evaluation) session 
as "Commencement," only the start of continual thought about what Chatco1 
196o has meant to each of us. 

There is some good in everything! 
If those we criticize weren't as bad 
as 1-~e think they are--~"~e couldn't
be as ~ as 1r1e think t-Je aret 
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that: 

People discover ther.tselves a.nd help others nost uhen: 
--They find themselves growing more at ease within 
themselves, more realistically self-confident, 
more free to express thems~lves in ~reative action. 
--They deeply believe that other people ~ t..rant to 
move ahead, become more confident and creative, 
more knowing and skillful, nore concerned for 
others. Therefore they find the~selves wanting to 
contribute somehow to other's self-discovery, willing 
to share in this deeply, actively seeking out ways to 
discover and create· together. 

Chatcolab exists to help each person take his or her oun 
next steps toward becoming this kind of person. 

Therefore the Lab provides a variety of self-discovering 
re-creative activities in which: 

--People feel 1-.rarmly supported and encouraged to 
explore and try their t-rings in· several areas of 
self-expression. 
--Each person finds a personal freedom and competent 
help in this seekin0. 

Therefore leadership sprinrs spontaneously and abundantly from 

4-1 

the group, and each person finds pleasure in taking roles ~ 
which contribute to the creative job they all are shFi~g. 

Glenn Dildine / / 

Gems ol= Ph,losoP~ .\ fj)._:-
common sense is rood to have · 
But never let it master you 
Lest it deprive you of the foolish 

things it's fun to do. 
(Norma Dobler) 

Patience is the ability to 
idle your motor t.rithout 
stripping your gears. 

(Lee Hepburn) 

Ho\'1 long has it been s i nee 
your mind Has stretched with 
a net-~ idea? 

(Doc Rock) 

Everybody needs somebody to 
share things with -- "No Han 
Is an Isl2.nd entire in himself". 
In the creative Rec. Lab sit
uation this is even ~ore 
apparent -- (Don lli tchell) 



NATIONAL 4-H CLUB FOUNDATION 

7100 CONNECTICUT AVENUE • WASHINGTON 15, D. C . 

Telephone Oliver 6-9000 • Cable Address NATFOUR, Washington, D. C. 

May 19, 1960 

Dear 1960 Labbers: 

We didn't have time to duplicate these group reports for the Notebook 
there at Lab. As I read them over, it seemed to me that you would all 
enjoy hearing all the ideas from each of the small discussion groups. 
You remember we had time for just one main idea from each group at the 
end of the discussion Saturday morning. they are already punched to 
slip into your Notebook right behind the report of the Saturday morning 
evaluation session,under DISCUSSIONS. 

I always keep a deep feeling of enjoyment and satisfaction in the weeks 
following each Lab. I am sure we all feel much the same. I hope this 
carries on through so that most of us will be back again next year, 
and will also stimulate other folks to come who haven't bad the chance 
to gain what Chat has to offer. 

Serving Youth Through Citizenship Education, Leadership Development, and International Understanding 
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The Detailed Reports of Small Groups in Saturday Morning 
Evaluatidn' 'Discussion 

(Groups arranged in same sequence as in V in Chatcolab 
Notebook report of Saturday A.M. Discussion) 

GROUP 1 

. ·lve have learned and enjoyed: 

-Groups willing to cooperate and -share skills, with organization of 
a type to give chance for individual expression. 

- As a youngster, good to see adults play roles where they let themselves 
go, roles that are amusing, fun and of a nature that leads to spontaneous 
self expression. 

- The feeling of oneness. All walks of life can be a happy family. 
- Have had an opportunity to do many things and were given some methods 

and techniques to use in group leadership that are of a n?ture .;_to learn 
in a relaxing way. 

- Freedom to get away from outside pressures. 
- Direction by suggestion and doing, rather than by command or in a formal 

manner. 
- Everyone working together, especially on the more distasteful jobs . 

GROUP 2 

Discoveries at Chatcolab: 

Realize that each person knows more about some subject than I do - give 
full credit for this. 

- The successful leader will draw out the reticent, perhaps slow up the 
over enthusiastic or domineering, and ma~e the fullest use of the composite 
ideas, endeavoring to maintain the thought that it is a group idea. In 
other words, "We did it," not 1 -~I did it." After all, none of us can do 
everything alone, but ~ can accomplish anything if we will but desire 
it enough . 

GROUP 3 

Hhat we got out of Chat : 

- Learn to share and accept all types of. personalities. 
- Accept othe~s ideas .. 
- Hhat you can IT :J.ke out of available resources. 

Learned how to take back to our groups w~thout dominating_.,_·. · 
-Learned to us . our creative ability. 

Learned how to· work : ' an<ll ~ _,play at :·,the proper time. 
- Putting work with play and enjoying it . 
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GROUP 4 

He discovered here: 
... .. ·• 

-He have not only the head resource people, but everyone ' shares their 
know-how. 

- Even the least of us has a very special something to offer, to be 
open minded enough to see this in everyone. 

- Has helped to stimulate our own desires to get the important jobs done. 
- Too often in other places the extroverts are so enthu~iastic about. :e..~tting 

something over that the less forceful person gets lost in the shuffle. 
- In the field in which -we are inadequate, Chat has left the desire in us 

to become adequate. 
- To keep trying to get the worthwhile thing done and not let the obstacles 

snow us under. 

GROUP 5 
i .· 

He have learned: 

The way of life and learning. ,!_, · 

Understanding of our people. 
- Evaluation of each other from what we were to what we are. 

He suggest: 

He have liked: 

- A craft tour and display of things made here - finished or 
unfinished. 

- Elementerizing the crafts - breaking down of .all the crafts 
to the simplified level of the children we work with. 

GROUP 6 

- Inclusion of everyone - one big family, all -doing. 
- Informal (late hour sessions) often bring out ideas and talents a shy 

person might not display otherwise. 

Our Criticisms: 
- Long hours . 
-Don't really get rolling at first. 
- Problem of bringing first year campers into activities 

and enthusiasm. 
Later breakfast hour, 8:00. 

This is more of a sugge·stion: 

- .Try to get the purpose of the camp philosophy 
brought out earlier in the session so people 
will begin to think about it. 

• 

• 

• 
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GROUP 7 

\ve discovered and enjoyed: 

- Our own ability to try 
Getting others to share in leadership, so all will feel needed. 
We are equal, sharing in everything, accepted. 
People here do not complain. 
Everything we do here is constructive - good - we have a 
positive attitude. 

- Ability to give up the limelight. 

GROUP 8 

He gained: 

- Discovered everyone interesting or valuable in some way - has something 
to offer. 

- Hhat is it that brings people together - wanting to share - example 
late night song fests. 

- No social barriers, therefore freer expression - no one better than 
anyone else - no one thinks they are better if we give chance to discover 
it. Resource people's generosity with time and ideas would be good example. 

- If you think positively, this gap (barrier between people) is more apt to 
disappear. 

- Sharing of problems gives encouragement - new lease on life. 
Sharing of ideas with all - including gaps we often leave in planning. 

- Supportive attitude of resource people gives good example or goal to follow -
seeing it work is insp1r1ng. 

- Realization we all have ideas no matter how insignificant we may think they 
are. 

\.Je suggest: 

- More emphasis could be used methodologically - pointing out 
what was done as a technique in presentation and leadership. 

Corrections in Notebook Report. Section V of Saturday A.M. Discussion: 

"4. Everybody discovered that learnings could be broken down and that everyone 
has something to offer." 

"6. First year labbers would like camp philosophy brought out earlier in the 
week." 

1960 Chatcolab Leadership Camp 
Chatcolet, Idaho 
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By Charlie Scribner 

First assemble a good hungry crew. These will not be quite so critical 
as ones that are ,,rell fed1 say by Harge. Then get a suprly of the dries 
wood available. i-~oist wood tends to smoke ard uneven heat. It also 
builds up impatience, and helpful remarks. 

Bisquick is the n~st convenient and satistying base for bread but sour
dough or baking poNder Hith flour or cornmeal can be mixed into a very 
satisf,ying blob of dough. This should be mixed rather stiff - not so 
much as to fall apart but stiffer than

1 
tpe usual biscuit dough. This 

should then be shaped rectangular fl I 
or oblong and about 3/4 inch t~l' 
Place a couple of sausages, t-rein~rs,·\ . 
bacon or other on top. All of this ·, · 
should be built upon a piece of 
i•Heavy Duty Foil Urap" about 12 I . -:;;:::::;;:::-~-·· 
inches wide by 18 inches long. \ ,k ---.._ 
The foil is then brought up, a \ · · 
drugstore \f11'ap made in it and !\ 
the ends rolled in ti~htly--this 
in effect makes a pressure coolter. 
Be careful not to puncture the 
foil or the result will be some
wh~t charred, which is said to be 
excellent for the teeth. Ever be 
attentive to this phenomena. The 
action of the leavening trrill cause 
the dough to expand so space must 
be left to care for this. Othenrise 
an explosion may be expected. A rd. 
do not fold the dough around the 
sausage or other filler bee~use 
this will result in half cooked 
meat and gooey bread. 

This packet should be laid on hot 
coals--not flame-~with meat down 
for 3 or 4 minutes, then turned 
over for about the s~ne time, then 
turned back for the s arne time • The result trri 11 be surprising and if the 
steps have been followed prope.rly will be delightful. 

Many other dishes can be cooked successfully by this method. Fish turn 
out very vJell as does a half ct:: f1 1ten~ but they require 7TIOre cooking time. 
Leave them on the fire plenty long. Inspection Hill allot-r the steam to 
escape and when it is ~~apped up a~ain it is almost certain to come out 
slightly overbrot-rned. The display at breakfast on the presentation to 
the author of this trrork. 

A foil pan can be fashioned by carefully folding in the corners so that 
they will hang together while handling. Bacon, eggs, fish etc. can be 
cooked very nicely in this. Careful again to place on hot coals and 
avoid flame. Eggs uill cook ~ore evenly if they are stirred a bit, 
something on the order of scrambled. This treatment also helps to blend 
in the ashes and charcoal that have gotten mixed in~ 
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Altogether it is a very interzsting and educational process, one with 
great potential usefulness and a £enerator of much hilarity • 

f 
I 

L/-7 

Songs ? have been composed to commemorate the culmination of such efforts-

CHARLIE'S BRE1l.KFAST--PJ.I.H! q/\Hl 

The birdies that sing in the spring--tra la 
Have breakfast l-Jith Charlie, the Thing-- Ha Ha 
Eat little pigs that are charred--Ah Ah 
Hith eggs tha.t are cooked till they're hard--Ha Ha 
Stir it all up Hith a stick-- ickt ickt 
lr·fashed down with coffee that's thick--hie t hie t 

Tomorrot.r at five get hep to the jive 
Have breakfast t·rith Charlie--Yuml Yum! 

"These are the things I prize 
And hold of dearest 1r1orth; 
Light of the sapphire skies, 
Peace of the silent hills, 
Shelter of forests, comfort of the grass. 
rrusic of the birds, murmur of little rills, 
Shadot-Js of clouds that suiftly pass, 
And, after sho·Hers the s?:ell of flm-rers 
And of the good brotm earth--
Friendship and 11irth." 
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THOUGHTS ON FLTING A TIE ( 
By Charlie Scribnel' G.J 

Dame Juliana Berners recorded the first work on flies and how to use them 
about 148o. Whether her labors were first hand or merely ~ record of 
stories she had heard is not known. But one thing is certain, the arts 
were not dead. Probably as today most of the fisher folk spent much of 
their time in talking and none keeping a record. 250 years later another 
came who spent or at least claimed to have spent much time fishing, when h 
was not occupied in copying the work of the fair prioress. He did add 
considerable to the philosophy of the sport but he also maintained that 
the sev@n flY patterns which she described were all that he needed and he 
did not bother to concoct any new ones. His name was Isaak Walton. I 
think that I should have enjoyed talking with him. In his ini.mi table 
way he made the art one of honorable leisure. 

Until about 6o years ago there was another lapse in writing about fishing 
or the necessary implements. But I know that the spoken word was carried 
on in a big way. The tales that were rampant when I ~as a kid would do 
justice to any age. Those old boys had great imagination too. The number 
of fly patterns jumped from the ancient seven to something over seven 
hundred. The fish didn't seem to mind too much either. NearlY all of 
those monstrosities and their variations would fool a fish now and then, 
and the way they took fishermen was arr.~zing. They are· still taking fisher
men too and very likely will prove to be potent lures for many years to 
come, for fishermen that is. 

Tying a fly is not difficult. There are ce~tain general rules or methods 
that make it easier, but anyone may discover a way that is easier far him. 
The one thing that is essential is a hook. Take the hair or feathers, as 
the case may be, from a rooster, duck, bear, turkey, deer, moose, squirrel, 
or even a bit of grass, tie on to the hook, impart some action to it with 
the rod tip or maybe build it into the imitation bug and it will catch 
fish. Perhaps same special arrangement will prove a bit superior in same 
locality or some particular color may seem more effective. On second 
thought the hook is really more convenient than essential. One of the 
first fishermen of my acquaintance used only a knot in the end of his line 
with a bit of red yarn tied into it. When he got a bite he ·had the fish 
out on the bank before it could make up its mind to let go. But he did 
give that knot some educated wiggles. Did you ever see a snake fishing? 
He does not use a hook. He merely goes where fish are likely to be, then 
sticks his little red tongue out and wriggles it. The fish has not learne 
in millions of years that this is a delusion and comes to investigate. 
This is an error and the snake has a meal. 

Most fishermen could take a lesson from the snake. They do not fish where 
the fish are but spend countless hours and millions of horsepower fishing 
in water where a fish will not stay. Then they go home and make unkind 
remarks about the Game Commission because they have not trained the fish 
they planted to stay in water that they do not like so that people who do 
not know how to fish could catch them, or they write a great story for the 
magazine about the big one they almost caught, if only they had had the 

~ "' ' -+, ~ ·~ "" r1_ of fly. 
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(Try to admire it for the hO)llespun craftsmanship it demonstrates"~ 
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Simple materials : ·E:a :: .. t.l~r at hand will make an effective lure. The old 
alibi about the fish getting smarter is very weak. Consider for a mo
ment that the snake has been using only one lure since time began and 
doing very well with it. It just does not appear probable that a fish 
has learned to be smarter than a human in the comparatively short time 
that they have been pursuing each other. Could it be that the fisherman 

4-r 

is slipping backward? It would appear to be worthy of some serious '.. 
thought. ' 

OFFICii~.L DE::_ijJ:TITIONS OF THE PARTS OF A FLY 

1. HORNS: These are tHo single fibers of feather that stick up over 
the topping. They are usually made of fibers from Golden, Lady Amherst 
or• Venery phc~sar..t tail feathers, a macaw wing or tail feather or an 
Argus pheasant -vJing feather. They can also be made of natural or dyed 
hairs such as porcupine or moose. ·. 

2. TOPPING: This is usually made of peacock-eyed tail fibers, Golden 
pheasant crest feathers dyed yellow, polar bear hair or something simil. 

3. WING PROPER. :' 4. VEILING: Soft feathers such as barr( 
teal flank fea~hers placed over the sidt 
of the wing pr or: er partly "veiling" it. 

5. SHOULDER; L'sually jungle cock or 
starling feather . 

6. EYE OF THE HOOK. 

1. HEAD OF FLY. 

8. THROAT: This is usual~v a section 
of barred teal , barred mallard flank 
feather, a Golden or Amherst pheasant 
tippet o~ hair of some kind tied under t : 
head of the fly. It is also called the 
"Gill" especially when red or colored 
sections of duck or goose quill, hair 
or hackle fibers are used. 
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9 • BODY OF FLY 

10. SHOULDER HACKLE OR FRONT HACKLE: Most flies do not have this • 
It consists of a few turns of hackle taken in front of the regular 
hackle. 

11. HACKLE: This is the regular hackle of the fly. 

12. BODY HACKLE: These same hackles usual~ go forward over the 
body and they form the regular hackle also. When speaking of the 
"Hackle of the fly" it means both the regular and body hackle, if 
there is body hackle on the fly. Hackle wound on or over the body 
of the fly is called "palmer tied" or "palmered". 

13. JOINT: This is as the term states, a joint between two parts 
of the body. It is usually made with a small bump or ruff of ostrich 
or peacock fibers, chenille or floss. It sometimes has small feather t 
tied on it or the hackle wound over it. 

14. JOINT TRAILER: Hackle or feathers wound at the joint. 

15. RIBBING: Usually the ribbing is made ·with tinsel, but it can 
be Seclin, Lifex, thread, horsehair, floss, etc. 

16. BurT OR TAIL RUFF: This is a bump at the base of the tail 
usually made of ostrich, emu or pencock fibers, fur, chenille or wool 
yarn. 

17. TAG: This is a short tail, usually made of wool yarn or a short 
clipped piece of duck or goose wing feather, used to make a ver.y short 
stubby tail. The illustration shows a regular tail used with a tag 
tail, but this is not generallY the case. The tag is often called the 
"tip" by many authors, which is incorrect. This error has been common 
for so many years that many use the words tag and tip interchangeably. 

18. TAIL. 

19. TIP: This is often mistakenly called the ntag" by both American 
and European authors. It is usually a tinsel or floss (or some of 
both) band wound around the hook shank directly in back of the tail. 

20. BEND OF THE HOOK. 

21. POINT OF THE HOOK. 

22, BARB OF THE HOOK • . 

23. CHEEK: A larger feather than the shoulder. Usually colorful 
pheasant or bird body feather • 

so 
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THE BIG BLAST ON THE HILL!ll··---------- {Choral Reading) 

otherwise known ae: 
The trail of bloooooood 

otherwise known as: ~. 
No bears-just whales (see song below) 

Otherwise known as outdoor living in 3 easy steps 
No axe 
No water 
No coffee 

Same drama, second acts 
If' you can •t bring the pillow to Don, bring Don to the pillow 

Or 
The blowout on the mountain 

Or 
Final1f, Don Clayton ran out of air 

Or 
They don't make patches this big 

Or 
Breaking the news to Doc 

Or 
Doc, · this was your mattress (give it to Doc) 

~' courtesy Vern Burlison . 
l. 

In Chatcolet there is a whale. 
3. 

~l.hat would you think of a whale like 
that? She eats peanuts ·b,y the pail• 

What would you think if she sat on 
your hat? B.y the truckload, 

By the carload, 
By the schooner• Or your toothbrush, 

2. Or your mother-in-law, 
Her name is Sarah, and when she smiles Or anything else that is 
You can see her teeth for miles and miles helpless? 
And her tonsils 
And her adenoids 
And other things too horrible to mention. 

51 
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About 50 hikers trekked to the top o:f the hill Wed. night, carrying 
tin can lanterns which they left along the way at 100 yd. intervals. 
After l an hr. of singing topside around the fire at least half · of 
them came down again, picking up the lanterns as they came down, with 
a little "turkey" snatching on the side. The night was warm and clear 1 
making some of those who came down at night wishing they had carried 

!:!!!1£ bed rolls ~_..,too. ~:~. NL¥ ·flf.~ ~-~ ... . 
u~ If' . · (, ; 'R! (F ~ : ".~ · ~. 
r~- . stF .. . , ~ _ .. 

NATURE 
By Doc Roc 

Hundred inch hike-..Crawl on belly and examine closely all the 
peculiar things in the area of a square yard. Pick up objects
tiey minute leaves, bits of wood. With them create a scene, · 
a picture, a design--temparar,y ~able decorations, or press in 
to waxed paper for a place mat • 

. flliTI~1G~~l:I~TITI~rr~j_rr:ffi1 i·t::ir~!JG3Frf:t!i!l~@Jf.~f.rff!~£:Tffi~I~ffri~§Ji:gff.iffi;l:!firi~:rrt1n:iil:!:~~~:i!~J:!;i~1=1:~::!:l~:rr:. 
Wednesday's breakfast fish try, the opening of camp 11 free day" 
was its usual successful event. 

Under the direction of ~nial Charlie Scribner, with substantial aid 
and comfort from his No. 1 chef, Doc Roc, the fish-fry provided tasty, 
butter-fried bluebacks and blanket sized hot cakes as well as scrambled 
eggs and eo£fee. Lake Chatcolet was never more beautiful, as the 
setting for one of the camp highlights. 

\ ... ~· \"• .. 
•"' .. ••.•.• .. :,.: .. ····-...., ·'· '" 

CHICKEN BARBECUE for 100 

Materials used: 

Asbestos board 
Wire 
50 lbs. briquets 

100 chicken halves 
barbecue sauce 

Making the Barbecue: 

$7.20 
2.so 
6.00 

.\~ ):}, )),. .}·:·: 
·~ .. · 

T 

Our barbecue was made from a sheet of 4' x 8' asbestos board, double 
strength, Cut .5-1911 widths from the sheet. 

\ 
I i 
! I 

i \ 
i 

I ' I 
I 

TWo pieces are used for each side and 
i 
~he fifth piece is cut to a J' strip 
.for one end. 
\ 

Three pipes are used across the top to 
give strength to the sides and also same 
support to wire and chicken. 

Variations ~f this could'be brick or stone instead of asbestos board. 
Seams an:l corners are reinforced with tin (from tin cans). Place wire 
on top; secure if you wish. 
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DOC'S DIRGE DITTY by Bill Bunning Dedica.ted
1 

t
1
o D~c Stephe~; 

. I , 
(Tune-...On Top of Old Smokey) I 

I I 
Thursday Eve Sing Song 

i 

) ·----
.......... .._ 

........... 

' 
/ . 

Our camp was a fine one 
So sunny and warm 
Until this char-rack-ter 
Had to whip up a storm. 

I 
Now it 1 s cloudy and dismal, 
The skies are so blnck. 

I 

I 

That 1s what old Doc called for; 
He should wish the sun back. 

/ 
So now let's all ask him 
To just step outside. / 

And see why our sessions 
All day were inside. 

So next time - dear doctor-
Don't cause us such pain. 
Don 1t arise in the morning 
And holler for rain. 

cr.: 1PFIRT'S 

I 

I 

I 
!; 

I 

:·I 

I I 

,i 
I 

/ 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I I 

I 

I 

ttThe trees and the skies and the lanes and ~-e brooks 
Are more full of wonders than all of the boo{s. 
And alt-Tays outdoors you can find smnething el.r 
You never are lacking for something to d~~· 
So, come 1rrhere the wild thinrs a~~j.Mng outside 
And let Jour soul taste of th~-Joys --that abide." 

.4,...--' .--

i 
I 

I 
I 

I 
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On this discovery· trip we can be aided by the chart:, that others have 
made for us, the lights they have placed on the dark roads, such as those 
represented by the separate lights of our Chatcolab candle. (Bill Bunning: 

~ I gotta sinQ when the spirit says sing .~\ ? 
I gotta Halk t-rhen the spirit says t-Jalk 'II 

We are here on the shore of Chatcolet Lake surrounded by mountains coverec 
by timber and grass with the birds and other animals of the woods. In our 
busy week here at Chatcolab, let's take time to pause once in a while and 
discover nature that surrounds us here. (Ed Cushman) 

Beti Brown was candle lighter 

I gotta love when the spirit says love cl"'· 
Friendship - lrJhat is friendship? Friendship is the exchange of thoughts, 
l'll'ords, and deeds, that bring people tO£·ether for a better understanding. 
Ue here at Chatcolab all knot..r the !!leaning of that friendship, if not, yo\ 
will knoH its full meaning at the end of the "lab." (Alma Guardipee) 

·r gotta work when the spirit says uork I 
Skills - \1fe t-rill learn neH skills in crafts and teaching a dance or song, 
or participating in discussions, but '~e will also add something of our
selves, making it a creative thing, not just a mechanical device. In thi 
\tay ue share our achievements. (Alura Dodd) ~·-- A 

I gotta play t-rhen the spirit says play~ 
Recreative Fun - The fourth candle reoresents the Fun of Chat in games, 
dancing, singing, and the fun of sharing and making new friends. Have 
fun. (Doc Rock) 

I gotta share when the spirit says share. r 
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Sharing deepens the valuable things in life. Ken Boach has something 
important to share t..rith us from Reduood Rec Lab. 

I am here representing the board of the Redtrrood lab, toJhich got its 
foundation from Chatcolab. Several people from California came here and 
brought the ideas back with the~. I have a piece of quartz bearing gold 
t..rhich came from a mine near our Cam.p at Columbia., California. I t\rould 
like to present this to Chatcolab to be placed in the new fireplace to be 
built in the Rec. hall. (Ken Hoach) 

Ken, take our deep appreciation back. ~·Then the fireplace is built, this 
golden stone will have an honored place. 

Sharinf - He all have to leam to share. As babies l-Je can give nothing 
direct y but must receive ali life's essentials from others. Then, as 
they help us ~row up, 1.·re learn to do more and more, to contribute each 
according to our unique talents. t-'e become real partners in sharing. 

As we share in all the self-releasing opportunities at Chat this \-reek, t-~e 
will each have a wonderful chance to take a long step ahead in developing 
our own talents and to help everyone else here do the same.{Glenn Dildine 

Each campfire lights an~r 
And as trre watch these flames aglow 
I'm glad we came here you and me 
To share together happily 
This week of new discovery. 

FRIENDSHIP 

If you had all the lands and gold 
It's possible for man to hold, 
And if on top of that could claim 
The greatest su~ of earthly fame, 
Yet needs must 1 i ve from day to day 
Phere never human carte your 1rray, 
You'd trade the gold you had to spend 
To hear the ~reet in~, of a friend. 

Hhat joy could come from splendid deeds 
That no one ever cheers or heeds? 
Fame ltJOuld be empty and absurd 
If of it no one ever heard. 
The richest man Nithout a frierrl 
Is poor uith all he he.s to spend. 
Alone, Hith all that could be h;:~d, 
A hunan being w~uld be sad. 

Not in ours~lves does fortune lie, 
Nor in the thing that gold can buy; 
The \-Iords of praise that please so ~rell 1 
The lips of other men must tell. 
J\nd honor, on Hhich joy depends, 
Is but the verdict of our friends. 
1\11 happiness that man can kno1r1, 
The friends about him must bestow. 
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" ....... Let us go sometmere and see if we cannot 
find a solution to this problem." 

~-Jhe~ the procession -from the party arrived at 
the ceremonial location on the beach the Chief 
stepped forward and pave the following prayer: 

"Almighty Spiritt 
Give us light that He may see and knovJ_, 
Give us light that ue may understand 

and believe, 
Give us light that vse may love and live." 

lit spontaneously (see Demonstration 
for method) 

The Chief gave his admonition --

'~ou have come to nature to learn from h{ 
lessons the truth that there is no hope
lessness in the fa.cts of life. That witl 
hope your desires may be fulfilled if yo~ 
but have faith, knowing that the guiding 
light is yours but for the asking and tha1 
though life has its disappoint~ents you 

to win and live 
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had saved his life the mouse told the lion to be patient and he \~uld do 
what he could to help him. The mouse began to chew on the ropes. He 
chet..red and chet.red until at last the rope snappedt The lion was free! 
The grateful lion and happy nouse walked into the jungle--faithful 
frieoos forever. 

T·JESTERl'l CEREI1)NIAL 

. . . The Westt--rard-Ho party ended ui th soft mtisic around an imaginary campfire 

.= .. : : :·:,: --"Old Texas" -- n Home on the Rar1ne" -- 1r1i th soft hannonica melodies. 

Charlie Scribner spoke briefly about appreciation .for our pioneer 
heritage. · .·. . . 

• ··: ,·. !· .. ·#' . 

Prayer ---: ~ ·. ·! ·. ~ ·. J 
• • • l \ ~ : I. ' . \ 

. .. . ·· 
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, :\ ·. ::· :·: -:--_:·:_~;-,~~~:i_;.:·;·~;r;r..:::(:~::_:5:!I~!.~ii::,.:: .-~;, ,"rr;~".,~:~~:i?::;;:~~- ··· ... : ... , 
~~ i th supe~sti't ion and my·~·tkey.: ... ~i i. · ~~~~~~(-~'s ·. ·&>a~y ~·· :Fri'&y:·the ·lJth, ~re 
are prepared for some mysterious happenin~s. To set the ~od -

"lr!itchcraft" 

Ella's Chants 

"Ghost of Tom" 

Chills cr ·-

...... 
·"··· 

'·....:..:...:.:~: ... 
·. · .... 

•' ·::·::·: .... :·.:,/:: :··;:.~; :.:.:.;::. 
• . •• ··:.· .• ........ : .-· •• • ... . .. : • · •• >4,: ..... ... 

The Ghost of Redt·.rood Lab presented Chatcoiab with a copy of the Redwood 
Notebook for 196o. 

The Ghosts, No-Set-Bedtime (Don Ingle), This-is--Part-e-me (Norma Cannon) 
1-do-Nhats-real (Carolyn Pugh), and Fun-Free-Floating (Tony Sundsted) 
did an interpretative dance. 

From Ghc s ..... s to Hystery 
(Glenn Dildine) 

Men have believed in their ghosts ever since ~en were. 
Children still do. Ghosts .. the pouerful, real-seemin~ 
feelings deep within us, dimly seen through shadot·JS, but 
often not accepted as "myself"--Our Qood ghosts, . our 
positive hopes and aspirations. Our devils, "shaped to 
our inl'sardness," our unconscious shames, fears, stark 
terror at the unseen, unknown. 

But our ghosts are movin~ over into our marvelous mysteries, 
As our knouledge deepens, we first lose the ghosts in things 
outside us. Then, as we come to undP.rstand ourselves, we are 
beQinning to recognize our inner ghos~s as a part of ourselves, 
and so they become more manageable. But we and our Universe 
are infinitely complex, infinitely developing. So more mysteries 
challenge us to explore and discover, forever. 

bO 
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NAME OF GAME: -----------------------------------------
MATERIALS: 

TYPE of c-.AME: ACTIVE QUIET INJXJOR OUTOOOR MENI'AL MIXER 

NUMBER of PARTICIPANTS of TE .. \MS? 

APPOOPRIATE FOR WHAT AGSS: 

D I R E C T I 0 N S: 

VARIATIONS: 

GAME OBJECTIVE - Purpose: (For example: Cr(!ativity? Get Acquainte6 
Utilize skills? Contest? 

NAME 0 F REPORTER -----------------------------------------
Game played when? 

PARTICIPATIID CRElrJS -'-.' -----------------
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~ QUIZ 

EXANPLE: Question and ans\1Ter: 

Top of a hill (poetic and archaic expression to explain as 
being something above the eyes) 
BROtrJ 

1. Se careful Hith your penny - you are handling an 
officer of the law. 

2. Staff of life 
J. Tropical fruit 
4. Smell - Odor 
5. Drink - beverage 
6. Figure 
7. Year 
8. Statue 
9. Diety 
10. A flotver 
11. A place of trorship 
12. Part of a river 
13. Negative ansuers 
14. A snake in your hand 
15. Ego 
16. f.lan 1 s name 
17. Destructive oxide of metal 
18. Small animal that hops 

19. trJhat a sailor SC'!YS to an officer. 
20. l;fhat part of a penny is like a submarine ? 
21. 1fuat part of a penny is like a city in Nebraska ? 
22. blliat part of the penny is like a fa~ous day? 
23. There are 48 of these on your penny ( a nat ion) • 
24. 1~hat you might send home from camp • 
25. Uhat you might send to ebsent friends. 

* 26. l'Jhat letter is a vegetable? 
* 27. Uhat letter is a body of water? 
* 28. What letter is a sheep? 
* 29. What letter is a slang expression? 
* 30. t,That 2 letters are a monkey? 

COPPER 
t-JHEAT 
DATE 
ffiNT (scent) 
T (tea) 
ONE 
19-
LIBERTY 
GOD 
TULIPS 
TEf'IPLE 
rr.OUTH 
l'JOSE 
COPPERHEAD 
I {eye) 
BERT ( 1 iBERTy) 
RUST (tRUST) 
HARE (hair) 

Aye-Aye (eye-eye 
the part below(C 
LINCOLN 
D-day 
UNITED STATES 
LETTERS 
LETTERS 
(P) pea 
(C) sea 
(U) et,re 
(G) gee 
(U -R or I -N 

* DIRECTIONS: List as many ansl.rers as you can. Almost all ans1rrers 
are penny "puns", and all are found on your penny. 

(Copper Family's table game for Frid'"':' lunch.) 
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GAMES 

Name of Game: MICKEY AND MINNIE {Reuben and Rachel) 

TYPe of Game: Quiet mixer 

Directions: Form circles containing 10-20 people. Have two people 
in center, one blind-folded. The blindfolded person tries to catch 
the other by calling the opposite's name, who answers back. The 
circle gradually grows smaller to make catching easier. When the 
blindfolded person is caught he is ~lindfolded and another person 
is selected from the circle. People in the circle can make odd sounds 
to make it mare difficult to make a catch. 
Change the name to fit in with the party theme. 

Name of Game: MIND-READING ACT 

TYPe of Game: Indoor or Outdoor Get-Acquainted Mixer 

Directions: Group sits in large circle for best results. Mind-reader 
stands before group with his assistant. The assistant holds out a hat. 
Each member writes a short sentence on a scrap of paper and drops it 
into the hat. The mind-reader picks a piece of paper from the hat and 
without looking thinks of what the sentence says and says the sentence 
aloud& 
(Secret of mind-reading: He pretends that he can't think of sentence 
and then looks at it defeated. Well when he opens the paper he says 
someone in the group failed to write a sentence and throws it away, 
retaining the sentence in his mind. Then when he picks up the second 
paper he repeats what he read on the first. 

Name of Game: ELECTRICITY 

Type of Game: Quiet, indoor 

Directions: Choose a leader and IT. Leader starts by squeezing right 
or left hand of the person next to him. (Group is in circle, holding 
hands crossed in front of them)and the next person passes the squeeze 
on around the circle. 
The leader may reverse the squeeze any time. "It" is in the cEnter 
of the circle and watches to catch the electricity being passed from 
one person to another. When nit" catches the passer they change places 
and the passer becomes 11 It". 

Name: THE DEEP sourH 

Type of Game: Mother sits in chair relaxed and 2 or 3 children lying 
around in lazy sort of positions • 

Son comes in and says "Ma"-after a long pause. Ma says "Yes, son11 
.. 

Then son says, "Pa just hung himself in the barn" after a long pause. 
Ma says 11Did you cut him down ?". After a long P:,ause son says 1 "Mot 
yet--he aintt dead". 
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GAMES cont 1d 

Name of Game: BALLOON GAME 

Type of Game: Active mixer 

Directions: Each participa~t blows up two balloons and ties one to 
each ankle with string. Whe~ all are ready, the ngo" is announced and 
each tries to break the others' balloons by stepping on them. The 
winner is the one who survives with one or both balloons still intact. 

Name of Game: LION HUN!' 

Type of Game: Lively mixer 

Directions: The group is seated in circle, on chairs or on floor. 
Leader stands in the center. He tells the story with motions and 
directs the group to follow him as he leads them. 

Once upon a time a hunter decided he would go lion hunting. So he 
got into his trusty Buick, shut the door (bang the door shut), 
stepped on the starter (rrrrrrr), threw the car into gear (motion) 
and chugged down the road. Soon he came to the place where he wanted 
to hunt. He put on· the brakes, (motion) turned off the ignition {motio: 
opened the car door, got out of the car. He turned and reached for 
his trusty rifle, put it on his shoulder (motion), cl~~ed car door 
(bang). Walked along the road (brush, clap). Then the hunter came 
to the tall grass (brush thighs with hands), climbed through a fence, 
ripped his pants {ripppppp) • Then he proceeded through more tall 
grass as before, came to a swamp (step high and produce the sound 
of slush by sucld.ng in air. Stepped through swamp and proceeded 

through tall grass (motion). Came to river, started to wade across 
(splash, splash), ri~er got higher and higher (hold rifle higher, 
suddenly start to swim) • Climbed up bank and proceeded through tall 
grass. Soon he came to the lion country, looked around for the lion 
(motion). Saw tree and decided to climb (motion of climbing). It 
was a tall pine tree so he climbed, and climbed, and climbed. Came 
near top and stopped to lookover horizon for lion. Looked and looked 
but could not see the lion. Decided to climb higher. He reached to 
above branch--he feels something soft.1•1.' It feels like furl It is 
fur 1 Itt s the lion! (Move up tempo considerab~ remembering to go 
through all motions). Hunter climbed ·down tre~, ran through the tall 
grass, swam the river, climbed the bank, ran through the tall grass, 
ran through the swamp, ran through the tall grass, jumped the fence, 
ran through more tall grass, ran down the road, opened the car door, 
collapsed in exhaustion {leader falls exhausted to the floor)-~~ ' 

~ -··- ~z~ 
-. ~ .£. ......,__ _ -~¥-- . 

~dJ . 0U . . .'1;.:·::.,,:-,· - · F~· ·:···· ·. :···.: .. ·· .;.....:;..~.... f f • , /·: '• !:1~::!·,:::: ~·:: . . ' 
I t. . 1'/. ,- ·:. •:· , •. '·:.' :. 

~~ ' 1( (f "::::"- . ·~ (~_., . ; : ; 1\; ::; ~· . ·. ·: ; 
. ......... ..: .\_:::· 
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I ~ For the worker in the field •f recreati~ I would strongly recommend gel 
ting a geod game eneylopedia. Ih!. ~ Ehcyclopec!i! by E. 0. Harbin, Abingdot 

I Press, New York, is a good resource bo~k. 
!t1 { The worker will find it of infinite value to build a portable card-file 
l:atal~g of workable games. Depending on the type of groups with which you 
rnight come in~~ contact your .f'Ue might include games in the follewing area~: 

ICEBREAKERS: 1 IntervJ.ew I V ~ I Jil~, :~~'\ly.'\'lt •' . 'Ill ' V' )' ':. ;. Y . Nl I l\A;\ jil' ""' it · ~ . ·!· I l 
·' ; l: l 

(Game used first night) r 

Directions: Give every }'erson a peneil and a piece of paper. Instruct them t; 
1. meet as many persons in the room as p~ssible and note at least three fact• 

i.e. , John had on a red tie, blue pants, and he is an undertaker. 
2. At a given signal, usually after everyone has had a chance to meet about 

five peeple, bring the group t~ a halt. 
3. The M.C. then calls on someme to step forward. He asks that this person 

identifies snneone in the group with a "red tie 11 or sane other identifing 
feature. Ir "it" cannot remanber the person he interviewed, or if he did 
not interview someone with a "red tie" then he under~oes a penalty. 

4. "It" then goes to the sidelines and brings someone totthe M.C. that he de 
know and intr~duces him to the group. "'~ 

5. Repeat. /f~.:.~·i·~::~~~J """ __ ~ __.) 
CIKCLE: Elephant ~~:~[f&~~tj}.(!:;i~Sf~~l 

;)~/;{}::·:.·:·~ :/~:~: .. t:~t.:~if~:i~:?t~~~~!.:: 
·~·-':'~'.-· r£1.& .. . •.• ' .• , . ... • ·l,... . : ...... ., . 

(Game used outside on Tuesday. ) "'_::_.~ · '/ .~ ?/:·:~;':f :~.:t.:, .. '.,'f.~~~~?'f..;:?::J; · 
Directions: Ha.-o-e group fonn a circle. Explain ' t~¥t·:~.~~~en t1$i~~int to a per~ 
end say, "elephant" he must make a trunk with hia-·hanas clasils together and 1 
arms hanging in front of him. The person on either side m~ · 1ake elephan~ ( 
b:v putting their hand · on the side of his head and extending their fingers ir 
waving motion. If they fail 'io <1e ·this before you count ten then they join t 

in the circle and challange • thf'rs. 
Variation: '"Rabbitt" can also be called. On this command the person pointed 
to puts his hands in front of him like paws and those on his side again put a 
hand on the side of his head, this time one finger is extended to make the ea1 

MIXER: Squirrel in the Tree ~ . .:ty'f!!!.~ . 
A~Y~!· ··~~ -
--, ~'h ,t \ ... , 

(Game used outside on Tuesday.) -~~· 
Directions: Divide group into a number of small eircles, about three persons, 
depending •n the size or the group. Each circle is then called a "tree". 0nf 
person gets into the middle of each tree and is called a "squirrel~. Tw; pla.Y 
are designated as "dog" and "Squirrel". They stand in the center of the room : 
the "trees" all around them. At the command "go" the dog tries to catch the 
squirrel before he can get into a "tree". When the squirrel that the dog is c 
ing approaches a "tree" the "squirrel" in that tree must leE!-ve. The dog then 
takes up chaee of the "new squirrel". The object is for the dog to get the s 
el, if he does the "s1fllirrel" becomes "dog". 

;;;~~,.~~l~t~~~6;t~~~Ci~$~~t~~j~:~::~~f~)~~~Jf;~~;t4~~~J.~~~$~~~~~i~t~{~f.i(~~?:~:~)~)::tJ:~~~~f.;.~@:~t 
PARLOR ~: Mugwamp · 
Directions: Keep group in a small circle-about 12. <Ale player leaves the r 
Within the circle an object is held up and each player makes up his own defir 
of the object. The player who left the room is then called back. He points 
a person and says, "What is mugwarnp?" The person pointed to gives his definj 
"It" can ask three persons for their definitions. All the time he is trying 
discover what the object is that they a.re defining. At the end of his third 
question he then gets three chaaces to discovab .the object. Another player i 
then sent out of the room. 
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CRUMBS FROM THE TABLE 

The HO family arrived for dinner K.P. dressed Maoris, sort of. After 
the meal they sang a Maori sai}ing song and Denis O'Sullivan and Don 
Ingle performed a Ha-Ka, a Maori war chant used as a yell or cheer to 
encourage rugby teams in New Zealand. Denis was dressed in N.Z. grass 
skirt. This is the ha-ka: 

Ka Ma te, 

Ka ora, 

Ka Ma te 

Ka ora 

Stamp one foot while slapping knees. 
(4 times) 

Continue above motion 

Ka Ma te, Ka Ma te 
I 

Ka Ora, Ka Ora -
Te Ne Na Tongata Pura Hura 
repeat 

Clap hands over head 

Na Na Na Tiki rna ~lhi ti te Ra 
repeat " 
Ringa Ringa Pa Kia Wai Wai Takahe 
repeat 
Upane Upane Upane Kaupane 

Whiti te Ra 

left then right 
" ff " 

Fingers up one arm, 
down other 

Elbows left, then 
right 

Leap in air 

His "family" rushed in with a birthday cake and a surprise "Happy 
Birthday" to Denis after the ha-ka, presenting him with a shillelagh. 
(What a time to make plans for this without letting Denis knowl) 
After ''When Ir.ish Eyes are Smiling" by 511, Denis responded with, 
11 The Same Old Shillelagh My Father Brought from Ireland" 

The Sour Doughs needed 4 more sour-dine cans for name plates. Since 
Lumpy had been trying some fishing he was elected to get the ~~sh. 
Under Charlie's direction we took copper wire,pine branches for 
lurei,some strong binding twine and poles from the woods. Lumpy got 
in the boat, rowed out in the lake, started casting. It took some 
time but he finally got a nice mess. He rowed in where we were all 
waiting, put the fish in to the hot frying pan, and chow was ready. 
Since we didn't want to be selfish, we shared the fish on crackers 
with everyone, (your own fault if you didn't get arry) • We made up our 
4 permanent name plates and were all fixed up for the rest of the week. 

The Vigilante Yamily sponsored a rnythm game led by Ella Jenkins: 
Start a rhythm, clapping l - 2 - 3 - 4 ---1 (with emphasis)• 
Tables are numbered. Keeping the rhythm, each table in turn 
answers with a. sound on the emphasized beat. Next time around 
came a flower, neXt a tree, and back to the original clapping. 

Then Frank Guardipee told two Napi stories. The first was about the 
origin of the negro, the white man and the Indian. The second told of 
Napi's introduction to women and the origin of the limber pine. Storief 
copyrighted by Frank Guandipee. 
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CLEARWATER'S PAD sang this song: 

Ten little leaders I once knew, 
Fat ones, skinny ones, they were too, 
But the one little leader from Chatcolab, 
She ruled the others with her BLAB, BLAB, BLAB, 

Down by the lakeside they would go, 
Wiggle waggle, wiggle waggle to and fro, 
But the one little leader from Clearwater Pad, 
She ruled the others with a Blab, Blab, Blab. 

The Galloping Trotskis sponsored a talent show, so fine that the audienc 
pitched money at the participants. 

11 I Co.n 1t Pay the Rent" by Copper Family 
Tall Story Frank Guardipee 
Song-Dome Thinkers led by Hazel and Betty 
The Bully - a poem Lucille Green 
Western Song, with hat 1 Ella Jenkins 
Punchdrunk Fi shter Don Stephens 
Portrait painting Margie Leinum 

The appreciative audience pitcnod over $9, to be used in helping 
toward a scholarship for foreign students. 

The Silver FamilY sponsored a Kangaroo Court after dinner one night. 
The pages found it a real struggle to drag the culprits to their just 
dues. After they had taken the oath it was a cinch f or the Swi tzers 
to be · convicted of cutting short their son's overnight hike. The 
Judge, because the death penalty is outlawed, ordered the ancient 
Swatzer treatment. This treatment is carried out by blind-folding 
the victims and giving them rolled-up newspapers to 8Wat each other 
with. After this they both testified they would never deprive their 
son of such privileges in the future. 

The entire Gold family were next called, They were accused of kid
napping Thready Silver. They were unanimously declared guilty, so no 
trial was necessary. As a punishment, they were required to sing, 
"Siver Threads Among the Gold". The jury realized that Thready 
was equally responsible, so the Judge ordered her to lead the group 
in the Rabbit Song. The bailiff managed to maintain order in the 
court above the jury 1 s hysterical verdicts. Judge ordered "Court 
dismissed." 

The Counter Fitters led in a penqy game, and sponsored some outside 
tal~nt'in a dramatic recitation: 

The characters aere dressed as sailors and the motions were derived 
from the words of the story: 

DER DISCUFFERY ul A11ER!CA by Grace Burlison and 
Sharon Dobler 

Vunce der vorld vas divided into t'ree chonks.(measure off chunks) 
Unt von chunk vas inhibited by der Spinach (throw out spinach) 
Der kink uf dis country vas palled Ferdinand. Ferdie for short. 

(point down) 
Der qveen uf dis country vas called Izzie, Issabella for long. 

(point up) 
Der vas in dis country a guy named Chris., who vould haf discuffered 

America a long time ago, but he hain 1t got no boats yet.(spread hands: 
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Der Discuffery uf' Ametica cont 1d 

Vun day Chris vent oop(step forward) to der palace unt gave der knock-
: ings on der door (knock) 

Unt der janitor said, nner kink unt der qveen iss out valking." (walk 
· fingers) 

Unt Chris looked cop der street (look right) unt down der street,(look 
left) unt gave der vavi~gs uff der hands (wave both hanqs) · 
"Halloo," der kink said,'~ "Chris, Izz-iel Izzie, Chris". Unt so dey 

(action as if introducing two people) vas introduced. 
Chris said, "I should haf discuffered America a long time ago, but I 

· aint got no boats yet." (spread hand~ 
Der ldnk said, "Knit vun, pearl vun, (knitting motions) 
Unt der qveen said, 11 0i Kafeltafishl Take mine rocksl" (toss jewelry) 
Der kink said1 

11 Go down (point) to der river unt take acy boats vhat 
ain't vorking." 

Unt Chris said1 "I tink(thinki I take der pink vun. 11 (point) 
Unt so dey made read,y -- mitt beer (drink) unt pretzels (crook finger~ 
unt everything what you take on a long, long (wevy motion with hands) 

journey. Den dey set sail. (Turn around and put pot on head. 
Now ve iss on der ocean. 

Vun day der first mate vent oooop (step forward) ter Chris unt said, 
"Ve vould haf mutineesl" (pull out knife, kneel on one knee and put kni: 

in mouth) 
Unt Chris said, 11For vhy ve haf (knife} mut:i.nees? Ve haf beer (drink) 
unt pretzels (crook fingers) unt everyting vhat you take on a long, 
long journey. For vhy ve ha:f (knife) mutinoea? 
Unt so der vas no more (knife) mutinees. 

Vun day der second mate vent cop ter Chris unt said, (continue as with 
first mate) Unt so der vas no more mutinees. 

Vun day der third mate vent cop ter Chris unt said •••• • (continues same 
as for first and second mate) Unt so der vas no more 

mutinees. 
Unt vun day der little man vhat sits vay oop(points up) in der 

goosling 1s nest cried, "I spee I spy I spee a speck i · 
my speegless (look thru spyglass) Unt I tink it iss landl 

Unt it vas landl 
Now der is 2 ld.nds uff land. Der kind vhat you go oop to (step forwar 
and der kind vhat you vaU.k around on. Unt dis vas der ldnd vhat you 
valk around on (walk around) 

Unt Chris Sa.:td, "Trow out der ginkplink" (step forward). Unt dey all 
got into leedle boats (turn) Unt oared ashore (row) Yo-o heave ho. 

Unt it vas a ver.y solemn occasion (fold hands) mitt beer (drink), 
unt pretzels (crook fing~rs) unt everyting vhat you take on a long, 
(wave hands) long journey. 

Unt Chris said (part bushes) "Come out from behind der bushes, 
Pocahantas, u.s. (hold up u.s. banner) discuffered 1 11 

(At the end an Indian in costume should pop out of the bushes.) 
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POT OF GOlD TEA 

Apple Juice Coffee 
Tea 

(and rain 11rater) 

I'NDIJ\N TEA 

Coffee Spiced Tomato Juice 
Cookies 

The table was decorated with an Indian Tepee and foliage from the forest, 

Servers were dressed like an Indian Chief, squaw and helpers. 

V~STERN COFFEE BREAK 

Cocoa Coffee 
Crackers and Cheese 

Table Decorations carried out the theme for the day -- l1festwer.d Hot 
There 1.-1as a circle of uagons a.round a campfire. 

---.. ..::.....-...__, ------
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Dear God, every day I like to say, 
"Thank You for Your love today • 
Thank You for the birds I see 
Who sing their pretty songs to me. 
Thank You for each flower and seed. 
And for oiving me all I need." Amen • 
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FOLK AND SQUARE DANCING 
Walt Secor 

Square dancj ng at ~:1 ~8.tt.~o lab is not i~:tended to be a complete course on i 
American Fo lH T)a"c '. , !.t i s designed to provide a base upon which to bu 
further cl'P'i- : r 8: u~ ·: ::..; .. · -<~ e-ll~ suu·: .. r e cl.~.v:e. ?~rhaps, too, it will offer 
some?. .~ ··J ~ c_:'r.> ,: · k r:; ·. ··~ - ·"·'1 ::i:i.l hP l-t~ l y~)t~ as a :_ .2 :.1!0 ~ ... , 3. cc:.l lct· or a teacher 
s qu a J.·e <.\,:;:~:. : ~~~:H , ..... (.' ~ ... ~·> ir:. i!:rorm.:t·:: i •.) :l ~n.r. p!ovJ.d:;· 8!1cu;h matsri B.l for 
te2.ch' :1::: :~: ·1y ~.' J '·Y ··~ 7 in .: : .· .. h.)r- l ~ ... ~ ; i1 t'', :;"'...l :f'f i :~ j ·~ .nt r'u ·,1d.ame:·1:a1s tc enJoy 
s Jtl•:~).1J;-. "':f !:, :r ('"' a: :d coup~B d.anc.z3. 

SQUARE DANCERS 1 T'€N COMMANDMENTS 

1 ~ He a good li s t e ne!' .. 

2 - nWhen in Rome ·" 
3. Adapt ycur sc 1f quickly t~ the fundamentals. 

4. Be friY,P.dly. 

5. Be ccoper~tive. 

6< Practic-~, pr.:J.ctice, p:-act.i':e. 

?. Get s 2ts up ea:-ly. 

9 . Take it easy; don;t overd . .J. 

10. f_AVE FUN! 

FUNDAl"'ENTALS 

It is essential in square dancing to m·_ .... ~ 1~c t' :J.d.~quately the basic 
rhythm and movement and to have a thorc..j :: c;L ; t.-. .... sp of the standard a1 
commonly used figures. All square ao.nc,,-: fi::;:1res, regardless of th< 
fancy names they receive from their inr:~vators, are merely variatir 
extensions and combinat ions of a basic list of six figures--! eire: 
2 star, 3 balance, 4 swing and turn, 5 grand right and left, and 
6 right and left through series, including riaht and left through, 
ladies chaiu, pass through and cross t r ail through. 

71-

If dancers are thorou ~hly schooled in t he basic six figures, until 
response is immediat e and c.ccurat.z, t.hB i n<Sr. ru~to:r may then begin t< 
add the infini te number of ,;.-ossibl~ v:lr lrftH)~.-.~ ~ 

The fol1-t or couple dances outli n~d in u~~ ... , tl .. t ;. .. ~~- ! q·~.e·~Jise are 
designed and presented as an introduction to ,; ,,.n:t c.ieinCLl J and are 
simple enough to be learned easily. 

As in square o.ancing, certain ba~L:: s a."·e r- Y.. ~ \-~s-e:r:v . MarL? of the 
older standc:rds will remain favoz i t-('S ·. ·.>-:.h i!·:w !.:)!'·) , ... ps an._l those 
getting an introdu~t.ion to Americ a11 FJ :~k Ds r11..,:ng fv r- t he/ rndke use 
of only siMpler steps and basics. 

Stressed here are a few mixer type s and couple dances that are fun 
but easily mastered. 
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SQU.'ffiE DANCE BASICS 

The following square dance basics are presented with the hope that 
you will use them as a guide when assisting your groups with this 
phase of r zcrzation • 

There are m2ny other basics and new figures are ne ing developed all 
the time as square d~nc : ng progresses, but with t he cnes that are 
given here nearly all of the old standards and m2.ny of the newer dn.nc 
can be learned and danced. If interest in Am(.rican Folk Dancing de
velops beyond this point, there is a wealth of good information avail 
able to teachers of square dancing. 

Among them: Training Manual for teaching beginner square dance 
classes as prepared by the Square Dance Callers Assn. of Southern 
Calif. Second Edition 1958. 

Sets In Order, magazine for square dancers. 

Sets: Sets are formed by having boys put th~ ir partners to th8ir ri 
all joining hands in a comfortable circle of eight, moving either le 
or right as may be necessary to put e~ch couple exactly square with 
one wall of the room. Then drop hands and move back shoulder to sho 
der with partner. Each couple should be directly across from the 
couple on the opposite side of the set (about 10 feet). Couple n4Jntb 
one is the couple with back to caller and music; number thereafte~ t 
the right. Couple two will thus be to the right of couple one, coup 
three facing couple one, and couple four being to the left of couple 
one. 

Partner: A man's partner is the lady on his right side. In square 
dancing all calls are given to the men unJ.ess specifically directed 
to the ladies, and the ladies mus t learn to interpret these direction 
for themselves. For example, sine?. the man's partner is the lady on 
his right, the lady's partner is the man on her left. 

Corner: A man's corner is the lady on his left side, and therefore th, 
ladyfs corner is the man on her right side. 

Bow or Honor: Acknowledge the person indicated with a slight bo~.,. 

B~.lRnce: When side by side, step away from each other and back to 
place. The most common usage of Balance is in combination with a 
Swing. From any other position than side by side, step forward and 
back. 

Step: Walk without r a ising feet clear off floor, weight fon~rard on 
balls of f eet, keep time to the beat of the music, and mak.r:. shooshin~ 
sound as you 1 i ghtly slide one foot in front of t he other. Dun r t hoJ 
or ::>kip. Th i s same step is used throughout the square dnnce 1ncvemen1 

Swl~~ (walk around)~ This is the movement used when you get t~e call 
11 s·.,ri ngtr anC. no :J C'!·t. i cular swing is i ndi c ~.ted. Take ball rJom po s i ti< 
modify i t 1:- y ·r;~! . 8 c i ng right f eet and right h:ps adjacent, s·; t :-1a t. you 
c:tr e in a '""'<J.:: ~ -~:l~'.Ll ~ ide by side f acing op;Jos i ·t e di :f· ections. Wa1 k for. 
war ·l aro·-.t '1( ev.~h o ·~.L ·.?.r . Always end a sw1ng 1JI: i tt. the l ady on :F L'.r. 
right sid8, -: . c:ng the center of the group with whom you are -wc.rking. 

Promef1e.re~ ik·\(l f c?.c-ing countzrclockwise with right hands joined on tc 
and le1't -hc: nds jc incd undern~2th, 11.ove forwnrd to the man's home posit 
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Cir~le ~ ~ riQht: Join hands in a circle, men having palms up, 
Iad1es palms down, aqy number of persons as called, and the circle 
moves clockwise, or to the left, unless otherwise directed. 

Do-Sa-Do: Done by two persons only. The two persons designated fac 
each other and step forward to pass ripht shoulders. They then st~ 
sideways to the right, passing back to back and then back up into p: 
passing left shoulders. Finish with the same two people facing. Th 
next call will tell you if you are to go some other direction. 

Allemande left: Join left hands with next lady on the left at the 
time of the call, walk o_nce around each other and back to starting 
position, where you drop hands. 

Grand Right and Left: Face partner, joining right hands, pass right 
shoulders and join left hands with the next person you meet. Passir. 
left shoulders, continue with a right to the next and a left to the 
next. The next is your partner and you join right hands. This is t 
end of the Grand Right and Left. If at the end you are to promenade 
with joined hands (ripht) held high, the lady turns once and a h~:I 
right fo.ce under the joined hands, to fa.ce the same direction as L~ltz 
man. Then they join left hands underneath. 

Ladies ~: Two designated ladies touch right hands and pass o~ 
walk by each other to join left harx:ls with opposite man, at the sa~.1e 
time placing her rirht hand, palm out, on her right hip. The man 
places his right hand in hers, arm around her waist, and walks bac~ 
ward as she walks forward counterclockwise to face the same couple. 
This turn is known as a "Cotlrtesy Turn." 

Grand Chain: Four ladies m2ke a right hand star and walk forward 
to theQppOsite man with whom each joins left hams. Finish with a 
courtesy turn. 

Star: It can be done by any number of' persons and is formed by gra 
~wrists or touching hands in the center and moving forward until 
the next call. (Men usually grasp the wrist of the man in front of 
them while ladies usually touch hands). On a right hand star, the 
right hand is in the center and lefts are in the center in a left 
hand star. In changing from right to left or from left to right, t 
individuals turn in toward center. Stars never stand still. 

Star Promenade: Basically this is a left hand star with the four m~ 
in the star and their right arms around the ladies' waists~ moving 
forward until a change in call. There are several variRtions possib 
It may be done with two or three couples--in a ripr.t hand star--with 
the ladies in the center--or mixed. 

Ladies Center and Back to the Bar: All four ladies t?ke three steps 
to the center,curtsy aiif back up to position. BAR means p.: sition 
from which figure ~s started • 

Sashay f~ ight!:!! Left: To sashay merely meo.ns to slide t ~ :,. r..z side. 

Half ~ .. sha~ .2! Sashay Pa:tner~ Half ~ ~round: The man sa:· ... ·.lYS to 
the rtght our steps behind h1s la.dy-;wtitle the lady sashay ... . _,~ the 
left four steps in front of her partner. 

7~ 
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Re-Sashay: This usually follows the Sashay and reverses the Sashay. 
The men arain pass behind the ladies, each stepping back to place • 

~ ~ w.y around: When this figure follows a Re-Sashay, the man 
walks all the way around the lady with whom he did the Sashay figure 
first passing in front of her as she stzps back, and then in back of 
her as she steps forward, and both of them then back to place. 

All ~ the ~ Hand ~: Each lady steps toward the cente~ of 
the square-while the man on her right (corner) walks around beh1nd h· 
She then steps back into place while he walks in front of her and bar 
to place, 

See-Saw: Ladies step in toward center of the square and each man 
walks behind his partner. She then steps back into place and he wat 
in front of her and back to starting position. This figure is almos 
the exact reverse of the do-sa-do, in that two persons pass left 
shoulders. It is usually done as a walk around, however, instead ( 
back to back. 

Forward and Back: Those persons or couples designated move into t!~ 

center a~b~to place. Basically this means four counts or be2t 
each way, but is often shortened to two count each ~, depending c 
the situation or call. 

~ Through: Two couples facing each other walk forward and throL 
each other, each person passing right shoulders with his opposite. 
They st~ facing out until further call. If the call is to turn 
back, th~ turn back individually to face center. 

Do-Paso: Basically done, partners join left forearms and walk arou 
each other to face their corners. They drop left hands and join r i 
forearms with corners. These two walk around each other to face 
partners again. Dropping right hands, they join left forearms with 
partners and walk around as called. This figure may be finished wit 
a Courtesy Turn or by going directly into some other figure from thf 
left arm swing with partner. 

Turn Back (Grand Right and Left): At the end of a grand right and 
left as partners meet, they take right forearms Pnd walk half around 
each other to face in the opposite directions. They then do a grand 
right and left the other way around, or some other figure is called 
which will start in the reverse direction. 

~~t~ Left Through: Two designated couples face each other and 
each of the two men join right hands with the opposite lac.y .. They 
all walk forward passing right shoulders, dropping hands as they 
pass. Each man then takes his partner's left hand in his left, put 
his right arm around her waist and completes a Courtesy Turn. Remerr 
the lady does not turn herself--she waits for her partner to turn t. 
They finish by f~cing the couple th~ have just worked with. 

Route Chain: Fbrm two lines of four facing each other, ("~· "O coupl 
in each line ), two ladies chain ACROSS. That is, to oppc s: te linf 
and with the couple directly facing. Then the two ladies L1 the Sc 
line, (original line ), chain with each other. They then chain act 
again to the opposite line; then chain with lady in 1HAT line, fini 
ing with partner. 
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Cross Trail: Two couples facing (man-man, lady-lady or most commonly 
man and lnd~ pass through passing right shoulders. Then person on 
right passes in front as person on left goes behind similar to half 
sashay and stops abreast. This completes cross trail or trail throug: 
Dancers must receive further i.nstructions to continue. 

Rip ~E.<!..~?!.!.: From a circle the designated cou±=Ie J.eads across the 
middle pulling the sides (or other) couples with them~~ Th(.!y duck 
under the arch ·formed by opposite couple and the:r·e rel ease hands 
(joined hands)~ The lady leads to the right and the gent to the 
left going back to home position each taking tl1eir side of the line 
of dancers with him. or her. The arching couple turns under its own 
arch, the lady turning left and the gent right after the other per

sons in the set have gone through the arch. The active couple joins 
right hand and the circle is once more intact. 

Box the Gnat: Man and lady join right hands as they face each other . 
With joined hands arched they exchange places, the man walking forwa: 
and making a ha!fturn right, the lady makes a half left face turn as 
she walks under the joined -hands. They finish facing each other, rj c 
hands st~ll loosely joined. 

Alamo Style: Generally starts with an allemande left but retaining 
hold of hands, join right hands with partner, ladies facing out, mer.t 
facing i~ Each person steps forward and back in a rocking motimn. 
Drop left hands and do a right hand swing half around to join left 
hands with the next person, men now facing out and ladies in. Rock 
forward and back ag~in. Continue this figure as called, ·This is 
~asicallY a grand right and left, interrupted by the rock or ballonct 

Allemande Thar: Generally this figure is used as an interrupted grand 
right and left. After the right to partner, take the next person by 
the left forearm. Retaining this hold, the men move into the center 
in a right hand star with the gent hold the lady 1s arm and the gent 
backing up in a counter-clockwise direction, the ladies ·walking .forwar 
on the outside of the star. Continue from this point as called. The 
thar star can be done from any left hand swing with either men or 
ladies in the center of the star as called. 

Square Through: This figure has four basic ·movements: 
1. Ri:ght to the opposite, pull her by and face out. 
2. Face your partner, take her left hand, pull .her ·by ·and face the 

inactive side or head couple. 
3. Fade your opposite, take right hand, pull her by and face out. 
4 • Face your partner, take left hand, pull her by and !ace -the sid€ 

or head, whichever is inactive. 
Variations are half square through and. three-quarter square- through • 
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SUGGES!'ED PROCEDURE . FOR BEGINNER r S ~ UARE DANCE ClASS 

Preliminary procedures just before the class starts. 

A. 

1. P. A. system set up and checked • 
2. First music placed on twmtab1e, :ready to go. 
3. Lesson plan placed next to turntable. (Quick mental rev:Lew) 
4. Have all recortls . you plan to use on hand. 

Class t'e~: ns with a Gl"and ~ Circle. 
1. "2 · .- ~; ( .. ~i ·. ,)j_l the floor and .let's make a large .... eircle. Boys_, 

p·u ~, .f r:t. -: • [ i~l partner on your right." 
2. ShG'' i".. ·p ui·l-.: cf intrpduetion. 

a P.L~nD are· to teach you some. of the basic fundamentals of 
s· r.:' .. :tre dancing. 

t ~ Sq-ua:J:'e dancing is easy. The · next impcrtnnt thing to do i s 
to be a "Good Listenern • . You don't .r~a.ve to worr:v about 
the !ootwork. ~ 

c~ Calls are directed to the boys and tht- girls do the counte.~ 
part¢. 

3. Teach the basic fundamental movements. 
a& Tea~h partner. Teach corner. Facing toward. each. 
b. Teach Allemande Left. 

1. Join left hands with corner, walk around each other, 
back to where you started. 

2. This is called "Allemande Lefttt ·and it takes 8 counts 
to get around. Repeat movement. 

c. Teach Do-Sa-Do 
1.. Explanation of movement and execution. 
2. It takes 8 counts to do this movement. Repeat •. · · 
j. Mention made of hand placement for boys and girls 

(fold arms) and also the square dance step used 
( s:1uffle) • 

d. Review everything learned this .far. 
1.. Partner, corner, (facing toward each.) 

. 2. Allemande left. 
3 • Do· .. Sa·-Do 

e. Teach cir0ling, left and right. 
1. Explain how to join hands (boy's palm up-girl's palms 

down) and their position while circling. 
2. Explain square dance step used in circling (shuffle) • 

f. Drill {without music) 
1-. Circling left and ri ght. 
2. Do-Sa-Do with Partnv:.c-. 
3. Allemande left with corner • 

4. First use of music using drill described in 3f above. .. 
a, Short explanation of how caller leads cancers in relation 

to music. 
b. Explain that all the music will send them, and · that they 

will probablY want to skip and gallop, to keep it smooth. 
5. Teach additional basic fundamental movements. . 

a. Teach swing, walk around, and balance. 
1. Describe position. Take position with partne~. 
2. Eight counts to movement, twice around, then place 

this girl on your right and face in the center • 
3. Execute111 Repeat instruetions and repeat swing. 

7( 

4. Explain how to lean away from partner to get the most 
fun out of a swing. 

b. Face corner. Take swing position. Swing. Place on right. 
Repeat movement two or three times for practice in swin?'"'. 
ing as well as mixing group (new partners). 

· - "'#-
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c. Teach Prpmenade 

1. All face to the right, stand side by side with your 
pa.r'tner • 

2. Explain hand placement. 
3• Review shuffle step used tn promenade. 

6. Drill (without music, then with music) 
Circle left, cirlce right, do-so-do partner, allemande left 
corner, promenade partner. Several repetitions. 

B. Demonstration of how a square is formed. 
11Form your square with the nearest 3 couples." 

1. Formation of square 
a. Size (with arm around partner extend finger tips to other 

couples) 
b. Couple identification (number, heads, siaes) 
c. Positions: boy, girl, home position. 

2. Review everything learned to get people used to new formatior 
a. "Honor Partner, Honor Corner" Add. 
b. Add starting position partner, joined hand with bent elbc 

boys palm up. 
3. Teach Grand Right and Left 

a. First time regular promenade to home 
b. Second time, add twirl under the arm 

(stress loose grip on tt4irl and that girl assists by 
reversing direction) 

4. Add Allemande left, then Grand Right and Left and Promenade 
to home position and stop. 

5. Short explanation of square dance patterns. 11This evening we 
will give you examples of several different types of patterns· 

6. Teach: Pick up 2-4-6 to make a circle of eight. Teach what 
active couple means. Walk through for each couple. 

1. Drill (with music) on Pick up 2-4-6. Show how hand position 
at start helps man to lead partners. Add Allemande left and 
Grand Ri. ght and Left. 

8. Review all fundamentals learned. 
9. Teach: Star. 

10. Teach Right and Left series (such as Right and Left Through) 

REVIEW PRACTICE 

INTRODUCTIONS 

Honor your partner, your corner too 
Then join hands and circle left 

Now break and swing, promenade home 

All jump up when you come down 
Swing your honey round and round 
And promenade, go round the town 

Everybody swing your gal, 
Now promenade that pretty pal 

REVIEW 

Swing your partner, swing all eight 
Now swing on the corner like swing:i.n' on a gate 
Now swing your own and promenade. 
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Swing your own and promenade, 
2, 4, 6 and a, 
Promenade 'til you get. straight • 

Join hands and circle wide, 
Round and round on the old cowhide 
When you get back home swing your own 

Walk all arourrl the left hand lady 
See saw your pretty taw 
Then allemande left with your left hand 
Walk right in to a right and left grand 
Promenade when you meet your own 
Promenade 1til you get back home 

All join hands and circle left 
Halfway round go the other way back 
When you 1 re home, swing your own. 

Join hands and make a ring, 
Circle left like everything, 
Allemande left with your left hand, 
Partner right, right and left grand 
Big foot up and little one down 
Make that big foot jar the ground, 
Meet your maid and promenade. 

ENDINGS 

Swing, Swing, everybody swing. 

Allemande left that corner one, 
Back to your own and promenade. 

Swing on the corner like swingin' on a gate 
Now your own if you're not too late 

Then allemande left with your left hand 
Partner right, right and left grand 
Every other girl with ev~ry other hand 
Now promenade to the promised land. 

Promenade go single file 
Lady in the lead, Indian style 
SWing the girl behind you, 
Swing the girl behind the girl behind you 
Then promenade, go round the hall. 

Swing on the corner like swi.ngin 1 on a vine, 
Swing the next corner down the line, 
Walk by the next and find your maid 
Take her hand and promenade 

FINISH PHRASES 

Swing your honey 
And there you stand 

That's it, that's all 

~I 
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FINISH Plffi,ASES (cent 1d) 

Honor your partner, corner too 
Wave to the girl across the hall 
Thank you folks, that1s it, thatts all 

Swing your honey then promenade, 
You know where and I don t t care. 

Square Dances: Various rt:c :Jrds and beginnings and endings may be 
used for the following PATTER CALLS. 

ARKANSAS TRAVELER 

First and third couples go forward and back, 
Forward again, turn the opposite lady with the right hand round, 
Partners all with the left hand around, 
Corners all with the right hand around, 
Back to your partner with a left hand around, 
It's once and a half and all the way around. 

To the right hand lady with the left hand around, 
Back to your partner with a left hand around, 
And promenade the corner maid. 
(Repeat three times to complete the dance and get partner back) 
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ENDS TURN IN 

First and third go forw~d and back, 
Now split your corners to the outside track and stand four in line, 
Forward eight and back ~th you, 
Forward eight and pass right through, 
The ends turn in arxi circle once while the sides swing twice, 
Center four pass right through and split the set, 
Stand four in line, you're not through yet, 
Forward eight and back With you, 
Forward eight and pass right · through, 
Ends turn in and circle once, while the sides swing twice, 
That center four po.ss right through to a left allemande, 
Right to your partner right and left grand. 
(Repeat with side couples, head couples and side couples) 

TEXAS srAR 

Ladies to the center and back to tha bar, 
Gents to the center and form a star, 
Right hand across and how do you· do, 
Back with a left and how are you, 
Pass your own and catch the next in a star promenade, 
Gents swing inz. Gals swing and form that Texas star again 
Promenade, go around the ring, 
(Repeat three times to complete dance) 

FOUR IN CENTER LINE 

First couple balance and swing, 
Promenade halfway round the outside ring, and four in line you stand, 
It's forward four and four fall back, 
Forward four and there stand pat, 
Side couples right and left along that four, 
Right and left back as you were before, 
Side ladies chain through the center of the four, 
Turn them around and chain once more, 
Center four do a circle 0 
It 1s round and around and round you go, 
And break it up with a docey-do, · 
Then take your lady and home you go. 
(Repeat with second, third and fourth couples) 

PROMENADE THE INSIDE RING 

First the third bow and swing, promenade the inside ring, 
Do a right and left through with the couple you face, 
Then right and left back to the srune old place, 
Ladies chain across the track, turn around and chain them back, 
Four hands up and a round you go, when you 1re straight do a docey-do, 
(repeat with sides, heads nnd sides) 
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RIGHT HAND OVER, LEFT HAND UNDE!l 

First couple bow and swing, 
Lead out to the right of the ring, and circle four hands around, 
Leave that lady go on to the next, circle three hands lround, 
Steal that lady go on to the next, and circle four haoos round, 
Leave the l~ a nd balance home, 
Forward three, fall back three, 
Two ~~ts to the center 1 do a little docey 1 
Right hand over, left hand under~ Forward three, fall back three, 
Two gents to the center with a little docey, 

Right ham over, left hand under 
Forward three and three fall back, 
Two gents docey on the inside track, 
Right hand over, left hand under 
Forward three and three fall back, 
Two gents docey on the insid~ track, 
Right ham over, left hand unc.e~, 
There Is your gal now swing like thunder 1 
(Repeat with second, third and four couples} 

HASH CALLS 

First couple bow and swing, lead out the right of the ring, 
Look around that couple a nd take a peek, back to the center, swing 
your sweet, look around that couple and peek once more, 

Back to center and circle four, 
Change partners and Sldng, change back and swing and on to the next. 

Walk around that couple and swing to the wall, 
Back to the cent er and swing in the hall, 
Around that couple and swing once more, 
Back to the center and buckle up four, 
Four hands up and around you go, brea k it up with a docey-do, 
Then on to the next. 

Dive for the oyster, dive for the pearl, 
Dive right through that pretty little girl and roll the barrel, 
Change partners and swing, ehange back and swing, then home you · go. · 

Second couple bow and swing, lead out to the right of the ring, 
Lady around lady and gent solo, · lady around gent but gent don 1 t g9 
Four . hands up and around you go, break it up with a docey.d.o ard on 
to the next. 

Chase the rabbit, chase the squirrel• chase that Fetty gi.rl ·PoUDd 
the world, chase the possum, chase the coon, chase the old man round 
the . roam, then on to the next. 

DIVIDE THE RING 

· First old couple bow and swing 
Go down the center (split that couple) 
Divide the Ring 
The lady goes right and thG gent goes left 
Around the outside on your heel and toe 
Everybody face your partner-Do sa do 
It Is back to back and don't be slow 
How face your corner and do sa do 
~a~l<- to your partner, swing am swirl 
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FOR\-IARD THREE, or lADY GOES HALFWAY AROUND AGAIN 

First couple bow and swing 
Now promenade the outside ring 
Go all the way around , 
Now the man stays home and 
The lady goes halfway round again 
And three in line you stard 
It 1 s forward three and three fall back 
Forward three and three stand pat 
The man do sa do around the three 
Go all the way around 
Same man--turn the left hand lady with a left arm round 
Now the right hand lady with the right arm round 
Opposite lady with a two arm swing 
Now swing your honey with a regular swing, 
Swing her home and everybody swing your own · 
Promenade eight with your pretty little date. 
Go all the way around 1til you get straight. 

BOOMPS A DAISY 

Well you clap your hands 
(one-two-three) 

Now slap your knees 
(one two three) 

Boomps a dais.y if you please 
Now swing your corner and then your own 
And promenade your lady home. 

Sly Variation 
Clap your hands 
Slap your knees 
Circle to the left. 

DIP' 'N' DIVE 

First couple out to the right 
Circle half and don't you blunder 
Inside arch and the outside under 
Dip 'n' dive and don 1t be slow 
Inside high and the outside low 
Inside arch and the outside under 
Inside arch and don 1t be slow 
One more duck and on you go 
Circle half with the next old two 
Shoot • em through to the next old two 
Repeat from top. 
After finishing second dip and dive series the active couple goes 
to home position and everybody swing. 

THE ROurE 

One arxi three you bow and swing 
Lead out to the right of the ring 
Circle four and you're doing fine 
Head gents break and make two lines 
Forward eight and back with you 
Forward again and a right and left throu~ 
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THE ROUI'E Ccnt 1d 

Turn the girls and right and left back 
Two ladies chain across the set 

(from one line to another) 
Down the line two ladies chain 

(within the line) 
Across the set two ladies chain 
Down the line two ladies chain 

(all have partners and can circle left or promenade or:) 
Four ladies grand chain 
Turn boys and grand chain back 
Ladies center and back to the bar 
Men to the center make a right hand star 
Go all the way around to the rhythm of the band 
There's your corner, left allemande. 

SPLIT YOUR CORNER 

First a nd third go forward and back 
Forward again, split your corner to the outside track 

(actives go into the center, turn your back on your partner and 
head through the nearest side couple) 

Separate and don't you fall 
See saw partners one and all 
Turn your corner by tho right arm around 
Back to your partner with a left arm around 
Now promenade your corner when you come down. 

(turns are with a forearm. Repeat once more for the heads~ 
then twice for the sides) 

SINGING CALLS 

MYPRETrYGIRL Record: Imperial 1097 

Head couples promenade around the outside, around the outside of th2 
ring. Those ladies chain, right down the center and chain them back 
again. Those ladies chain the right hand lady and chain them back 
again. Those ladies chain the left hand lady am cha in them back 
again. 
All around your left hand lady and you seesaw your pretty little ta 
Allemande left yo~ corner lady and a grand right and left right a 
long. And when you meet you do sa do her · and swing her round and 
around. Now promenade her, promenade her, promenade around the tow 

(Repeat for sides, heads and sides) 

HURRY I HURRY, HURRY Windsor No. 7405 with call 
Windsor No. 7105 without call 

Introduction: Everybody swing your corners, swing •em high and low · 
Swing the next corner down the line, don't let her go. 
Men star home and swing your own, swing and swing. · 
Then you promenade that pretty girl round the ring • 

Figure: First couple lead to the right, circle four hands around • . 
Leave her there go on to the next, circle three hands around. 
Take that couple on with you, circle five hands around, 
Now leave those four and join the line of three. 
The ladies chain across the hall but don't return, 
Tnrn and chain along the line, just watch 1em churn, 
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Hurry, Hurry, Hurry cont •d 

Turn and chain across the hall, don't let •em roam, 
Now chain the line and swing your honey home. 

Break: Allemande left ~ th your left hand around the 
ring you go, grcind old right and left boy on 
your heel and toe. When you meet that gal of 
yours just docey do. Then you promenade that 
pretty gal around the ring. 

(Figure and break repeated for couples two, three and four) 

SOLOMON LEVI MacGregor 614, Globe 5007 

Opener and closer: Everybody swing your honey, swing her high · and 
low; allemande left with your left hand around the ring you go, gran 
old right and left, walk on your heel and toe. When yvu meet that 
gal just promenade the hall. 

(sing chorus) 

First old couple separate, go •round the outside track 
Keep a goin•s around the set you pass a comin 1 back 
Pass right by your partner, bow to your corners all 
Turn around, swing your own· and promenade the hall. 

(repeat for second, third, and fourth couples, 
first and third couples, second and fourth, then 
all four couples. Everybody sings the chorus 
during the promenade.) 

MIXER DANCES 

PARTY MIXER Any good 2/4 record 

Walk 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, face; 
(walk forward in LOD 8 steps to face partners, M back to COH, W back 
to wall) 

Away1 2, 3, 4; together 2, 31 4; 
(back away from each other 4 steps, then forward) 

Right hand swing once and a half around 
Corner left hand swing, take this maid and prome~de. 

OH JOHNNY Imperial No. 1099 and others 

All join your hands and you circle the ring, stop wher~ you are giV€ 
your partner a swing; now swing that girl behind you; go back and 
swing your own if you found she hasn't flown; allemande left with 
the lady on your left and do sa do your own; 
Now you all promenade with your sweet corner maid, singing Oh Johnny_ 
Oh Johnny, Oh. 

(repeat) 

DOSAOOMIXER 

Record: 11 Down South" - Spike Jones or a good 2/4 hoedown 
Position: Facing, both hands joined, M's back to COH 
Footwork: Opposite 

, , '""'"" 1'\ •• 
• ~. # 
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Do Sa Do Mixer cont 'd 

MEASURES 
1·2 SLOl!/, CLOSE, SLOW, CLOSE: FASI', 2, 3; 

Step L to side in LOD, close R to L, Repeat 4 slides to L. 

3-4 SLOW, CLOSE, SLOW, ClOSE: 2, 3, 4; 
Repeat meas 1-2 to R in RLOD 

5-6 STEP, SWING, STEP, SWING: STEP, SWING, STEP, SVJING: 
Step L to side in LOD, swing R across in front of L, repeat 
to R: to L, to R: 

7-8 DO SA DO, 2, 3, 4, : MOVE ON THE LEFT TO A BRAND NEW GIRL: 
Drop hands and do a R shoulder do sa do in 8 steps veering 
to L (twd LOD for M, RLOD for W) on last two counts to take 
new partner. 
Repeat wit~ . new partner. 

G.K.w. MIXER {modified) 
RECORD:· 810#3025 (or) a good beat 2/4 hoedown 
POSITION: Promenade position, f~cing LOD 
FOOTWORK: Opposite 

1-2 WALK, 2, 3, BACKTRACK: BACKUP, 2, 3, WALK FORlA~RD: 
Walk forward in LOD three steps. To backtrack both the man 
and the lady retain their hand holds and turn independent~ 
(Mnn RF, Lady LF) to face RLOD. Walk backwards four steps. 

3-4 WALK, 2, 3, BACKTRACK: BACKUP, 2, 3, STAR RIGHT: 
Repeat action in RLOD 

5-6 WALK AROUND 2, 3, 4:.5, 6, AND BACK BY THE LEFT (CLAP): 
Star is pige on wing. R. hands joined up, elbows touchinc 
One full turn, Clap on count 8. 

7-8 1, 2, 3, 4: 5, 6, GET THE GIRL BEHIND YOU AND, 
On count 6 man leaves partner, gives Right to the next gL 
(RLOD) and gets in promenade position ready to start agai: 
Repent with new partner. 

Pur A RING IN HER FINGER Windsor No. 4170 

Circle Mixer 

All join hands and circle left, around the ring you go 
Allemande left your corner, your partner do sa do 
Swing now with that corner g~ l and keep her for your own 
Allemande left new corner ana you promenade your own 
And--put-- a ring on her finger, kiss her on the cheek 
All the couples backtrack, she'll marr.y you next week 
Gals turn around and box the gnat 
And do sa do that man 
Promenade around the ring, you promenade the lo.nd 

(Repeat) 

gg 
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RANGER roLKA 

Prompting cues: 

Two-step one and tap, tap; two step back and tap, tap 
(repeat} 

Two-step one, two-step two, two step face to face, two-step back.to 
back 

Now two-step around and two-step around and ·twirl the girl 

carTON-EYED JOE 

Heel and toe .and step, close, step 
Heel and toe and step, close, step 
Two-step away, 2, 3, 4 
Slide and 2 and 3 and 4 
Back and 2 and 3 and 4 
Two-step left, right~ left, right 

WA.LKIN' AND WHISTLIN' MIXER Record: Columbia 45 rpm 4-40991 
Position: semiclosed 
Footwork: ;Opposite, directions f , 

man 
Introduction: Wait 2 meas. then· bal. fwd,•-r touch,--J bal back, 

--touch, --(2 meas) 

Part A 

Meas. 

1-4- Fwd, 2, 3, Brush; Fwd, 2, 3, Brush;. Reek, -·, 2, --..; 3 1 ~·,4,-•; 
(Moving in LOD, semi-closed ~os., step L, R, L, Brush R (basic 
schottische) 

Step R, L, R, brush L; rock fwd on L, touch 41, . rock back on R, 
touch L,. rock fwd on L; (these arc slow steps). 

5-8 Repeat Mcas. 1-4 
End facing partner with both hands joined. M back to center of 
hall. 

9-12 Side., Close, Side, touch; side, close, side, touch; turn a way-: 
2--; 3,--, 4--; in a circle, come back to partner. 

12-16 Repeat Meas. 9-12 
Ending: Part A (8 meas.) except instead of last 2 rocks, W twirls anc 

both bow. Step to side in LOD on L, close R to L, step to 
side on left and touch right to left; step to side in revers( 
LOD on right, close L to R, step to side on right and touch 
left. Then turn away from partner, N turning L and W to R 
to make small circle alone in four slow steps • 
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A VERY SIMPLE PARrY MIXER 

Music: Can be adapted to many. Any 2/4 hoedown will do. 
Position: Square dance promenade position, facing LOD. 
Foot~ork: Opposite. 

Me~.s. 

1-2 Walk, 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 1, Face; 
(Wal!<: f orward in LOD 8 steps to face partners, M back to COH, 
W back t.o wall) 

3-4 Away, 2, 3, 4; Together 2, 3, 4; 
(Back away from each other 4 steps then forward to partners 4 
steps) 

S -6 Right hand 3 ·:,."1 ng once and a half a.rourrl with partner. 
(Partners R f crearm joined turn 8 steps around) 

70 

7-8 Corner l eft hand swing, take this maid and promenade. 
(Corners left f orearm swing 8 steps. Keep this girl in a 
promenade position ready to repeat the dance from the beginning 

A leader is best when people barely know that he exists 
Not so good when people acclaim him 
Worst when they despise him. 
Fail to honor people--they fail to honor you. 
But of a gaod leader, who talks little, 
When his w'Jrk is done, his aims fulfilled, 
They will all say, "t~e did this ourselves .n 

Lao-tse 

Culture is essentially a product of leisure. The art of 
culture 18 therefore essentially the ru~t of loafing--for 
there see~a to b ~ a philosophic contradiction between 
being bt:':iY and being 1-ri.se. Those who are wise won 1t be 
busy. and those who are too busy can 1t be wise." 

Lin Yutang 
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RED RIVER VALLEY 
(Tune: Red River Valley) 

This is a red hot mixer that requires groups of six--two boys and four 
girls. Form a circle, with two boys a.nd a girl facing each other. 

CALLS: 
EOVE RIGHT DOl-~1'~ THROUGH THE VALLEY 
Sashay to the right three steps, and 1r1alk fort·Jard to meet ne1r1 group of : 
CIRCLE TO THE L~FT A7'ID TO THE RIGHT 
Circle to opposite couples' pl~ce and back the same direction. 
THEN YOU St~I1\U Y0UR G/\L IN THE VALLEY 
Girl on boy's left. 
AND YOU SUL:«i YOU~ RED RJVSH Gf' l. 
Girl on boy's ripht. 
THEN YOU ?1rNE RIGHT D0~.11J THROUGH n r::. VJI.LLEY 
AND YOU CIRCLE T0 THE L rFT AND TO THE RIOHT 
NOF GALS HAKE A HHEEL Jl'J THE CE~JTER 
Four girls walk forward and put right hands together. 
AND THE FELLOTrTS DO-SE-DO SO FOLlTE 
lnTalk right shoulder to right shoulder, and back to place. 
rDVE RIGHT DONi:~ TI®TV0H THE VJ\LLEY 
AND YOU CIRCLE TO TI-le lEFT AriD TO TH~ RIGHT 
:\DH YOU LOSE YOUR CAL I N THE VALLEY 
Girls on left exchange places 
AND YOU LOSE YOUR RFD RIVER GIRL 
Girls on right exchange places (Fellous should have two neH partners) 

Repeat all the above, as the spirit dictat~s. 

(Sharon Burnham, caller) 

- ' ,~c£,,~~,:tl~,;f~---: ; ;,, .. ~, ; .. 
\) Y< o '(Yl e. 'n {) d e. 

srAR 
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CREATIVE rDVEHENT or DJ\NCE 

by Alura Dodd 

Words are used to create a story, paints and brush to create a picture, 
musical instruments to create a symphony - yoo . can use the body to creat• 
a dance. I use the -word "dar\ceu just as I do "s"to-ry," "picture," and 
"symphony" because that is tHe kind of dance I am speaking of nol-J, not 
folk dancing nor ball room d$1cing; ·t-hey have their place and I enjoy 
them also. Other names for this kind of dance have been Interpretive 
Dance and Nodern Danc2. Some of ·leading names in Hod ern dance: Martha 
Graham, Doris Humphrey, and Charles Weidman. 

You are communicating \-rith ydur body all the· time but are · probably unawa: 
that you do. lrtThen you shrug your shoulders, what does that convey? Hhe~ 
you turn your back on someone? b~en you smile and hold out your hand ? 
All these create a scene in your mind that you can readily understand as ' 
--"don't care," "No, to you," or "Hellt Hello! Ho1-1 are youl" Let's ex
periment - when I say these words, act out the feeling just ·sitting whet 
you are: Huntino for something. ifJhat happens? Your neck stretches oui 
your eyes are alert, hands are investigating. Hunted by someone and no· 
wanting to be found. Your head pulls dol-rn between your shoulders, tryi · 
to make yourself small and hide. Tired - your shoulders droop, head ha· 
face sags, slow dragging ste?S if you t-1ere \-Talking. Proud - you sit or 
stand erect, \lith head up, chin protruded maybe and -walking with a snap· 
swing. No1rr perhaps you are aware you are "talkin£" and telling people 
how you feel with your body -all .the time.- Dance is - intentionally using 
all these movements. 

Starting to experiment with movement is like daring to put the first .st 
of paint on an untouched canvas - 1 ike the feeling the ·-moment before it 
is our turn to perform - it is hard. It is hard for us to start to bre; 
thru that transparent lorall. Even t-1hen ~e ·· are alone in an empty room w~ 
el'YJUdh space, we still hes i tate to dance. lPJe dream we are . .ballerinas, 
beautiful and graceful or migb :.J male dancers l..rho leap onto the stage tc
proclaim our message. Our first movements are apt to be stilted and 
m.ntward; but if l-Ie will let ourse-lves drift into the imagination field, 1-: 

can go ahead · and .dance and really preteOO. we a~ that dancers creati-ng 
beauty or telling a st~ - our story or giving-our message, - tr,ying to 
make -something clearer. 

\ I 
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As with the musician, practice makes this possibl~. tih~n we have some-· 
thing developed we t-mnt to share it with someone. These opportunities a· 
rare. Our TV developed culture doesn't leave much room for oldfashioned 
intervisitation where people show others what th~ 1 ve been doing to date 
and sharing experiences. Few are the home artists who feel their inner 
urgings are important enough to take time to perfect their art, to ~~ite 
sing, play an instrument, or use their God-given instrument - their bod)· 
to pass along their message beautifully. 

Yet, I believe this is a submerged urge 
that needs to be expressed. Watch any 
child dance to music. His dancing changes 
with different music, he's something else, 
he translates easily, rhythm~~~ 
!!.!, of ~· TtJe have a heart beat, as Ella · 
has told us. And for some stories all you 
need is a heart beat - a drum. Drums say 
a lot of things. Music can paint a dif
ferent canvas; poetry another. And some 
silences are deafening. All these can be 
used as dance accompaniment. 

nJe are sadly disappointed and perhaps never 
try again if t·Je stop t-rith our first attempts. 
Keep the dream going, practice .the exercises 
that perfect the instrument and start trying 

I 

/)~-. 
I' ·, I '...._ .. 

to clarify your own feelings. There is something about doing the practi 
ing with a group that encourages each individual and carries you over tt 
rough spots uhen you might othenrise quit. 

Exercises start with the feet because that is where balance and movement 
start. Develop leg muscles next, always trying to keep balancing arm 
movements like a teeter-totter -- if feet go one vray, to keep in balanc{ 
the arms must counter them. Keep the knees pliable qy many bendings 
al1~ys over the feet, do not let the ankles roll inside or outside. 
Limber the vmist by bouncy twists. Hips can move too, shoulders, back, 
neck and head also.. Try them out. The arms probably need the least 
amount of practice because you are accustomed to using them. These are 
the instruments of your orchestra, keep them all in good condition and 
make them relax and feel at ease with swings. All parts of the body can 
st-ring, some easier than others of course. Never force any part of your 
body to do something, go at jt easily and in the fashion of a rubber ban~ 
going only as far as is comfortable, so that you don't pull any ligament~ 
by tr,ying too hard~ 

There are three planes in lrlhich to dance: floor (rorizontal), floor 
(upright), and in the air ( leapinp). Dances are lif11ited by vrhat you are 
trying to say and the shape of the space you have to say it in. The locr 
motion steps to dancing are: ualking, running, leaping, skipping, hoppi : 
galloping, sliding, and jumping. 

There are three steps to creating a dance. 
1. Pantonime your stor,y. 
2. Characterize it. Pantomime your story as if you were ie. a your 

girl, a ~amp, a-5Weet elderly lady, or a college boy. Usually you wil : 
t-Jant to be yourself. 

). Abstract it and exaggerate the story• s parti·cular characteristi ' 
make it beaUtiful, put it to time (drum, poem, music). 
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Let's try. Our dance story·;'will be called "Discovery." You've been dis• 
covering a lot of things this week. First day we discovered land. M~be 
t.ze discovered gold. Let's start by analyzing the ~.rord "discovery•" 
Discove~J implies a search; searching implies - you want something. Dis
covery is the finding but tnat is not all, when we discover something 
we're elated, ve t...rant to tell about it - share it. So discovery has all 
these parts: the IT, the Search, the Discovery, the Proclamation. 

Define IT to yourself, what is IT? Gold? A cecropea moth? A beautiful 
agate? An anst·Ier to an unsolved problem? Each person has his own thing 
or IT he is hunting for but we all go thru the same kind of process. 

Pantomime is the first step to creating a dance. Let's pantomime getting 
an idea, defining our IT. lr.Te're thinking, there may be no movement, or 
maybe strolling around but not too much outrrard activity because of the 
inward activity. In the second part of discover, searching, we hunt 
behind things, under things, in places, lrte don't find tifT." hfe're dis
appointed, discouraged, give up? No, ue hunt some more, more earnestly, 
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more devotedly with a feeling we're getting closer to IT. Sometimes man 
has searched his whole life for the IT but for this dance He will find 
IT, glory in IT and share IT • -
Now that we have pantomlm~d the whole stor.y, let us pretend we are one of 
the above characters, remember: a young girl, a tramp, a s~~et elderly 
laey, a college boy. If you were a tramp you might be hunting for a ciga: 
butt. Pick out something your character might trent. That is your IT for 
now. Alright, remember in the first part of our pantomime we are deiinin 
our IT to ourselves (in charactet) then the searching, finding and sharir 
or "telling" about it. 

Now comes the choosing of:the significant body movements in our stor,y, 
putting it to rhythm of some kind, and ~naking it beautiful to look at. t 
exaggerate the thinkins, searching, finding, and proclaiming to be sure 
our message is clear. This takes some time and quite a bit of rehashing 
to make perfect just as if you l·lere writinp, a composition arxl rewriting 
to make it clearer. But exciting thi nps also happen td th extemporaneous 
dancing just as in speaking. Try it sometime1 

Alura Dodd demonstration Thursday, Hay 12, 1960, at Chatcolab. 
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Around the hour of eight after sundown Honday ninht all the hep cats and 
dogs uere throt-rn together in recltless a:>andon in their vacation resort 
of Padsville. 

Straw boss Lord Slime (alias Russ Slade) declared the season open and 
invited the motley mob to ooze Hi th it. 

Around the settinQ of candlelit beer bottles sixtet followers provided 
competition among th~selves in composing the slop up sloppiest renditior 

A prize for the best gone cat Has presented by Stra-u Boss Lord Slime to 
Grimy Jezabelle. Guest at Padsville uas Ella Fitz9erald and her bee ... bop
drum \-rho really sent the stopper to a s1,roony trance Hhich t-ras broken up 
around nine-thirty when all t,rent in search of an ansHer to the meaning 
of life --

Samples of Beatnik Poetr.y 
Composed at Party 

It's nutsvi lle man, it's t-Jay out. Get lli th it, cats. Like cool, man, 
cool. No squares in this den. Dig that beat. It's the most 

These Discovery Days are like t·ray out Cool 
man cool come on and shout t-re bop and 
rock from dawn to night we do our Horst uith 

all our night so who's gonna notice if we like sink 
from sight 

Bug out man you bother me dig 
me Daddyo you're long gone you 1 re 

l-lay out get ui th it cats come let's meditate at 
the pad Get trJi th this for blast 

t·relcome to Padsville cool, cool man 
out and hep or you will end up in the jug 

whooooooh cat this is the slimiest 
pad but you got to be oozing to be 

with it Daddy-0 

{Jet t-ray 
like 
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HICE PARTY 

Build !!£: Hhat is nicer. than to have Three Blind Hice am the Farmer's 
---wTfe at Tea? They uere ••••• and everyone "ras invited to a Mice Party 

8:00 p.m. Tuesday nip.ht at the Recreation Hall. 
Invitation Song 

(Tune - Three Blind Hice) 
Hear Ye mice, Hear Ye mice, · 
Won't yo'all com1 Won't yo'all come, 
To the hole in the "Tall at the party hall, 
~!here all of the mice are having a ball, 
They'll all be there--from the short to the tall, 
Dress like mice, Dress like mice. 

Costumes: Dress as mice. 

Decorations: Hole in the wall. Cheese mobiles. 
Rat in a cage on a stump (rat made of papier mache) 

All of the country cousins and the city cousins arrived looking very 
"mousy." l',fter crat4ling thru the Rat Hole door everyone enjoyed some 
action games l~d by Don Clayton. People and Nice love a parade and 
The I·tarch of the f·1 ice ~ms a good start as a round dance mixer, called 
by Falt Secor. Everyone t-ms ducking "cheesen mobiles as they joined in 
a game called Binnie and rHckey (Reuben ard Rachel). 

\,Ti th everyone in a bouncy mood, what could be better than a Nouse Hop 
(Bunny Hop). As a closinp game before the Ceremony everyone sat in a 
·large circle around the rat trap, as Pete, our pet rat watched them play 
city Electricity for the countr,y mice to learn. (Game rules are included 
in section on Games). 

The evening closed Hi th mice ttN!bbles" and "Cat Nip Tea.'' 
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2: ~:~~5=~s:~~!~~h~~t.:!~:;;.~:;~;::.a~·"-~~.!.:.~.:~;.,~.~=-:.,. 
beets on the table set the· .. ·s~ene · _..;.· ·tne r 1 er ·was ·one boy·· · · 
riding shoulders of another. He delivered party .it:tY~ ~~J9_ns 
sealed trri th wax to each table •'· .. : : ·:·:::;;:~~::::;:::·~~:~:;;~~-,~::,:.t::;;:.:,~:.:;;:\~:~~l:::·~ .. ~~:-,~:~:.,:;_~·-.~:::· .. ;:_::,:_:::·._{:\·'·:· ..... . 

J. Gong was rung five minutes before party ... to. be.gTn_., .......... , ....... , .... ·~ ... ,. ............................. _. .. , ... . 
Decorations: 

Paper wagon wheels arainst the ~mlls, tin-can lanterns for lipht 
and "chuck uagon" refreshment corner. (The chuck 1r1agon was made 
from a wheeled serving cart from the dining hall and a bed sheet 
for the campy). 

Pre-party ~ to occupy guests as they arrived was a map puzzle. 
Each person received a piece of a road map of a Bestern State. The 
map backs were colored. Each person had to find the other parts of 
the map. Each map group trrorked together for the folloHing ga11es: 

Games: 
I. Designers - Each group 1-ras given nevsspapers and pins • The group 

selected one person for a ~Jel and in five minutes created a 
trle stern costume from the net-.rspapcrs for the model. The costumes 
were modeled in a fashion parade and judged. "Baby Hughie" done up 
in red ribbon lo~as the prize • 

2. "On the Oregon Trai 1" ... two groups t-torked together in a relay. One 
group filled a packsack with v~sious objects, carried it to the 
other group, removed the pack and emptied the pack. The other group 
did the same. 

j. "Hold Up" - Game leaders charged the scene trr ith mask and rifle. Eact. 
group lined up one behind the other in their wagons. The front 
person t.ms the runner. As the leader of the garne called for an 
object, group members passed that object to the runner and the 
runner took it to the leader. 

4. Co~petition - The men engaged in a rope-circle toss over pop 
bottles. The girls raced to see t·rho could fringe a length of paper 
in the shortest time. Nhile both these contests Here going on, a 
"rumor" about a happening within the wagon train was uhispered from 
one person to another. 

Shot Gun ~Jedding - ~Jagon Master Charlie returned from scouting to find 
scandalous happenings, but wasted no time setting things right. 
He called for the Vigilantes to round up the culprits (Gloria 
Johnson and Don Ingle, Lois ~.ifickland and Steve Olson) and promptly 
pronounced them "hitched." The \-Thole wagon train celebrated the 
wedding ~dth dancin9 and rroup singing. 

Chuck 'f·.ragon call was sourded on the big skillet C~nd the ~1agon train 
members helped themselves to cof fee, hot chocolate, popcor~ .. -.~~g._ 

. . .. . C~C?. ~ i es • -~-~~~-f.~y,(;;,:i~#.~~~;/;;;.;;~:;.~::~.~~:.~;.;;..;~: . .;~::.;Y.:.;;::.;;.:~~;;:~~;-~~~;::~~:~~:~-~~;/~,;~:;\.:~~t:~~~;.~~;:::: .. ~~:~.:~~-::.:~:~~;:~~;.:_~:::~::·:~~;.::~;.~:;,::;:-::_~,::_:~-... 

. ~ . . .. -~.· .. .. .. :-·· -:··-· .; .. ···.·:···· .. ._· •.. . ·:··· .................. :.· ....... ·.~~- ........... !,··: ... ·:·.~ .. ...................... !··· ......... ., ......... 0. -:· .... . .... • .;. .. · "'- ~~"!· .. ~.._ ...... --t-·~~ .. • .. .; ... -.·.\·-.:·-· ............. -... ~~-.--t-:·· ................ ...;~-. · .............. i ...... ·.-.-.;.: ..... ,.·.· ... -.'"..;";." -~-:--· ,.;_~-,.· .............. .,:.-..:.~· .,7..~' .·:·~·_ .... "..!-· ...... ... 
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Parp- Promotion: -------- }lv · -~- ;..-
• riagon t-Jheel s inn hung. in dini~s=~: rui .. ll -~ th p~t :;:>~ time & place 

2. "Pony Express" riders at dinnef:, VJ _,. 
~::t;o~~ ~:s~l:h~~~:-<f~~~!:~~~~!f~!:!.rtaer·:~~~~e~Y-.-:·----~----"·"· 
riding shoulders of another. H~. d~~i.vered party -~~~~~~J9_ns 
sealed 1r1 i th wax to each table . ............ ~~:~:~:::;;::·,_~;:\:::·::~:~:;~::::;.~~:;:~-~;.::::.,:~~~;;~:: .. ~:::·,,~~-... ~:::·~~~:\::_:i_~~::·:~::·._:'·:: . .-·-

3. Gong was rung five minutes before party··. to-. b~-g'fn .. , __ .:!.·.-: • .-.·.· • .-..... . , .................... :.:.-.· • .-.- .-... 

Decorations: 
Paper wagon wheels arainst the walls, tin-can lanterns for light 
and "chuck. uagon" refreshment corner. {The chuck 1rmgon was made 
from a wheeled serving cart from the dining hall and a bed sheet 
for the campy) • 

Pre-party mixer to occupy guests as they arrived was a map puzzle. 
Each person-received a piece of a road map of a Hestern State. The 
map backs t~re colored. Each person had to find the other parts of 
the map. Each map group 1rrorked together for the follol-ring ga:tes: 

Games: 
1. Designers - Each group was given newspapers and pins. The group 

selected one person for a model and in five minutes created a 
~lestern costume from the net·Tspapers for the model. The costumes 
were mod~led in a fashion parade and judged. "Baby Hughie" done up 
in red ribbon lJas the prize • 

2. "On the Oregon Trai 111 .. two groups t-rorked together in a relay. One 
group filled a packsack with v~~ious objects, carried it to the 
other group, removed the pack and emptied the pack. The other groui 
did the same. 

3- ttHold Up" - Game leaders charged the scene t-ri th mask and rifle. Eac 
group lined up one behind the other in their wagons. The front 
person wRs the runner. As the leader of the game called for an 
object, ~roup members passed that object to the runner and the 
runner took it to the leader. 

4. Co~petition - The men engaged in a rope-circle toss over pop 
bottles. The girls raced to see uho could fringe a length of paper 
in the shortest time. Hhile both these contests Here going on, a 
"rumor" about a happening tt~ithin the wagon train lias uhispered from 
one person to another. 

Shot Gun 1r!edding - ~Tagon Master Charlie returned from scouting to find 
scandalous happenings, but wasted no time setting thtngs right. 
He called for the Vigilantes to round up the culprits (Gloria 
Johnson and Don Ingle, Lois t,Jickland and Steve Olson) and promptly 
pronounced them 11hitched." The t.Thole wagon train celebrated the 
trseddi ng 1rri th dane i n9 and pro up singing. 

Chuck ··.ragon call was soun:led on the big skillet and the wagon train 
members helped themselves to coffee, hot chocolate, popcor~--~~g._ 

. . .. _c~~~ies.~~~~~~~~~ . 
~ .. -.· .... ·;: .... _.;:.· .. ·:·"'··..:-:· . .;-: ..... .:. ........ :·:-· ... :·"· .. ·:-.-. ... ..;._-.· .. tt~·.-.c-.-.· .. ..:".~·.~-..··· .. -.-.-.· .... \-.· • ..; .. :.·.-.; .. ·..:.~;.·.\:..~· .. ,\~·;{;~·.1t .... ~.._..._ • .,:;.., •••• ~··· • .; ... : ..... -..-:/ •• ~-.·.·x··.-f;.·;~::!!·":·»·E·-.;t:· .. :;~·~/..{:...._:·::..":t.~: ... :...·E~-·.~:-:-.-..;~~M~.i-· .. ~zt_\~;..:::J• .. :: .. -...-.. .... -.:.--.· •. •· . 

--~~~~~~~:··;=-~~~~;~~::··~:-::~;:~:::~::~~~~·;::~:~~~~.:~:~;~;:~~~:·:~~:-~:-.. :~::·~:~.~:::~~~·:~:~;~-;~;~~~~ ... ~:~~:~~~::~~~:.·~·~:.· ·~~~~· ·~·~;~~~~~;::~;~:::~~;:.~~;~~;::~::~:i~~:.:~~.:-:~;.~~~·-~~~;~~;::~;~~~;.2~:;::;.::~~~~:~~~;~~~t· ... ~~-:.~~ 
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Atmosphere - Doarded wi OO.ot•Js 
String in door 
Hun:J_ng noose 
Fitch greeters giving 

c;uests make 

Get Acquainted - Clock Game 

}ianam - a superstition of Chatcolet 

Troika - a Hussian mystery dunce 

Hithin these small groups: 
1. Ghost story started, and continued by person receiving 

glove 
2. I Have a Cat • I Have a Vampire 

/~) 
3. Refreshments - liitches'passi.on p~- ' 

Come toeether for a ghost story and sones -~ 

Ceremony 

SKELETON OUl'LINE OF A GHOST STORY 
by Hugh O'Neill 

Have a stick in your hand. Tell the history 
of the stick. It's a family tradition that . 
Grandfather inherited it from a leper colony, 1/ 

and it had a curse on it. It seems that // 
shortly after he found it he was found .# 

dead with a grin on his faceJ So Father/' 
inherited it and the same thing / 

• j 

happened--same grJ.n, tool You { ... . -~.;..·:.. 
happened to be walking in the woods -- ) 
and heard a strange noise-- someone calling! ( . 
After some searching for the source of the \-... .... - ~-'--. / 

. ....._ ... 
call you found that it was a stick... Only 
after you had picked it up and carried it away did you learn the full 
truth of its history. And the st:Lck had found roul You found the stick 
last night-never felt better. But ever since you've been feeling a 
little funey inside. The stick seems to be saying things to you, saying 
over and over again, "Tonight 1s the ni.ght--It•s your turn to go Insanel 
(Start swinging stick at the crowd.} 
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OTHER MATERIAL ON RHYTID~ by ELLA JENKINS 

10" L.P. 

SONGS-CHANTS and RHYTHMS 
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR GROUP PARTICIPATION 

$4.25 

This album gives children a travelling experience in sounds, moods, and 

rhythms of cultures that may be far removed from their own. 

MISS ELLA l. JENKINS 
727 East 60th Street 
Chicago 37, Illinois 

Eight page booklet of "Primi
tive"chants with music. We 
suggest using booklet with the 
CALL-AND- RESPONSE record album. 

FUN 
WITH · 

RHYTHMS AND SOUNDS 

EllA JENKINS 

.75 per copy(l.OO to handle 
cost of rm iling) 

Enclosed is check for ________ please send me _____ copies o~f __________________ _ 

Name Address ______ ...__________________________ --------------------------------------
City _______________________________ state ___________________________________ _ 



'~ADVENTURES in RHYTH~f" 

with 
ELLA JENKINS 

THE NEW YORK TIMES, SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1960. 

R~eorlllat• 
B:r Robert Gataf10n 

I 
delightful offering. 

. Ella Jenkins is a young lady 
in Chicago who devotes much of 
her time to . helping people of 
all ages develop a sense _of 
rhythm. She does this by hold
ing rhythm workshops, and she 
and one of her workshop classes 
may be heard on a Folkways 

I 
(Fl-8273) recording on basic 
rjlythms. Entitled Adventures In 

,·lfli:rthm, this 10-inch disc en-
1 abies the listener to follow along 
and learn the steps using sticks 
and drums. The ending of the 
album serves as a stepping-oft 
point for the listener to continue 
creating more complex rhythmic 
patterns. Listeners should find 
this both fun and rewarding. 

· AI 

THE CHlliSTiAN SCIE!\CE ~IOXI'TOR 

About Rhythm 
Folkways, which really pio

neered in the idea· of putting 
reading rna tter in the sleeve of 
rcord albums-and earned the 
gratitudeof children thereby as l 
well as parents desiring to know 
the words-comes up with Ad
ventures in Rhythm. Art, thea
tre, ballet, and, now, rhythm. 
At least, Ella Jenkins, who runs 
the show on this ten-inch long
play, is billed as a rhythm spe
cialist, which is cutting it fine I 
in an age of specialization. All 
sorts of instruments are banged 
and bonged here for "teens and J 

young adults,'' among others. ! 
Here are Indian tom-toms, rat- ~ 
ties from Africa, and even a 
Royal Poinciana tree pod from 
Jamaica. It's good to know that : 
these eternal verities ·are still . 
around because, who knows ? 
knowing how to beat a tree pod 
can come in handy some day. 

HERBERT MITGANG. 

Fl-8273 

FOLKWAYS RECORDS 

$4.25 

RECORDS 

• 
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DISCOVERING NEGRO FOLK RHYTHMS 
~::'::: :; ; .: :; ;c :;;:+: .. .;;;.;en:.::;;;:::;::.:::::::::::::~~;::;!;: :..;e::;ee ~;~ ~: :: ~ 

by Ella Jenldns 

We can learn a great deal about a people through ·their-music.. Much of 
the music of the Negro people is highly s¢..ri ted and rhythmic. 

Some of the music speaks of "hard times" 1 oppression; some · of it ex• 
presses new aspirations - joy 1 freedom, and of course, there is the 
humorous side. · 

I am happy to share three of the lighter song~- and chants with rrr:r "Chat" 
pals as a meanS ·of introduction to one phase ·of .Negro Folk Music a 

/ . 
:·1 

DID YOU FEED MY Ca-r? 

Leadar: Did you feed rrry cow? 
Group: Yes Maml 

L.: Could you tell .me how? 
G: Yes maml 
L: What did you feed her? 
G: Corn ani hay l 
L: What did you feed .her? 
G: Corn and hayl 

II 

L: Did you milk her good? 
G: Yes maml 
L: Did you milk her like you should? 
G: Yes mam! 
L: How did you milk her? 
G: Swish, swish., swis 

L: 
G: 
L: 
G: 
L: 
01 

In 

IV 

L: · Did the ~ come? 
G: Yes Ma.mJ 
L~ Did the ·b~s came? 
G: Yes man1 
L; Did the buzzards -come? 
G: Yes mamJ 
L; How did they come? 
G: Flop, Flop·. Flop • 

. . II. L; How did they come • 
-. ·r/ 1 G: .. Flop-. Flop. Flop. 

-~· .! ,\~,~ :1~iJi lJuv--J\JHAI+NVJi\tv' iti'V'.._ 
r \1 n ' • . rv ,__. :; I} , . 

. .. .... - ·- ~ ..: ... ., 
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WHO ALL IS HERE? 

Leader: Last night, the night before. 
Group: Wha all is here? Who all is here? 

L: Last night, the night before. 
G: Who all is here? Who all is here? 
L: Twenty-four robbers at my door. 

t.# G: Who all is here? Who all is here? 
'--~ l t..._.;y 

·!~/ ----.. · ( . ~ 

,_.,y L: 

"~. ~::./ ~ G• 
~·.,.: L; 

\

. G: 

L: 
G: 

Leader: 
Group: 

II 

I got up aoo let them in. 
Who all is here? Who all is here? 
I got up and let them in. 
Who all is here? Who all is here? 
Hit 'em over the head with a rolling pin. 
Who all is here? Who all is here? 

MISS MARY MACK (Tune: How Dry I Am) 

Miss Mary Mack 
Mack Mack 

L: All dressed in black 
G: Black Black 
L: With silver buttons 
G: Buttons Buttons 
L: All down her back 
G: Back Back 
L: She asked her mother 
G: Mother Mother 
L: For fifteen cents 
G: Cents Cents 
L: To see the elephants 
G: Elephants Elephants 
L: Jump the fence 
G: Fence Fence 
L: They jumped so high 
G: High High 
L: They touched the s~ 
G: Sky Sky 
L: And they never came back 
G: Back Back 
L: 'Til the fourth of JUly . ,. : ~ !=~~-\~· :~ ~>. .. ::·::· .· .. ... 
G: L :cy lb ... , ...... , .. ~ .· · .. 
L: A~ they never came ~~i,f. ' :·_,. , ,::,}?.>· 
G: Down Down . ~·: · . . ·; .. .. .: .. ::.:;:; •. ;.:.: ·: ·:::· .. · .. ·•·· . 
L: 1Til the fcurth of J"~. ~ ... ': ·~ .· ..... ,: · ~:· .. :. ,:· . ~:·;:{:{ a: II' ~ r··· ... ·.· . ·.· ~- .• .. . ~ ·.;=:.!·.· .-.·:·· 

(slap opposite palms ·.~:·.~·:-:· '; : I • ri~~f';~,~~c 

HAVE FUN, EVERYONE; 
11 00 WELL; S'rAY 1~LLn 

-jtJ~ 
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DEM BONES GONNA RrSE AGAIN 

Lord., he thought he'd make a man 
Dam bones gonna rise again. 
Took a little water and he took 

a little sand 
Dem bones gonna rise again. 

*I know it, know it, indeed, I 

MY AUNI' CAME BACK 
Tune: I'm going to leave old Texas ~ 

My aunt came back from Borneo 
The fan she brought goes to and fro. 

MY aunt came back from old Algiers 
She brought with her a pair of shears • 

know it brother, I know it, whee My aunt came back from Ar~rat 
Dem bones gonna. rise again. She brought with her a sa1.lor hat. 

Took a rib from Adam's side My aunt came back from Bur~ fair . 
Dem bones gonna rise again She brought with her a rocking cha1.r. 
Made Miss Eve for to be his bride 
Dam bones gonna rise again. 

* (repeat) 

1-'Jy aunt came back from Kalamazoo 
She brought with her bubble gum to che·. 

Put them in a garden fair, . MY BONNIE . 
Dem bones gonna rise again. 
Thought they'd be. most h~ppy there • My bonnie lies over the ocean, 
Dem bones gonna r1.se aga1.n. MY bonnie lies over the sea, 

My bonnie lies over the ocean, 
*(repeat) 0 bring back my bonnie to me. 

Peaches, pears a:m pl~ arrl such, Bring back, bring back, 
Dem bones gonna r1.se aga1.n. o bring back ~ bonnie to me, to me: 
But of that fruit.you must not touc~ng back, bring back, 
Dem bones gonna r1.se again. 0 bring back m.y bonnie to me. 

*{repeat) 

Next day when the Lord eame round 

My bonnie looked into the gas ta~, 
More clearly its contents to see 
She lighted a match to assist her, 

Dem bones gonna rise again _ 
Spied them cores all over the 
Dem bones gonna rise again. 

0 bring back my bonnie to me. 
ground 

WHEN YOU WORE A TULIP 

*(repeat) When you wore a tulip, 
• ? A big yellow tulip, 

Adam, who dem cores did leave· And I wore a big red rose; 
Dem bones gonna rise ag~in When you caressed me, 

"Don't know, Lord, spect it was Eve." •Twas then heaven blessed me, 
Dem bones gonna rise again. vfuat a blessing no one knows. 

* (repeat) 

Adam you must leave this place 11 

' . Dem bones gonna rise aga1n 
"Earn your bread by the sweat of 

your face" 
Dem bones gonna rise again. 

-* (repeat) 

You made life cheery 
When you called me deary • 
'Twas down where the blue gr.~ss gr-ows. 
Your lips were st-reeter than Julep 
When you wore a tulip 
And I wore a big red rose. 

LET US SING TOGETHER 

so he took a hoe -and he took a plow, 
Dem bones gonna rise again. 
That's why we're all aworkin' now 
Dem bones gonna rise again. 

Let us sing together, 
Let us sing together, 
One and all a joyous song. 
Let us sing together. cont 1 d 

~ r~e~P.at chorus) 
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ROCK-0·-MY-soUL Let Us Sing Together cont•d 

(sway while singine) 

Rock-0-Il\Y soul in the bosom of Abraham. 
Rock-0-my soul in the bosom. of Abrruwn 
Rock-0-my soul in the bosom o! .f\.braham 
Oh, rock-o-my soull 

One and all a jqyous song. 
Let us sing again and again, 
Let us sing again and a gain, 
Let us sing again and again, 
One and all a jqyous song. 

So high you can't get over it. 
So low you cantt get under it. 
So wide you can r t get around it 
You gotta come in at the door. 

HERE WE GO 
Tune: Old Gray Mare 

KUM BA YAH 

Kum ba yah, my Lord, Kum ba yah 1 
Kum ba yah, my Lord, Kum ba yah1 
Kum ba yah, my Lord, Kum ba yahl 

Oh, Lord, Kum ba y~~. 

Scmeone t s crying, Lord, Kum ba yah! 

;CJ 7 

Here we go a-ridin 1 on the ice wagon Someone' s singinG, Lord, Kum ba yah I 
Ridin' on the ice wagon Someone•s praying, Lord, Kum bn· yah1 
Ri.din r on the ice wagon 
Here we go a-ridin' on the ice wagon 
To tell our tale of 1fuoa l STEAL AWAY 

Men: Arty ice today, Ladies? 
Ladies: Nol your ice meltsl 
All: Diddyap, Napoleon, it looks 

like rain. (Repeat several 
times) 

VIVE L t AMOUR 

Let every good fellow now join 
in a song, 

Vive la campaGniel 
Success to each other and pass 

it along, 
Vive la compacniel 

A friend on your left and a 
friend on your right, 

Vive 1a co.mpagniel 
In love and good · fellowship 

let us unite, · 
Vive la compagniel 

Now wider and wider our circle 
expands, 

Vive la compaGniel 
We sing to our · comrades in fat: 

away lands, 
Vive la compagnie! 

CHORUS : 
Vive la, vive ln, vive 1 1amour, 
Vive la, vive ln, vive l'amour, 
Vive l•amour, vive l•amour, 
Vive la compagnie. 

Steal away. Steal away. Steal away to 
Jesus. 

Steal away~ steal away home. 
I ain't got long to stay here. 

l'ly Lord, He calls me, He calls me by 
the thunder. 

The trumpet sounds within a my soul. 
I ain't got long to stay here. 

ZUNI SUNRISE CHANT 

WA TA HO 
TA HO 
WA 00 TA HO 
NAH WI TAH NA LO 
MAH NAH WI 
:. UM NE TETH IA NE 
ZUM NE T~H LA NE 

American Translation: 

The dawn is here 
Day is calling thee 
The dawn is here 
Life is calling thee 
Ever faithful 
Ever grateful 
Ever sturdy be 
Arise Arise 
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JUST TO HAVE A TOUCH, LORD, FROM YOU 

Just to have a touch, Lord, from you 
To help in heart breaks we go through 
Though dark may be the night, 
It brines a ray of light, 
When I get a touch, Lord, from you. 

I LIKE THE MOUNTAINS 

I like the mountains, 
I like the rolling hills. 
I like the flowers, 
I like the daffodils. . 
I like the fireside 
When all the lights are low. 
Boom de ah la, boom de ah la, 
Boom de ah ln., boom de ah la. 

I like the sandy beach, 
I like the ocean's roar. 
I like the babbling brooks, 
I like the rocky shore. 
I like the rocks and rills, 
I like the templed hills. 
Boom de ah la, boom de ah la, 
Boom de ah la, boom de ah la. 

REPEAT ABOVE TWO VERSES, using 
word LOVE 

IF ·YOU 1 RE Hl1.PPY i l.ND YOU KNOW IT 

If you 1 re happy and you know it, 
say "Amen." 

If you 1re happy and you know it, 
say 111unen. 11 

If you 1re happy and you know it, 
Then you really ought to show it 
If you're happy and you know it, 

say 111\.m.en." 

Second verse is the same only 
use 11 clap your hands 11 

others--click your tongue, 
clap your knees 
stamp your feet 
roll your eyes, etc. 

Chatcolabber at breakfast table to 
grumpy buddy: 11 Look on the bright 
side. In 22: hours you'll be back 
in bed11 

THE HAPPY WANDERER 

I love to go a-wandering 
Along the mountain track, 
And as I go, I love to sing, 
My knapsack on my back. 

Chorus: 

Val-de ri 
Val-de ra 
Val-de ra 
Val-de ha ha ha ha ha ha 
Val-de ri 
Val-de ra 
(~ knapsack on ~ back) 

I love to wander by the stream 
That dances in the sun 
So jqyouslY it calls to me 
"Come, join my happy song. 11 

I wave my hat to all I meet 
And they wave back to me 
f1.nd blackbirds call so loud and sweet 
From every greenwood tree. 

High overhead, the skylarks wing, 
They never rest at home, 
But just like me, they love to sing 
As o • er the world we roam. 

Oh, may I go a-wandering 
Until the day I die. 
Oh, may I alw~s laugh and sing 
Beneath God's clean blue sky 1 

CUCKABURRA 

Cuckaburra has no work, 
He has no wgrk to do. 
He sits up in a tree to lurk 
To catch a snake or two. 
But when he cuts a snake in half, 
He laughs right out in glee: 
Ha Ha ha ha ha ha ha 
Hee bee hee hee hee. 
(repeat) 
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ON TOP OF OLD BALDY 

On top of old baldy 
There's nary a hair, 
But only the memory , 
Of hair that was there~ 

A bald head•s appealing 
When wearing a hat. 
But when he removes it, 
That takes care of that. 

Now nature will rob you 
And take all your hair, 
But there are bald headed 
So why should you care? 

Hair parts in the middle, 
Hair parts on the side. 
But parting is sorrow 

CRAZY 
Chorus: 
Boom Boom ain~t it great to be era~ 
Bqom, boom, ain't it great to be crazy 
Giddy and foolish all day long 
Boom, boom, ain't it great to be crazy. 

1. Horse and- tne flea and the three bli: 
mice 

Sitting on the curbstone shooting dice. 
The horse he slipped and he fell on the 

flea 
And the flea said (speak) "~-Jhoops, there 

a horse on me." 
lovers 
21 Way down South where bananas grow 

A flea stepped on Qn elephant's toe 
The elephant cried with t ears in his eye: 
"Why don't you pick on someone your size 

When the part gets too wide. 
3. My uncle Mort, he sells socks 

On top of old baldy 
All barren and neat, 

A dollar n pair or a nickel a box. 

There's no trace of dandruff 
'Cause wha t would it eat? 

The longer you wear them the better they 
get. 

Put 'em in water and they won't get wet 

Now come all ye maidens 
And heed what I say. 

4. Bought myself a pair of combination 

Be sure that his gold locks 
Is not a toupee. 

underwear 
To keep out the cool and bree~ air. 
I put them on without hesitation 
But I couldn't get 'em off 'cause I 

MAKE NEW FRIENDS 

Make new friends, but keep the old; 
Those are silver, these are gold. 
New-made friendships, like new winy, 
Age will mellow and rofine. 
Friendships that have stood the test
Time and change-are surel~ - best; 
Brow may wrinkle, hair grow gray, 
Friendship never knows decay. 
For 1mid old friends, tried and true, 
Once more we our youth renew. 
But old friends, alasl may die, 
New friends must their place supply, 
Cherish friendship in your breast
New is good, but old is best; 
Make new friends, but keep the old; 
Those are silver, these are gold • 

forgot the combinatio 
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DOWN-HEARTED 

Are we down hearted? NO NO NO 
Are we down hearted? NO NO NO 
Troubles may come and troubles may go 
We come to Chatco Lab as you all know 
Are we down hearted? (whistle Are we down hearted?) 

NO NO NO 

ACTION FUN SONG Romola Seabury, Lois Ekloff 

Do your ears hang low? 

Do they waggle to and fro? 

Can you tie them in a knot? 

Can you throw them over your shoulder? 

Like a Continental soldier? 

Do your ears hang low? 

REPEAT -- FASI'ER Et~CH TIME. 

(hands to ears 

(wiggle hands) 

(throw over 
your shoulde: 

(salute) 

THERE'LL BE NO DARK VALLEYS Introduced by Linda Berney 
and Fred Grimm 

There'll be no dark valleys when Jesus comes 
There'll be no dark valleys when Jesus comes 
To gather his loved ones home. 

Chorus: 
To gather his loved ones home 
ff If II II II It 

There'll be no dark valleys when Jesus comes 
To gather his loved ones home. 

2. There' 11 be no more sorrow when Jesus comes 
II n n tr fl " " 

But a glorious morrow when Jesus comes 
To gather his loved ones home. 

II 

3. There 111 be no more weeping when Jesus comes 
II It II If II II II 

But a glorious reaping when Jesus comes 
To gather his loved ones home. 

4. There'll be songs of greeting when Jesus comes 
If II II fl It tr tr It 

And a glorious meeting when Jesus comes 
To gather his loved ones home. 

A\ ~~\ ..... -: 

/10 
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AZTEC LULLABY (INDIAN) 

Words: 
Aaaaahhh thru all of section 1 
konish konish palesha 
chi-ca-ben chicaben pa ke ka 

Sing each section twice accompanied with clapping rhythm 

GHOST OF TOM 4 parts 

6 ,l 

FtEr r,rt If r ~~' f; r-e r cr-J±JJ(d -~ 
Have you seen the ghost of Tom? 
Long white bones with the skin all gone. 
Poo ••••• oor old Tom 
w·ouldn't it be chilly with no skin onl ::: 

Ill 
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AZTEC LULLABY (INDIAN) 

Words: 
Aaaaahhh thru all of section 1 
konish konish palesha 
chi-ca-ben chicaben pa ke ka 

Sing each section twice accompanied with clapping rhythm 

GHOST OF TOM 4 parts 

~ 4 

wrcr rlt'rrrl rrrrr-cJ 1jJj 1 

Have you seen the ghost of Tom? 
Long white bones with the skin all gone. 
Poo ••••• oor old Tom 
Wouldn't it be chilly with no skin onl ::· 

;/! 
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• Au s+~ \c n \<: uc\(uck Sone 
R. J. Studer 

High in a tree a cuckoo • 

Sim sala bim bam boom! sala du sala dim 1 . 

• 
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f<a b h_Lt .. S on c 
-- --""~";;;;').J;ib:~Jiti'!"'·~.-·.~.,~.,,,~- () 

hands ·draw pantomime 
·-*-~~~-~-r~-H ~ct~e 

/fl?/"~ 
/ '/ ' 

In a cottage in the wood . A little man at l !' 

~ g J ;L.t±;rJlfg =;.hJb 1 ;_-- ~ ~-: ~~ ~ harxis on ~ 

/!3 

the witldow stood • Saw a rabbit hopping by e:ves ---- r/~w . . ') D I Knocking on the deer. ~ e:;:a=.:p=~ 

~~mdJiJ.I~J J b1 ijJ:it~ \Q)" 
Help mel Help mel Helpl he said~ Before the hunter hand bouncing--hopping 

. ~ ........ ...... 
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GRACES 

·.~·· 

These words may be substituted if you are not in a camp setti~: 
·'• ,.· ·i ··. 

f~~~~\~~s~:!!o;::PT: ~~~ .-;~; <..' '\;: .... 
Thnnk you for our friends and food .. -;}i . '\· .. -l 
Thank you, Lord, for Brotherhood. ..')' 

• ·.·.f ··' •. : ·~· ·. · ... ::·---:~-. ·.· 

~~;~:; o~~f;;~ a~nd h:~rs~ays (~{~iJi~ilt~r;~/1 
In serving others, Lord, may v·T~ 
Repay our debt of love to Thee. 

Tune: Doxology 

Lord Jesus be our holy guest 
Our morning Joy, our evening rest 
And with the daily bread impart 
Thy love and peace in every heart. 

•Neath these tall green trees we stand 
Asking blessings from Thy hand 
Praise we give to Thee above 
For our health and strength and Love. 

Morning is here 
The board is spread 
Thanks be to God 
Who gives us bread 
Who gives us bread (high echo) 

The Lord is good to me 
And so I thank the Lord 
For giving me the things I need 
The sun and stars and the family 
The Lord is good to me. 
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IAR<!US I 
By J. w. Barber 

Amateur photography is an enjoyable and satisfying hobby if it is proper 
approached and carried out. In the beginning many pitfalls and discourc 
ing experiences can he avoided--it is suggested that the recreation leai 
start the beginner off with simple inexpensive cameras with a minimum 
amount of adjustments. The following suggestions may be helpful in sel( 
ing suitable equipment. 

I. Equipment--For the purpose of this handbook we might classify eameraf 
into 3 classes--namely: 

A. Simple, inexpensive, easily operated cameras 
B. Moderately priced focusing cameras with good medium speed lens 

and shutters. 
C. High priced cameras with super speed lens and shutters 

Cla:ss A. cameras are limited to the taking of pictures tr.rith little or no 
motion and under nearly ideal light conditions. The scope of these cam
eras has more recently been widened by the addition of flash attachments. 
The old simple box camera could not be used for taking pictures in the 
shade or in the house. With the addition of the flash attachment they 
are now able to make pictures in shade and inside that are excellent for 
the family album. 

Class B. cameras will take the same pictures us the class A cameras. 
In addition it is possible with them to take pictures of subjects en
gaged in reasonably fast action and under reasonably poor light conditior 
And with suitable film they can be greatly enlarged without loss of deta: 

Class C cameras 1rrill take all the pictures that class A and B t-rill take. 
In addition, this cla.ss of equipment makes it possible for the amateur 
photographer to secure a picture of a nearly pro f essional quality. 

If the beginner is started off t~ing pictures under nearly perfect con
ditions with the simple camera, the annoyance of thinking about whether 
or not the camera is properly set is removed. This means the young in
experienced photographer is free to think about the important factors 
that make up a good picture. When the simple camera has been mastered 
and good pictures are being secured the beginner may have become intere~ 
in taking pictures that are out of this range. It is then time to thiru 
of securing more expensive and complicated equipment. 
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It is su9gested that class B cameras then be used. By the time class f 
equipment has been mastered many amateur photographers find that th~ ar' 
interested only in pictures for the family album that can be taken as 
effectively with the simple camera as it can be with the more complicate< 
Those individuals may never develop enough interest in broadening their 
field of photography to pay for the purchase of more complicated equipme: 

Others will develop an interest in a broader field of photography. Some 
may find that when they have mastered the class B equipment their in
terest in a more professional type picture is not sufficient to p~ for 
the purchase of class C equipment. Others of those uho have reached thL 
limit t'lfill have developed an interest to go even further. They will the: 
!eel justified in purchasing the higher class equipment which will un
doubtedly lead some of them to professional or semi-professional photo
graphy. When a desire to enter a field of picture taking beyond that 
available to those using class A equipment it is suggested that you con
sult a camera expert. When you tell him the type of pictures that you 
wish to take he can advise you as to the camera you should have. 

II. Taking Good Pictures. 
The first thing the beginner should learn is the essential elem~nts 

of a good picture. The following outline has been prepared as a check 
sheet for the recreation leader in guiding beginners in attaining suffic
ient knowledge to take a good picture. 

What makes up a good picture: 
1. Interesting subject 
2. Located in picture to show to best advantage 
3. Simplicity--don't try to show too much in one picture 
4. Picture tells its o~m story--action should be natural 
5. Background 

a. sufficiently contrasting to bring out subject clearly 
b. harmonious - nothing in it to distract from subject 
c. appropriate setting for subject 

6. Lighting 
a. subject not facing directly into bright sunshine 
b. middle morning or middle afternoon easiest time 
c. light shade is good for fast film. 

III. Steps in Taking Pictures--The beginner should carefully read the 
directions for operatinQ his camera. Then it should be operated without 
film until he is thoroughly familiar with all parts of the camera. This 
also applies to the person that is graduated to a new class of equipment . 
tlhen the photographer is familiar uith his camera it is time to start 
taking pictures. There will undoubtedly be some failures. If the photo
grapher is unable to tell what caused the failures a camera expert shoulc 
be consulted. If this is done the beginner will find himself prorressins 
rapidly and havinp better results 111ith each roll of filtn. Below is a 
check sheet to guide a beginner in correct operation of equipment. 

1. Set camera according to light 
2. Study subject in relation to background 
3. Check subject thru view finder from several angles and heights 
4. Be sure subject is in focus 
$. Behavior of subject -- natural pose and doing something he feels 

natural doing. 
6. Click shutter. 

I 17 
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It is suogested that cl~ss B ca~eras then be used. By the time class A , 
equipment has been master~d many amateur photographers find that they are : 
interested only in pictur~s for the family album that can be taken as 
effectively with the simple camera as it can be with the more complicated · 
Those individuals may nev+r develop enough interest in bro~dening th~ir 
field of photography to p~y for the purchase of more compl1cated equtpmen 

Others will develop an int erest in a broader field of photography. Some 
may find that when they h~ve mastered the class B equipment their in
terest in a more professidnal type picture is not sufficient to pay for 
the purchase of class C equipment. Others of those who have reached this 
limit will have developed an interest to go even further. They will thea 
feel justified in purchasing the higher class equipment which will un
doubtedly lead some of them to professional or semi-professional photo
graphy. When a desire to enter a field of picture taking beyond that 
available to those using class A equipment it is suggested that you con
sult a camera expert. When you tell him the type of pictures that you 
wish to take he can advise you as to the camera you should have. 

II. Taking Good Pictures. 
The first thing the beginner should learn is the essential elemt:)nts 

of a good picture. The following outline has been prepared as a check 
sheet for the recreation leader in guiding beginners in attaining suffic 
lent knowledge to take a good picture. 

What makes up a good picture: 
1. Interesting subject 
2. Located in picture to show to best advantage 
3. Simplicity--don't try to show too much in one picture 
4. Picture tells its o~m story--action should be natural 
5. Background 

a. sufficiently contrastin~ to bring out subject clearly 
b. harmonious - nothing in it to distract from subject 
c. appropriate setting for subject 

6. Lighting 
a. subject not facing directly into bright sunshine 
b. middle morning or mi(ldle afternoon easiest time 
c. light shade is good for fast film. 

III. Steps in Taking Pictures--The beg i nner should carefully read the 
directions for operatinQ h(s camera. Then it should be operated without 
film until he is thoroughly familiar with all parts of the camera. This 
also applies to the person that is graduated to a new class of equipment 
lr!hen the photographer is familiar uith his camera it is time to start 
taking pictures. There will undoubtedly be some failures. If the photo 
grapher is unable to tell what caused the failures a camera expert shoul 
be consulted. If this is done the beginner will find himself pror ressir 
rapidly and havin9 better results with each roll of film. Below is a 
check sheet to guide a beginner in correct operation of equipment. 

1. Set camera according to light 
2. Study subject in relation to background 
3. Check subject thru view finder from several angles and heights 
4. Be sure subject is in focus 
5. Behavior of subject -- natural pose and doing something he feels 

natural doing. 
6. Click shutter. 
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CCPPER Elif\l'!ELIT-Ii 

By ~eila Steckelberg 

Copper enameling is one of the oldest crafts knot·rn to men. Exquisite 
jewelry has been found in ancient tombs in E9ypt. Jetvelry t-rith a beauty 
far beyond anything ·t-.re moderns have .been able to create. 

Basic Steps ~ Enamelinq ~Copper 

1. Clean the copper with very fine steel Hool. 

2. Brush a covering coat of Copper Scale-Off or Smear-on on the front of 
the piece to be enameled. Allov to dry thoroughly. Drying is a I"iUST if 
they are to do the job of absorbing oxidation which forms on copper durin 
firing. (This protector is applied on the back side before each subseque 
firing when only one side of the copper is enameled.) 

.3. Counter enamel. Brush copper P repo-0 or 7001 o i 1 on the ba.ck o~ the 
copper piece, sieve on the potrrdered glass Hith an 80-mesh sieve-to about 
the thiclmess of a postcard, place on a trivet and place in a kiln 1r1hich 
has been preheated to 14500 or 1500°. When melted and smooth as glass, 
remove from kiln and allow to cool. The reason for counter enameling is 
that enameling both sides of the copper uill prevent rapid temperature 
changes from popping off some of the enamel after your piece is finished. 

111 

4. ~Jhen cool enough to handle 1rri t h bare hands, remove Scale-Off or Smear-0 
by touching the edge of the piece. It uill drop off in a sheet, removing 
all fire scale. 

5. File all of the oxidation from the edges of your piece. If this is not 
done betHeen each firing, p ieces will pop off and come dot-m on top of your 
work {making black spots) during the next firing. 

6. Repeat step 3 on the right side or front of your niece. It is not 
necessary to apply Scale-Off or Smear-On ar a in since the back is now 
protected Hith the enamel and will not burn. 

1. Repeat step 5. 

8. Apply a li ght coat of Prep-0 to the ena~eled face of the pieces, and 
sieve on a second coat of enamel. !:X! NOT FIRE YET: instead, choose one 
of the decorating ideas described belou: 

COPPER r. NJUlf~L DECORATI!-JG IDEAS 

Lump and Thread Enamel 

Place a few small lumps and/or threads on this unfired coat of enamel thet 
place in a kiln and fire until lumps, threads, and sieved-on coat of 
enamel all fuse to 9ether and smoc ·:..h do trTn. (Lumps and threads are enamel 
before it has been around to 80 mesh for sievinq.) Remove from kiln and 
repeat step S. ~ ~ 

- ~ ,;- .. ·~. : .'-
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. Stenciling 
Start with steps 1 t~ough 8. 1 Using a sheet of thin paper, a bit larger 
than the copper piece being enameled, cut a stencil (or pattern) from 
the paper, lay the paper over the copper piece, sieve a contrasting 
color of enamel through the c~t out portion, remove the paper carefullY 
and fire the piece. Trees, stars, birds, and faces in profile are fun 
for this one. 

·sgr-ar1no 
This is an Italian word which means, literally, "scraping" or "scratching 
through." Start this piece t-rith steps 1 through 8. This time, be sure 
enamel used for second coat is of a contrasting color. Before firing, use 
a sharp tool to scratch through the unfired top coat to the base coat in 
any design. Fire uhtil smooth. Roosters, fish, and bold geometric lines 
are especially attractive for sgraffito. 

Slush-Crackle 
This is finely ground ena~el in liquid form suspended in a clay base. Star 
with steps 1, 2, J, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Stir well and brush on liquid slush 
fairly heavy. Allow to dry thoroughly, then fire. Slush ~rill ttshrink" 
or crackle, showing the base coat through. Slush works best over a base 
of transparent enamel on concave or convex surfaces. 

&>I.DERI~ 

Soldering is NOT a chore when done as follo1rrs: Place one drop of solder
ing fluid on back of copper piece; place one small piece of flattened soft 
solder right on the drop of fluid; set finding stop fluid and solder clamp 
the whole thing together with self-clamping tweezers. You nay hold this 
over small kiln or over gas flame or use a small torch to melt the fuse 
solder. 

~lhen solder has fused, cool piece slightly, then drop in metal clean~r 
for a minute or two, rinse in clear t-1ater and dry. To finish, rul.J exposed 
copper with uhite rouge to polish (a soft cloth t-rill do well)then lacquer. 

~·-'hen counter enameling, be sure to leave a small spot of copper exposed fo 
a minute or tl..Jo, rinse in clear t-rater and dry. To finish, rub exposed 
copper trtith uhite rouge to polish (a soft cloth uill do}, then lacquer. 

When counter enameling, be sure to leave a small spot of copper exposed 
in the center of the back of the piece for soldering. Solder will bond 
metal ONLY to metal. You may e ither brush at-ray a bit of enamel before 
firing -- or you may apply one drop of Scale-Dff to the center of the 
back and alloH to dry, then sieve on enamel. t.Zhen fired, the Scale-Off 
drops at-~ay leaving a small, clean spot for soldering. 

=i:~'i;l!11·i·i l•' ''~~ · ; · !,HH:t : ·Mrrr,t ·;iJi.~Ef;mt~·ibtliJ{f~ii!P'ff;imir.'tlfi~~,~~l'i'MiJl;i'~iili~:~il'f.~.HW.F,JI1;r:·rnJJ:I'~I:III I~'~~i:tii: ·:i ::;j!j: •••• :••h •·••.••••• •••• ...... ._.. lurJ (f{f ., •• M ,_, ,., • f • ._ •• ~""".., r.;..,.1 <r "'; .. • " • I • ''"' , f~~.r!m.!~ .. I .,...P:tfu1u•' I l.!.n;;:ii 

/i:{j:j. Angelo's Thought for the Day (l~ ~l1 

I :~v~~::m~:d~;~~o::;:~P!~~:=-in ~erica Ill 
!!i!tfi · who do know how to l~ve! ·if:lli' 

··,::i:~1i:l~li~!E::iJ:lll1:!:::1:HlE~Jm!:1.~~d!!:l,;~: : ~.tl!:~J:i1~:·G.!:l!li:k~1lffi~I~J:~~~II:!U~!;~i:lffi];i:~:~Il:j;~;!:1ill:F!:l~!~ill.f.l~~ki!ltl;~;~il~~ 
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• § ~ l VrER tJ or~ h{~ ~G 
By Bill Bunning 

MAKF: A RING SCNETi f.lE 

A silver finger ring can be made from a simple or an elaborate pattern, 
and there can be many variations in design. The one described here, 
similar to the one made by several labbers, involves setting a stone gem. 

The shark to go around the finger is nade of a strip of metal, sufficient~ 
long to encircle the finger. Saw and file it to the shape shown in the 
drat-ring. Sa~:J the slits for prongs. Bend this in a circle around a ring 
mandrel and file the ends of the pronr:s until they make a neat joint. 
Hold this band together Hith bindino uire, apply flu.."{ and solder, and 
heat Hith a torch until the solder flows. 

The bezel is made of thin gauge - ahout 28 -fia. - fine silver. A strip 
about 1/8 " in t1ridth is shaped to the stone. The ends are trued up with 
the file to make a neat butt joint, Hhich is soldered together. 

The decorative band surrounding the bezel is made of 22 0auge round 
silver 1r1ire, doubled and the tuo strands ti £htly tvristed to~ether. A 
length of this t1r1istzd v.Iire i s fitted around the bezel or sheared out 
to fit under the bezel and tt-d st~rl Hire ring. These items are then 
soldered in place by fitting t21 ~:. t closely to the plate and putting pieces 
of solder inside the bezel !:>efore hec t : ng . 

Place the plate on the sh~nk. If necessary tie it in place 1rJith binding 
wire, apply flux and solder at each point of contact and fuse the solder. 

Place a small anount of saHdust or a piece of cardboard inside the bezel 
as a cushion, and put the stone in place. vrith n burnishing tool •. Your 
ring is notrr complete and can be polished Hith fine abrasives and jeHeler's 
rouge. 

\- --- .. ,..,.. --, 
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HURRICANE LJ\f.'IP 

-Bill Bunning-

This hurricane lamp made bf 18 or 20 gauge copper l·d 11 make a good projeci 
for practicing hard and soft soldering, and lvill surely be useful tvhen th 
electricity goes off in the next big wind. 

The base is made of a 611 diameter copper disc. The edge can be scalloped 
by cutting out small "V's" 1rrith a jel..Jeler's sm..r, and filing them neatly 
round. These scallops can be stamped or engraved for decoration. Beat 
the disc into a mold form vrith a trrooden mallet, raising it to an even 
dish shape. 

The shade holder is made of a copper strip 2/,411 (or l") 1rride and about 
6n long. Bend it to a partial circle. Then tie in the handle 'Hith 
binding wire 2nd hard solder the pieces together. The gap filled by the 
handle must be determined by the lamp chimney size you plan to use. 

The candle holder proper is likel-Jise bent from a 1" copper strip of suit
able length. Nake it the ri nht size for a candle, and hard solder into 
a cylinder. 

The three pieces are then carefully fitted in place, the contacting edges 
cleaned by filing, and lee-d. solder is flo'tved into t he joints to fasten 
them to9ether. 

Clean off tarnish and scale by a dip in hot 10% sulphuric acid solution, 
1rrash well l!!ith Mater, and polish tv-ith fine steel vmol. If you uant the 
lamp to stay bright on your mantel, cover it 1-rith a thin coat of clear 
lacquer. 

(Not to Scale 

A slightly curved piece for candle holde: 
uill give it a ~~(but it can be 

straigh~ ·1 

~~) 
Solder handle into shade-holder, 
completed circle siz it 

Hammer this base into a mold. 
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TOOLS f2!! SILVERCRAFT 

Some potentially good silversmiths hesitate to start because they feel t~ 
initial outlay for tools could be prohibitive. But actually, the tools 
used in silvercraft are dependent on the ideas of the individual craftsmat 
One person likes to employ only the barest essentials, 1rrorking out ways · 
and means as the need arises. Another likes to have a kit full of spe
cialized tools for every possible operation. Probably the best advice to 
a beginner is to secure the necessary basic tools to which others can be 
added from time to time. There are tools to be found in any home uorkbox 
which are perfectly suited for silver work. I am listing here some of 
the tools uhich are necessary and sor:te Hhich are desirable. 

Holding tools: Huch holding Hhile uorldng can be done quite Hell .with tt 
fingers, but a more positive (tho less flexible) tool is the vise. It 
1rrould be t'lfell to provide it Hith soft copper jaus, or to pad it Hith l·rooc 
or leather, to avoid marking the silver. A hand vise, tightened with a 
1r1ing nut, or a hand clamp, 'tvhich is tightened ui th a t1Tedge, are often 
useful. Pliers also can be used for holding, and serve as ·1r1ell for bend
ing and shaping. A pair of flat-nosed and a pair of round-nose pliers ar 
desirable. I\. mandrel - 1.rhich is a tapered bnr of steel - is handy for 
forming and holding ring-shape pieces; but a do't·Jl or broomstick Hhich 
has been Hhittled to a taper 1;1ill serve the sMe purpose. TVIeezers -
borrow them from your :!1anicure set - are most useful in handling small 
pieces. A "V-block" Hhich is just a piece of hard tvood triith. a "V" cut 
out, and a clar.1p or some r.tethod of holding it to the Hork table, is a 
useful device for satvin£. It i~ BBsier to hold a sheet of metal and saw 
it on the 11V11 than over the edge of a table. 

Strikinr tools: For shaping, bending, straightenin0 and planishing, you 
must have-a-w0oden mallet, or a leather one, as they are not so likely to 
scar the surface of the t.rrork. Uhen hammer m2.rks are uc:nted for decorativ~ 
purposes, the round headed peen hammer is most versatile. Hammering re- · 
quires an anvil. This need not be a shaned blccksmith's anvil; any smoot~ 
piece of iron 'Hill serve. Nany Indians in the southvtest use a short lengt 
of railroad rail nailed to a lo~! · Frequently a vise has a flat smooth sur 
face that can be used as an anvil. For shapinr domed-up pieces, a set of 
dapping punches and a danping die Hith corresponding hollotvs are useful. 
Ho1:1ever, a t-rhittled holloH in a block of Hood, and a rounded-end dot'lfel ca. 
be improvised to do almost as uell. 

Cutting tools: .A. oood pair of metal shears enables you to cut straight 
lines, and some curves quickly. /\.n old pa ir of kitchen shears can be 
used for cutting sheets solder or light go.uQe netals. A pair of nippers 
is handy for cutting Hire - or you may have a pair of side-cutter pliers. 
The most essential cutting tool is a jeHeler' s sa1-r, a C-frame, \-Jhich has 
uing-nuts to hold the fine toothed bl0.de in place under tension. ~Hth a 
little practice you uill find yourself able to cut a smooth straight or 
curved line. A hand drill with severnl sizes of drill bits, you 1rrill t-ran 
to make holes, either for decoration or to insert the satJ blade for in
ternal cutouts .. 

Soldering: Inevitably it becomes necessary to join pieces of metal to
gether by soldering. This r ~quires a suitable soldering torch. An 
electric soldering iron uill n·:Jt se rve as it does not get hot enough to 
melt silver solder. The type of torch is to be decided by your individual 
preference for size, shape and price. The disposable-can type of loll 
pressure gas torches are convenient and easy to use. But a plumbers 
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gasoline or alcohol blow torch is equally good. Soldering requires a 
charcoal block, and of course you must have flux to aid the flowing of th 
solder • 

Smoothing: The greatest necessity in this category are files. You will 
want a coarse file or t~ro for fast · removal of metal; finer ones to smooth 
at-tay the marks of the coarse files. And · of course, some shaped jet·reler 1 ~ 
files for dressing intricate detail ~~rk. And finally some buffing com
pound such as tripoli and jet-1eler1 s rouge for rubbing the silver uith a 
wheel or by hand to a high luster. 

Cleaning: This ·does not call for tools, unless it be some fine steel woo 
BUt necessary equipment is pickling solution, usually a 10% solution of 
sulphuric acid, and a copper pan to hold it. 

In summar,y, as I look over the list, I think that a great many of the 
tools are already to be found in any tool chest or kitchen dratver, 1rrith 
the exception perhaps of a jet-Teler' s saH and a torch. So don't be de
terred from working Hith silver by any fantasy that you'll need a lot of 
tools. Use to~hat you have and improvise as you go. Just get started1 
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F OU~ P A INTfN(J. ON ·WOOD 
fV}q~ . ~'f'1~ {!;'I"~' 

J 
Folk painting on wood is a practical craft re
quiring a minimum of -equipment and inspiring an 
endless challenge to the -imagination .of those -who 
dip that first paint brush. Here. is a brief ~ 

outline to set you on your way: 

Materials Needed 

Something to paint: Plates, breadboards, wooden .spoons, waste baskets, 
furniture, cannister sets~ what-not shelves, etc. 

Paints ;j5 ~ ~ ~ /ft -~ . ;j5 
Showcard or poster paints for water color painting (Red_. .. blue, yellow, 
black and white) · · 
Oil paints for oil painting (Prussian blue, Cad~ redJ medium -Cad ... yellow . 
med. yellow ochre, Burnt . sierma ~ raw and burnt -umber, titanium white. 
This is only a suggested list. If you have other colors, .use them.} · 

·Varnish, turpentine, pumice linseed oil, fine . .steel_wool, . ...a- -varnish bruE 
or old nylon hose for varnishing. 

Brushes 

Re~ sable artist brushes for painting of designs. Two sizes ·-of ·-round·
am a flat blending brush. In Grumba.cher, Series #190 a 2 and 4, and 
a 4 in a flat blending brush. A long bristle stripping ··brush is very 
helpful for outlining. 

Procedure 

Sand· article to be painted. If oil paints are to be used-to-paint -de
sign, wood must be sealed or painted c: If poster eolors are to be used 
wood is left unfinished. 
Draw or trace design on piece of tracing paper. Invert paper and-traca 
over lines which are visible thru .tracing paper with charcoal pencil. 
Place charcoal side ·down on surface to be decorated, and rub with spoon 
or hard smooth tool. (For black or dark backgrounds chalk~y-be. rubbed 
in back of design, and lines retraced from right ~ sida of. design., 

Mixing colors 

For Tempera painting: Mix green from- blue and yellow; ··m-ange .from-~ · 
and yellow; violet from red and blue. 
To soften or gray colors, use a little of ·their 'CO!nplementary --co~or......,.. 
plus white to lighten, or black to darken. 
Complements are as follows: 

Red and Green 
Blue and Orange 
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Folk Painting on ~Jood cont 1d 

For example, a soft gray blue would be obtained by adding a little 
orange to the· blue, including white until desired color • 

Finishing 

When working with poster paints article may be varnished from a half 
hour after completion. Clean any marldng lines from n.rticle with art 
gum. When article is dry finish with several coats of good varnish, 
rubbing down between coats with fine steel wool, and rubbing with pumice 
and oil after final coat. 

If an antique finish is desired, mix equal parts of varnish and turpen
tine to use as a glazing liquid. To this add some oil paint such as 
burnt umber, and coat article after first coat of varnish is dr,y. Remove 
what you do not want. Finish with more varnish when this is dry. 

Sourcesof Supplies 

Craft Service 
337 University Avenue 
Rochester, N. Y. 

CREATIVE 

Colo Craft 
1300 S. Broadway 
Denver, Colorado 

DE· SIGNS 

For our demonstration here at camp we used the Seven Basic ~bols for 
Creative Desi en outlined by Maugard in his book," A Method for Creative 
Design". These help to serve as a crutch until we become confident 
enough to try our hand at our own designs. It is fun to see how rna~ 
different designs you can creat from these seven curved and straight lir 
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wavy lines and half circles 

Using wavy lines and circles 

Half circles with "S" curve 
on one side to form a leaf 

Scrolls, half circles, "S" curve 
and circles. 

Half Circles. ~ ~ ~""' ~ ~ 

Zig Zae and circles 

"S" curves 

Morning Glory - Circle plus 
wavy line 

0 

Penns,ylvania Dutch birds 
can be made from scrolls 

® 

G~~~\ 
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A tulip is made from half circles and "S" curves 

0 
These symbols may also be used as a basis for brush strokes when painti~ 
Hany beautiful effects can be gained by practicing varying pressures 
with your brush. 

A few of these strokes are as follows: 

The 11 S"curves--starting with a touch of the brush and increasing press
ure to center, then slowly lifting up brush. 

The rain-drop is made by pressing the brush upwards and circular, liftin; 
the pressut'e as you lift the brush. _ 

r:\ \) j) y v 
These are only suggestions for a beginning. You will develop your 
personal way of disciplining your brush. 

Color is individual, so paint your designs in your colors. 

You will surely find that y:our desire to paint is your talent, and that 
you hold in your heart and in your hands the only tool necessary to 
create manY things of usefulness and beauty. 

1tHe Hho 't-1orks t.ri th his hands is a laborer 
He who works with his head and his hands is an artisan. 

But he vrho "t-rorks ·pith his heart, his head and his hands is an artist." 

The handcrafted article is perfection Hhether it's 
for you or crafted as a qift. It is a part 
of you and there's not another like it. 

'""~"'"1 

4~5 
l:Jorking Hith our hands gives us relaxation, 

contentment and peace of mind that brings us closer 
to God • 
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By Ralph DaHson 

A few people belittle "ROCK HOUNDS" but the title actually belonos to 
some interesting people ~-!hO pursue a fascinatinQ hobby that is unlimitec 
in enjoyment, entertainmf'nt, and beauty. This hobby is r: rot-rinQ by leap~ 
and bounds and if 1-1e give a little serious thought to it ~Ie wuld r~cog
nize that at onE: 'time or another almost everyone at some time has stopp( 
to pick up a prf~t :.y stone to look at it, then nine times out of ten thro~ 
it away not reali z i ng their admiration for an art!~le of nature, brief ~ 
it was, ha.d only skimmed the surface of a nysterious interior. 

The best way to build up other people 1 s interest in stones is to learnt 
simple rudimentary processes of cuttinq and polishinr rocks. I feel 
honored to be abl e to share ~1i th you trJhat I knot~ about it and the inex
pensive methods I have evo 1 ved in f ool i ng t-r i th them myself. 

The most import2nt thinn about cutting and polishing stones is time, 
patience and a li t t l ·~ fai th and self-confi dence in our ability to accom
plish somethinp. 1:1~ s .... t out to do. Faith is an i mportC~.nt part of every
one's life in c!. i. s ~ (; very, ·brork, play, hobbies and, in fact, every phase 
of life no matter what it is. 

Hand Polishing 
HATERIALS: 

Doppe Sticks: Tvri g-douel-tubing 
Sealing uax (stat ionery store) 
Alcohol lamp 
Pocket hone (har d:·Tc.:re store) 
Silicone carbide raper 

(type of sandpap~r ) 
Silicone carbide :~r it (gem shop) 
Tin-oxide pot·rder (to polish stone) 
Felt scrap on a boc.rd 

mustard jar 
"rick 
ethyl alcohol 

Block of hard:rood fo r. hand crindino of stone 
(Drill di fferen~ s i ze holes and ~ounter sink) 

Egg beater hand dri l l 

SINPLIFIT;:D GEH POLISHI T\.1(1 I NSTR, 1CTIONS .f. 
. r-\~5ToN£ 

1. Narm t.rax--attach to doppe s t :. ~k, then 1:-:0 
heat stone sliQhtly and set into tva"< on tip ~ ~<t:--~f,'JLJrvG 
of stick. uv A 'X 

~LJ oppF S-ricK 
2. Pour a fetv grains of grit and drops of 
oil or t-!ater into holes of hardHood block. 
Rock doppe .stick around in hole rrrith 
circular motion. 

J. Round shape r esults f rom abrasion by 
change in posit ion of stone. ( uhirl in 
fingers) 
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4. Rub on felt Hith tin-oxide pOTrJC:.er 
and ~mter until polished • 

5. Cut stone from 'tvax. Turn ·stone 
upside down--replace in doppe stick 
by softening 1:Jax. 

I 

6.Flatten bottom of stone on pocket 
hone then sandpaper for smoothing 

and rub on feit for. high lustre 
polishing. 

Set into finding: rings, necklaces, pins, clips, tie clasp. 

CABOCHON CUTTING by Ralph A. Dawson 

Flat spots on cabochon cuts 

Here is a helpful hint: after grinding your stone to a desired shape 
take a pencil stone (carborundum) and work it back and forth across 
your cab. stone with a rocking motion. Then proceed to sand and polish. 
This will eliminate flat , and high and low spots that cannot be sanded 
out, giving you a much prettier finished cabochon. 

I :;.o 

Measurements to above diagram are according to materials available. 
CAUTION: Where your grinding wheel is running in water, after each use 
dip enough water out of the pan to clear the wheel and let it run for 
3 or 4 minutes before shutting motor off. This helps to keep the grind
ing wheel in balance and lessens the chances of the wheel shattering 
when it is started up again. 

Ralph A. Dawson 
Rt. 1 
Deary, Idaho 
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B.f\.SKET tJEA VIID 
By leila Steckelberg 

Aqyorie can learn to make baskets~ hence som~ of the basic weaving tee~ 
niques .are learned by observing other baskets • . pictures, or studying 
basket weaving books, You can make any size or style of bask-et you desil 

Don't be d·iscouraged during your first two hours of trying to~ make a 
basket--the first is the hardest alt~ys. · 

Building up a basket is similar to building a house~ Slowly the .basket 
rises on the base 1 ike the walls of a house on a strong · foundation.. Fir! 
the scaffolding or Sp<)kes are laid, next · the .sides or walls of the basket 
are built up; then the border finishes off the -sides ·nruch l.ike a cornice; 
and lastly the li~ is made to cover the basket . like a roo-f. A handle maJ 
be added if desired. 

NJ\TERIALS ~: Round reed is most commonly used-f~we.avi~baskets~ It 
comes 1n various sizes. Sizes 1, 2, and 3 are used for small .baskets. Tt 
larger sizes are used 'for handles and for .larger util-ity ·type ..of ..baskets, 

Raffia, willol:l, pine-··needles, split. hiekory,.. -are some-~ or- the-, other~ - · - 
materials used. 

TOOLS .A ND EQtTIPr'IETIJT NEEDED: ---------
1. Pan or bucket of '..rater for -soaking- reed. 
2. Towel -- apron 

. __... _..,.._""' --· 

3. Old scissors ·or reed cu Lters · - sharp· knife 
4. Ruler -- tape measure 
5. 6-12 pinch typ~ clothes pins 
6. Pointed nose pliers -- · 
7. At·Tl, ice pick, or steel knitting needle .No.l_or ... 2- _......- ~ _ 
8. Sponge for darrtpening reed durin9 ueaving 
9. P. flat uorking surface, table, or board. 

TECHNICAL TERMS: 

SPOKES - form the fo~ndatjon <>f the basket and· eenter-hub...arr augement,.. 
1 ike a ~rheel, 

t,TEAVERS - are worked in and -()Ut. .between __ the spo~ Tbe.....weaver--reeds ,..,. 
should always be less heavy than the spokes4 

SINPI.E t·.'EAVII\K:. - the weaver is placed behind .one ~.Jn-~~...-- -
- the next, Repeat ·process as far as desired. 

CDILS - are heavy 'lreaving -done where-the sides-·~~,-from..the ha.se. - · 

BORDERS - the finish at top of b:3ske.t.,. . .ma.de. .. with ..ih~0'1spokes...- · 

BASE OF BASKET - bottom of basket 

;~/ 

GENERAL I NFOR ·:ATION: The size of the basket-~..ibe-·+ength-anci"'~" 
number of spokes needed. Very -often the spokes for t:he base are cut long 

·- · -enough to bend up .and form the baskets sides arui bo.rder:Aciditfonal- -spok,(· 
can be added te> make the· basket - ett~-deepe!' or~- - - · 
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Spokes may be made of a single piece of reed (single spoke) or pairs of 

· reeds (double spo~es) 

Liket"ise the weavers may be used s i.ngle or double or even triple • 

A good base is dome-shaped l~ke an inverted saucer, the ·basket resting 
on the outer edge. Therefore use a heavy weave. 

~rJe are learning only simpl~ weaving, · so there must alvrays be- · an uneven 
number of spokes. In simple weaving the ueaver passes under one spoke 
and over the next. 

PIECI~lG t~/\.VT-:RS: v!hen one weaver is used another ·must. .be added.. This is 
called piec1ng the weavers. 'There are two methods. 

HETHOD I: Cut the old t~reaver a little to the right of the spoke behin. 
which it is to be pieced. Place the netrl t-reaver behind the s Q111e spoke so 
that it crosses the old lt.reaver and continues t.,reaving. Note that the new 
weaver now comes from the same place from which the old. one · did before 
the piecing~ 

NET'riO!:J I!: T hi~ r.et hod .·s called hidd~n :)~. e ·: i ~J... Get the weaver··a ~-~ 
little ·~~ ·~:,t:· .:~:i~~.r- ~ ~ f \:.he spok-~ l:>e'i1ir:Ll ·l,.rhjc~~ i ~ ·;:., t ·.i Le pieced. Turn 
the end l], ... ... n ~;-: .. ~· ~tJ.t?. th2 spoke arH: tuC' ~. H : ~ : .. 1 ~ :. :'; ~-,·. ·1 .:. t:1e ne11o1 1.-reaver 
behind ·:·"·t:e •::·:.:: ::-~ tnlct.~ so tha.t it era .'.:~-~-.: '1 .?· ~.:: ·.:·~ \1 i:~·~;-. 'i ·?:,:,. turn the end 
dolm on 1.::~~ 'i~~:f't .;;id~ of the spoke, tu r ;j~ L. in and ~_ : _,.·t. !'..le ,,reaving • . 

In weavinc in order t o · not bend the spokes out of shape, .. altvays -bend the 
weaver under and over the spokes- don't bend the spokes. Pull the. weav 
ti ght at each spoke, as it can not be pulled tight later. 

Reed must be kept pliable so it will not· break durinr ·the 1~ng; -~he~e 
fore, it is soaked in t-1ater: 15 mimttes in warm -water - 3- minutes in 
cold t..rater. The spokes should not · be · soaked ·as Much as. the 't-1eavers.. 
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Materials Needed: No. 3 reed, heavy scissors, bucket • 

READ INSTRTTCTT0NS f\LL THE lrTAY THR< 11,TGH BEFORE 1··!f:!tVINf; B.''.SKET! 

1. Cut dry reec. if,to 20 !:;;trands 17" long. Lay the r;1 in pa i rs on a flat 
surface t..rith eoch pair one inch apart. Each pair makes~ spol{e. Each 
spoke cons i~ts of 2 ree(1.s. 

2 .. Soak a 0ro tp of l\lo. 3 t'eed for anproximateJy 30 minutes. Take a long 
wet strand of reed and la.y it across the cente r of the spokes trri th about 
11 inches e..xtended be.yond end spoke (spoke 10 ) is reached. Bend Meaver 
around spoke lO ar.d return. 

3. ~Jhen Heaver is u~ed, clip it behind the nearest spoke. Start a ne~rJ 
weaver s imply by placing the end nex t to the old end and continuing to 
weave. 

4. 1rJhen approximately 6 rot-!"S ha~Jc been trJoven, extend t.reaver approximate!~ 
11" beyond spoke 10 2.::1d clip. See figure 3. These dangling ends form 
spokes for the ends of the basket. 

-., 
1:... _ -~_i_-J -- ·- ....;......,--~··i

1 
____ 

1

. ____ . , -i-·-···. ; ; . i . L ;_ eli p 
~l~,, · - ·- - - -1 l · ·- l \... ·i : - -- l ---- ! :-···---: i- .J: ! .... : ···. :,.. . weaver 113 11 

{ ::: · j ::=J 1=- --) ; -==~·-! --=-=- -· :· -=--·: l . ~-=- - - -! c :: ~ ·-_ ... r-~ l -~-:~ 
1 ) i l l' ' i · . · ! I • l .-- - · ~ 1 ~· · ---·t • - - -·, ·- - --·- · · ~ -----.. ,_ .. __ , r-- . -- ·i - -- , -.,, 

. -··~ ~-·- ··; :· _ .. i ~ -· ... . i ·- .... ---- -~· ·1 I . -- i ,.__ -~ __ .. I t-· 

.. - I ·--- l t -- ! }- - · L- - - l·· ... t L'-.. j ~-···-' -- - - ·· - - -- ·--- · 
'-- · : ' - ··I -- ~ .... . I ·- ~ l I---· --· E --! --- ~ ·- : .. . ,, With "f" 

• .. · -·- · r· ·-1 1- - i-· ·- 1- - 1 
t_ --1 ··- ~-- ;- ·' 

' 1 :~;../ ~---t :- ·-· · i --~ • ---- j --[ ~--\ 1--~ - : ----i . --- :_ ---~ cont. on as 
------·· ! ·· · j ·- · ,-- --· r ~ -- •- - ~- --- - - · .'-l •·- .~ 

. , i - 1 • L- J ! .. - ·: l__ __ r--· : L ... 1 
: L. ._

1 
'·-··· in the first 

tt{rl) - -=~I . i •. - - · --~ ~~= · ;.-::-=-~·! r:-:.: : - •'r I_ ; i ·-: j··-.jhalf of bas]• 

; I ~ i 1 

~ T""i.r o ,. 
":;). Cl.J'""~ - C" 

under a n:.:.. 

Figure :-, 1 I 
' -~~: ·;;.:~ ... -half of bott:>m ·=·J .. ·-=-- · · ·• ··. '~'.::.. 

i {' 
; :.e ·; ~ r .:: c~·" ·~ ~ · !_.:: 1.-veave 11u exte- r,:i :;:.j 1 :· ~/:...J ~ '.::. ~>rx. ~ ... ~ 10-- and1.veav 

:· · JPf:J;; _;·_~ s pokes to conti f' .. j .· ·u : .. t:.nir. :-_·f bc;.s ~H~t. 

6. ~Jhen y~:··. ·. ,- ~; ;.ve oc .... , ~. 

spoke 1 C' !. g;: re 4) ,. 
:=: .r/~roximatelv 6 more r·..:·~:· ; j c ·· :~end weaver (d ) beyon 

" ' ! " I ! I 

I ! I ' r--- _:_J 1 

1
~ .. ___ .. -=~=:_] 

I t f I 
I f ! . . 

-· ·- ...,.l..-.- ~ -- - - , .... :.-............. ·- ~·· • ··- : 

-=..!_J .:.· ____ ::__:__ -- ...... ( i ·- ·- -

-·· -·--- I ! --~~-J ~---=~:~ .. -~~~--~~ ----
::] -i:_____ -~T~-.:·::-:~ -···:=J~~ ·-· . -

flg~e l . 
1. Start net-J weaver (e) in the same :T.annBr '1S step 5. f.~: :.t ueave only one 
row "t-uith Heaver (e) ., finish it off by clipping it behindspoke 10 • 

8. Go back to st<Jrting point (a). tTse neu ueaver (f) and veave the 
second half of the bnsket exactly as you did the first half. l:Then bottom 
is completely Hoven, you t-Till have three spol\es on-one end and t1rJO on the 
other. Remember, tt~To reeds or a pair is used to make one spoke . 
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9. vJhen bottom is completely l.soven, clip last '~eaver or (f) \-Ieaver • 

10. Soak basket 20 minutes in Harm t-rater. 

11. Form sides of .. x1. sJ~et by turninr. spokes up at rif,'ht angles to base. 
~ ~Thether the spj~~es .,,.:;ed for the sides are the same as the base spokes, 
or net·rly ins -:· .d.l:.::' . ~p~ {\.:::s , to turn them close to the lRst rot-.r of the 
woven base t.rJ. ·~. : t a -p~ .. d.:.~ of flat pincers, flatten the reed first at the 
bending point and. then bend up carefully in order to not break the reed. 
If reeds are 1Je .. 1 soaked and one is careful, the spokes can be bent up 
v ithout breating. 

12. Put in a roH of heavy rope-like Heaving over the point of bending,. 
This gives a base on t.rhich the basket will set and accents the edr.es of 
the base. This rou of heavy rope-like 1-1eaving is called Triple Feavinp 
a.nd is done as follot-~s: 

Triple ~ - Place three Heavers, A! B, C behind three consecutive 
spokes, nos. 1, 2, 3. Carry left ueav~ 1:-, A, to the ri qht> in front of 
two spokes, Nos. 2 and 3, over other Heavers and ba.ck of next spoke, No.J.J,. 
Carry B over Nos. 3 and 4,-back of No • .5; Cover Nos . 4 and 5, back of 
No. 6. Repeat, takinp left of three strands, D, etc. See f ipure 5. 

A ro~1 of roue Heaving is called a soil. The ~Jeavers at the finish must 
be locked vJith the startinq ·Heavers to give a continuous rope effect. 

13. Locking a Coil - At the end of a coil, finisl1 the several weavers so 
they will not. sho1rr more than necessary. To d0 this:~ proceed as follo~Js: 
Back of three ccnsccutive spokes - 1, 2~ a~d 3 (four s~oke s if 

Pigure 5 
Triple Heave 

Four-rod Coil is used) - arc the three ends of t he ~-reavers at their 
start, A, 3, and C and the three ends G:. their f ~. nish, f\) , B1, and cl. 
Bring the first yeaver .'\: from bt?.hin~ Spoke 1, unde ~~· rh.e o~. i·e:t t.Ho 
weavers Bl and C • Lay 1 t close bes 1de, and poraJ l€ _ t·J , 1 t.s (: ,.In 

starting end A. 

Bring the second weaver R1from behind Spoke 2~ under weaver cl and also 
under !\. (in rou belot-r). Lay it close beside .. nd parallel to its oHn 
starting end B. Brine the third ueaver c1 from behind Spoke 3, under 
weavers P. and B (in rot.r belo1rr) and lay it close beside, and parallel 
to, its ovrn starting end C. fls each t·re ::::ver thus returns to its own 
startin0 end after its last stitch, the entire row of coiling is made 
complete 1rrith no break in its ropelike effect. 
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14. Neave "F" \oreaver in and out of tumed·· spokes to- f-orm sides of basket. 
If weaver runs out, repair as in step 3 . 

15. When sides · are 1" high, clip \orea"fer behind- ·e. spoke:· · · ·· 

16. For bordsr, soak whole besket again. Then· take .spoke ~-behind B, 
in front of C and behind D. Take sharp knife ··and clip off A, diagonally 
behind D. Repeat ?tocess tvi th B behind C in fr-ont .. of D ·aro cl.ip behind 
E. lrJhen la.st t\,ro ar·e reached (Y and Z) take .behind ·z in front of A, 
und.er A and b~hind B. 2 r:u~t then go behind. A,~ undtt··A but-over ·B-, -in 
front of A ur.dsr A and B and clip behind c. 

Other ~tec-J: an2ular ~a~1t:ets l"lay l:le made by· same di rect-t-omr~ S l!n'ply alter 
to dcs ~ red propcrtions. 

,SUNBURST MATS 

Fses: Place Mat 

1. Drill 
stick ··
end, the 

I \ 

\ 

2. Thread the er..d hole first, keeping all sticks · horiz.onta.l. _Thirty 
to thirty-four stocl<:s are ideal number for the mat~ Pull. thread~tight 
as you can and tie with a square knot~ .. Clip the - ends..- ·· - ~ - - -·-

3 ~ String the "\-tooden beads al ternC~.ting sticks. and beads._ until,. you 
have equal number of beads and sticl~s in your circle. 

4~ Tighten the t}1read until the mat lies flat., . then ti-e-·with .square 
knot and clip er.~d , 

. . .:.. _,... .. 

. .... .... -.. ..... ._ 

-~ - · - . .. ! ···-

-. 
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kALEIOOSCOOLLS 

r1aterials Needed: 

Tempra paints, colors necessary: black, lr!hi te, yelloH·, red and blue. 
Could also have: violet, orange and green. 

3 or 5 panels of art .construt:tion paper 29" x 6" each. (neutral color -
as grey, beiQe, greyed green, brown) 

Note - Art construction paper 36" x 24" will be needed. One sheet for 3 
panels - 2 sheets for S pane is. Panels may vary from 29" in length. 

3 or 5 panels of f' plyto10od or hardboard 27" x Sn ea.ch. l.Jooden p~nels arr 
2" shorter t han paper panels. If paper panels vary from 29" in length 
have ~rooden panels sized accordingly. 

3 or 4 uater co lor pa.i nt hrus hes ( size 6 or 7) 

5 or 6 very small containers for mixing paints (nut cups) 

2 or 3 small cans for water 

Newspapers 

Procedure: 

Step 1. Fold paper panels exactly dotm center lengtht-sise - be sure same 
side of construction paper is used for all panels of one set as there is 
difference in appearance of the two sides of construction paper. 

Step 2. Choose and mix colors desired. Have color mixture rather thick 
in consistency {thick cream). Plan on using not less than 3 and Mt mor( 
than 5 colors - besides black and white. 

Step 3. Daub in areas (3 or 5) of black or a dark color tone alono cente 
fold- press tHo sides of penel tor ether. This nakes a double pattern .of 
the original paint daub along the center fold. Do this on all panels -
daubing and folding each. 

Step 4. Usin~ one color at a time apply colors to n:::l nels, folding each 
panel as soon as color is applied to it. 

Various methods of getting the p~ int on the panel may be used. Actually 
"daubing" pa int, makes large pattern. 11Toss ing" paint from the paint 
brush results in interestinf1 and surprisin(· shapes. "Flipping" the brush 
gives finer lines and beaded effects. Other variations may be obtained · 
by applyin~ second color befor~ first dries or lettino each color dry be
fore next is added. 

Experiment on scrap of paper before startinr. panels. 

Step 5. After colors have dried thoroughly spray Hith plastic s-pray 
giving t~ro coats. Allow spray to dry between coats • 



Step 6. Nount kaleidoscrolls on plywood 
or hardboard panels. Have 1n border on 
the long sides of the panel ~painted 1:1hite 
or stained a "rood tone and finished trJi th 
penetratin2 seal. Use rubber cement for 
the adhesive. Paint a generous coat on 
wood panel and kaleidoscroll. Press 
kaleidoscroll in place on trood panel. 
Take care that ed~es adhere ~· 

Step 7. Ends of kaleidoscroll extend 
1" over top and bottom edge of wood 
panel. Bring these extensions over 
edges and to the back securing with 
Elmer's glue. This treatment gives 
continuous pattern effect. 

SHARIOO 

share my bread '··'i th you., and I can share 
my joy with you, and sometimes share a 
sorrow, too - as Gn our t-ray we go. 

There isn't ~uch that I can do, but I 
can sit an hour \ITith you, and I can share 
a joke "t-Tith you, and sometimes share 
reverses, too - a.s on our 1r1ay ~ . re go. 

There isn1 t much that I can do, but I can 
share my songs with.you, and I can share 
my mirth with you, and sometimes come and 
laugh ,,fi th you - as on our Hay ue go. 

There i sn ' t much that I csn do, but I can 
share my hopes v.rith you, and I ca.n share rrry 
fears Nith you, and sometimes shed some 
~ears l..ri th you ... !=l_s on our 1r.ray we go. 

There isn't much that I can do, but I can 
share my friends with you and I can share 
my 1 i fe 1rri th you, and oft times share a 
prayer Hi th you - as on our way t-re go. 

- T· ~ . Preston. 



Hary Fran Bunning 

Leathercraft is both fascinating and functional. The joy of becoming 
skilled in leathercraft is increased by the usefulness of the articles 
that can be made. Belts, bags, coin purses, keytainers, billfolds, etc., 
are aluays a 1r1elcomed gift and a satisfaction to give. 

Supplementing my demonstration, here are a few memory joggers: 

AlHays ask for tooling leather, t.rhich means that it has been vegetable 
tanned. Chrome or chemically tanned goods will not tool. 

A good versatile ueight of cot~hide for carving belts, purses, etc., is 
7/8 oz. Unglazed leather responds to the tools a little better than 
glazed leathers. 

Don• t t-:rorry about a feu imperfections on the leather. They may add 
interest. 

Leather must be damp to hold an impression. It is usually not necessary 
to case leather t-rhich you are using for craft purposes. Dampen the leaV 
with a sponae or by immersing in water and removing immediately. Allow 
the leather to st~nd until all moisture is absorbed. A LITTLE PRACTICE 
u TILL BE YOUR BEST TEACHr.:R. 

A feH little suggestions Hhich t·rill help you determine the dampness are: 
If the beveled line seems dirty ~coking, or black, or 1rrrinkles when you 
are using the tool, in all probability your leather is too wet. If you 
have difficulty in gettin~ an impres~ lon at all, your leather is probably 
too dry. 

Leather at its proper dampness will respond nicely to your tool, leaving 
! ~ ~ shiny£! burnished impression. ~lORK FOR TEIS. 

Leather may be da~pened as often as necessary. 

If leather becomes soiled during the carving or tooling operation, it may 
be cleaned t·ri th a 10% solution of oxalic acid, available from your druggi 

Finish 1-rith any good leather dressing. I prefer the 1r1ax types such as 
Feibings Tan Kot or Treein£ compound to the laccruer types. A highly 
lacquered leather article seems to lose its ri £htful characteristic of 
softness and pliability. "The skin you love to touch." 

MY PROCEDURE I N CARVI~ri IS AS FOLLO\'JS: 

1. Trace pattern on the dampened leather. 
2. Cut all lines uith suivel knife. 
3. Background if backorounding is desired. 

Bevel all lines as per demonstration. Add decorative stamps, cuts, etc. 
as desired. 



• 
All leather craftsmen have individual procedures and techniques they likE 
to allow and effects they like to gain--REFEI1113ER! Hhat you like best is 
best for you! Develop your o\-mt 

A good basic set of tools consists of a Tracer Spoon, Swivel Knife, One 
bar, one Cluster Background Stanp, An Edge Creaser. 

LACED BELT 
Mary F. Bunning 

A simple way of making an attractive belt: 

Step 1. Bevel the edges of the belt and attach a buckle 

Step 2. Mark lines down the· length of the belt -- from 3/8" to 5/811 

apart according to choice. 

Step ). 

Step 4. 
Bevel or depress inside these lines to form channel for lacing. 

Punch two rows of holes along the channel spaced evenly, and 
spaced approximately 3/32" apart (lengthwise) • The turnback 
end of belt and as much of the tip as draws through the buckle 
are not punched. 

Step 5. Lace as follows: 

Solid lines are on top side 
of belt 

Dotted lines are on r everse 
side 

Start lacing by bringing up 
through #2 leaving about 
i" tag end 

Down thru #3 
Up thru /11 
Down t.oru #6 
Up thru #4 
Down thru #5 
Up thru #3 
Down thru #8 
etc. 

Philosop1iy 

New knowledge and abilities gained 
through the sharing of creative 
activities lead to mental, emotional 
and spiritual grovrth. As a result of 
Lab experience, individuals recognize 
opportunities for good living. 

0 
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(l)PPER ~· TiqE AR.''..CEL ET 0 R N\ CKL CE 
IeTia Steckelberg 

Naterials and Equipment 

1. No. 20 copper 111ire preferably lacquered. 
2. Poi~ted nose pliers 
). Snips or scissors for cutting wire. 

l:Jire is cut into 7" lengths. Tuenty to tt-renty-four links are required 
for a bracelet. 

Diagramatically the links are constructed ns follo1vs: 

1. 

Suggestions: 

a. Bring all links to sta9e 3 before 1 ~nding the hook. 

b. Grip the Hire firmly Hhen bendino the coils -- i t prevents 
slipping and marring the lacquered finish. 

c. To start a coil, hold the tip of the t-rire firmly 1r1ith the 
pliers ctnd bend the ·tvire around the nJse of the rliers rather 
than turnin~ the pliers. 

After the bracelet ha.s been assembled, the :thock" link is 
attached. 

1:hook11 1 ink B must be 
attached to bracelet A 
before further bending 
can be done. 

Er.ds are coiled i n1r1ard 
to conform vrith bracelet 
coils. 

Hook is then bent up1..rard 
to prevent i rritation of 
Hrist • 
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SIMPLE BLOCK PRINTING 

By Mary Fran Bunning 

Materials required: 
Discarded innertube 
Elmer r s type glue 
Cardboard 
Block Printing ink 

Procedure: 

Di. scarded rags 
Turpentine 
Scissors 
Tracing paper 

Cut designs from innertube free hand, or transfer design to scrap pieces 
of innertube. This may be done in same method used for Folk Painting. 

@ rQ:\ 
&?_~~) 

If design has manY parts it is well to also tr~nsfer design to piece 
of cardboard on which pieces of design are to be mounted. Glue pieces 
to cardboard with Elmer's glue. 
Squeeze a small amount of printing ink on glass or in plate, Dab inking 
pad into paint. Be careful not to have too much paint. 

Make inking pad by cutting rag approximately 1" x 12" 
and square approximately 3" 

@ 'b 
place in squnre tie to form pad roll strip 

Ink design nnd place face down on fabric or paper and print by pressure 
such as stepping on back of block. It is well to place some magazines 
between block and your foot. For fabrics, be sure to buy a washfast 
printing ink. 

Suggested uses: Skirt borders, camp insignias on sweat shirts, 
tea towels, tablecloths, menus, nut bowl covers, 
place cards, mats, Christmas cards, stationary, 
decorative papers 

~HHHHH~Y~~~H~~~H~~HHH~~H~~H~~H~~HHHH~~YHHH~~HHHHH~~h~Hr~~-~p~~HH~,M~~~H~ 

As a volunteer recreation leader, you share your knowledge to the best 
of your ability. Naturally, you make mistakes, but you will learn much 
from such errors and the glow of appreciation and satisfaction at 
later success will be well earned. 

;ill 

Through experience you learn to do things well and humility and spirit
ual wisdom will add to your joy in leadership. Your vitality and dy
namic friendliness will fire the personalities of your associates and 
lead to meaningful widening of horiz~ns. 

Sharing Cha teo Lab philosophy e~l:,husiastically with others is a way of 
life for anYone who has watched the flame of fun and friendship burn 
high here at Chat. · 

-- B. M. Studer 
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Masi<:s 

Hand Puppets 

Balloon Piggy Banks 

Thanks to Leo Potter, Art 
T ,. ·'- ·· ·· L, '"'~ , Moscow, Idaho 

FUN A.H D FA~CY 
v~ I TH 

Pf\ PIE q NACHr/ 
By Pansy Scheline 

. ~ Essential Materials Optional Material~ 
.... ~ Newspaper Paper towels, sponge 

: · . String Masking tape, wire 
. Scissors Sandpaper, rubber bands 

· ; Paste Cloth scraps, beads 
· ... Paint Buttons, Cardboard ctns 
~ Felt 

J How to Make Papier-Mache Pulp 

.if:· .. Fill a pail with small pieces of torn · 
:~: : paper, cover with water and let it soak 
·: ~· overnight. Knead the soaked mass, then 
:*·,. squeeze out the excoss water by straining 

' the pulp through a si eve ,. Add enough 
paste to hold the mixture together and 

:. · .. model the pulp as you would clay. 
' Pulp can be mixad with sawdust, salt, san 
, or asbestos powder. These dry ingredien 

_; will require additional paste. 

·" ·; Soft paper napkins or cleansing tissues, 
· _, generously covered with paste and crum

pled, make a softer pulp that is useful 
~- · for detailed work. 

~~ How To Make Strip Papier-Mache from News 
~~ : . : papers 
-~ Tear paper from the fold down or along a 
~ ruler's edge, The width of the strip is 

· -~· determined by the area to be covered.Whi 
". ~.:>wallpaper paste to a creamy consistency 
~- · for easy spreading and greater coverage. 
~r ~ For fast drying cover only one side of a 

-~ dry strip with paste. While applying a 
.: . paste-covered strip, pull the paper gent: 
.:if. and rub the surface to eliminate wrinklt 
~ and air pockets. Keep a damp cloth handy 
' t: ~'or uiping sticky fingers. 
~ 

i.ii~ vJhen ~~or~ng Over Objects to be ~emoved 
.·. ·:. When ~..r'JrkJ.ng over clay models, dJ.shes, 

· fruits, balls and o·cher objects, use a 
layer or two of wet paper to cover the 

, form and keep the pasted paper from stick· 
ing to it, or oil or graase mold. 
Working with Breakable Objects 
When covering glass, brittle plastic, 

. balloons or thin-shelled gourds, use e
nough layers of pasted paper to make ~ 
strong shell. 
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(::,.,\UN ~t~,,;~,,.,. 
t.... ::· .. :'tj::: .· :;··· · · by· ~ ~ftosalie Etan 

Object: To dry flower~;~· preserving their life-like color 
I 

In~edients; Equal parts of Borax and corn meal mixed in a wood or pape~ 
container. (Neither ingredient is very expensive). 

Directions: Mix Borax and cornmeal well, preferably in another containe
Start by maidng 3/4"-1" layer in the bottom of your con ... 
tainer. Choose a fresh flower that doesn't have surface 
moisture. Pick off the stem and attach a wire to the 

Carnations--

flower (items may be dried separately) • Lay the flower 
upside down on the mixture and pour the rest of the mix
ture on top of the flowex; being careful to get between the 
petals. Cover the flower with about 1"-2" of cornmeal and 
borax. After 2-4 days, depending on how fragile the flower, 
it should be taken out. When it is time to take the flower 
out pour the mixture out gently so the flower will not be 
injured. If a few grains of the mixture stick to t e petal~ 
remove them with a small paint brush. c/1 

~~ [ O p. "YYh~ c L._ 

... ~ \ \ ·. 

-0%' .. . . -~~~~· ' ::~(' .~;;f.~·,::~;:,:.-.~··."' 

c_ i1 
_ '. KING FLOWERS IS FUN \ . · 
.. _ by Norma Cannon 

3 facial tissues or 6 pieces toilet tissue 
1 piece floral wire - 6 in. long 
1 carnation cup 
1 carnation leaf spray 
floral tape 

Tear each facial tissue into quarters. Tear around alJ.l\ four side. 
Gather each quarter in the middle. Bunch all q~arters ~ogether 
and wire tightly. Slip cup over wire, push up firmly. : Wrap wire 
around base of cup twice, · then wrap stem with floral tape. Add 
leaf spray_about 1/3 of ~he way down the stem. 

Bachelor Buttons--

2-3" squares wood fibre or crepe paper 
Stamens 
Stem wire 
Floral tape 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG t 
Lee ~lards 
615 Page Ave. 
Elgin, Illinois 

Cut 2 squares of the fiber or paper in half with a pinking shears 
or cut small notches with a regular scissors. Cut notches along 
the other long edge too. Bend in half. Take 2 or 3 stamens, bend 
in half, wrap with stem wire. Fold petals over wire and push to• 
gather. Pull wire and petals around stamens. Twist to secure. 
Wrap with floral tape. 



SUJI WIRE FIGURI$ by Don Stephens 

Materials: Oddments of telephone wire 
(Ask your local phone co. or electrical shop for broken, 
Pliers of a~ kind reject stuff) 
Sometimes,airplane elue 

Basic construction steps: 1. Skeleton of short segments 
2 • Wrap it in desired color of wire 
3. Experiment creatively 
4. Result: small animals, pe ople, -- in activ 

positions · 
THE SUBJECTS ARE LINITED ONLY BY YOUR 
IMAGINATION 1 

([) See "Wire Figures" by Al Richards, Chatcolab 
Book, 1959, Crafts Section 
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PUFF PILLOWS 

by Irene Thorton 

MATERIALS: Aey kind of large scrap.~ of plain materiCJ:~l 
ya rdstick . scissors thread pencil 
needle thimble chalk or white marker for dark material 

Draw · one-inch sqp.ares •• odd number both ways 
Tack thread diaJgona lly on each scp,1are 
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Draw parallel threads by pulling up and tying on wrong side. 
Result will be braided effect of folds and puffs in materials. 

Very rich soft and exotic effect of softened geometric design 
is achieved. Fill with dacron or slip over small pillow. 

SEQUIN BEAD STAR PUFF PILLOW TOP 

Dot 2 inch squares on fabric - - top side. 
12 blocks by 18 blocks. 

Knot double thread. Pick up each 
dot· (4) of ~ s~uare rather tightly. 
Thread se~uin onto needle cup up and 
top with bead •••• then back thru se~n 
a nd tie. 
When completed, fluff out squares 
of material from underneath t c make 
4-pointed star with sequined center. 

• 
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BURN, WOOD BURN--WOD THAT WAS ONCE A TREE AND KNEW 
BLOSSOMS AND SHEAF AND THE SPRING'S RETURN, 

NEST AND SINGING AND RAIN AND DilW, 
BURN, IDOD, BURN! SHINE, FLAME, SHINE. 
WOVEN OF SUNLIGHT THRU AND THRU: 

LIGHT OF THE CENTURIES, GOLDEN FINE, 
CLEAR AND EXQUISl:TE, WARM AND TRUE 
SHINE FLAME, SHINE: BLESS, FIRE, BLESS, 
AS THE WATER REFLECTS YOUR GW.M, 

TOUCH OUR LIVES WITH YOUR LOVELINESS 
FILL OUR HEARTS WITH YOUR SINGING DREAM, 
BLESS, FIRE, BLESS. 
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Material: 

~--------------------------------

PINE OOl'dE CftNOLESTICK HOlDER 
All) OIRISTIJIAS l n:tE.f\THS 

By Alma Guardipee 

Cut cardboard the size of a circle you \-rill "'ant. Then pull petals from 
cone. The large cones are the easiest to 1.rork uith. 

With Elmer's glue, paste petals around the outer edge evenly, then the 
second layer, being careful to place the cone petals smooth side up as 
they tend to curl. 

It may take the third layer, depending on what you use for decoration. 

In the center of the cardboard stand at least 2 rows of petals to hold 
the candle, using plenty of glue. 

For decorating use miniature cones sprayed Q()ld or silver or touched up 
with a little Yhite paint and the red kinniknnick berry adds color. 
Eucalyptus buds may also be used. 

The wreath is made the same way, only paste the cardboard on a wire 
coat hanger so that it is easily hung • 
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A MAGICAL FIRE 
BY Jim Ballard 

JL/-7 

An atmosphere of ~ystery ' may surround the startin£ of your campfire by 
using chemicals to ignite the flame spontaneously. ~Then GLYCERIN is 
added to POTASSIUH PERMANGAWP.TE the resulting mixture Hi 11 burst into 
flame in about one to two minutes. This delayed action will give you 
time to go through a little "hocus-pokus" to build up the magical flare. 

These chemicals are safe to use. The mixture will snap, crackle, and 
smoke before it bursts into a flame. Sudden explosions never occur. 

Procedure 
Prepare the fire bed so that it is a~1feady for 

\ -t'"W.!>• /~~ ~"'/;\~· l::: 

c::::=:=e> ~ ~' 
Cr-\.t stn \ s f <.LO-t.r ~"4' 'P l o. ~~ · Y1 ~ ~ r. 

\ l j< I I'"\ G\, \ ' f'..~ 
Form a soall cup by folding newspaper or napkin. Place one teaspoon of 
the potassium per~anganate crystals in the cup. Place this in the fire 
bed in a location that will insure a good start. It should be near the 
~J kindling. Kerosine may be used to drench the wood and kindling to 
insure a rapid gay flame. 

~Jhen it comes time to start the fire, you inconspicuously add your one 
teaspoon of the glycerine to the crystals. 

Test your chemicals beforehand. Potassium Pe~anganate will oxydize wi i 
age. You can get these supplies fresh from any drug store. 

IMITATION L SATHER EI·'1BOSSING 
By Helen Noore 

Imitation leather embossinp, ( ins·': ructions in Dennisons Craft Book) can b,. 
used as corners for t~.ble blotters, cover for jeuelry boxes, etc. 

Cut crepe paper to size needed - first stretch paper evenly as much as 
you can. (Using ruler or smooth surface helps to do it evenly). Then 
crumple a small portion at a time until all crwnples in your hand. Stret 
and crumple again. 

The designs are made by cutting and gluing pieces of cardboard on object 
to be covered in desired design. Flo1·Jers, birds and Indian symbols are 
interesting. Added layers of cardboard increase depth and interest of 
the design. 

Cover top of object to be covered with heavy white paste evenly and 
smoothly. Carefully place the prepared crepe paper in place. Smooth 
carefully t-tith fingers. Then gently t>rork around your design 1r1ith a 
blunt instrument of some kind (popsicle stick or such things}. Apply 
paste to sides and edges of object and tri1i1 and place crepe paper into 
place. Allot·J' to dry thoroughly and cover uith varnish, shellac or spra~ 
clear plastic or such material to give strength and add durability. 
(Colors of lighter paper run less than dark ones.} 
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TAI.Kil\U t!ITH CHALK 

by Haze 1 Beeman 

Many times you have heard· people say, "'I can't evencra-H a straight 
line. The important point is not that you draw a straight line, but 
does the line you draw have anything to say? First, let us note the 
meaning of a feH simple 1 ines \-re all can make. Stickmen and figures 
can easily be made with a few short lines and circles. The position 
of legs and arms shows our stick man is running ~ 
but a few short horizontal straight strokes make ~ ~.> ___..,....----

diagonal 1 ines t-Tith a slant in.., / _.. base suggests for~e arrl __:::-
po'l-rer, as the man pushing a · ~heelbarrot-1 load of bricks up 

it appear that he is running~e fast. Straight and ____ ~ 

the hill. Staggered, ~~Jaggedly broken, and tapered 
denote nervous action and e~e~ and can illustrate lightning 
or electrical current etc.~ 

Maybe you have watched a speaker pick up a piece of chalk and step 
touard a board and even without making any lines lvhatsoever, he has 
the attention of his audience. Very simple lines, stick figures and 
cartoons will do much in attract ~. ng and holding attention. Starting 
with a letter or number helps in getting the picture 6 started 
easily and interest builds up as the ~udience tries to 
figure what it will be. An easy example is - to draw 
a number. Adding feet, head, wing, and tail, it rapidly 
beco!nes a duck but suspense builds up as each line ~ s ~ 
add2do If you 1r1ish you may start your picture .0 

with circles. . 

Add legs and lrTe· have a~ 
nice spider like this. 

l;Jith our basis for our picture lve car-rap idly add a f eH more lines to 
complete our pictur2 as lie tell hot-t Robert Bruce, King of Scotland 
defeated i b tt many times tvas inspired to try again as he vratched 

a tiny spider who after many trials finally 
succeeded in stringing its t-reb across a beam. 

Rapidly finish the p icture of Robert Bruce. 

~ 
~ 

It is a we 1- proven f act that people remember far more of what they see 
than uhat they only hear9 and a "t-Tise teacher can impress instructions 
or directions more vividly Hith simple illustrations or cartoons. 

Chalk talks, especially if accompanied u ith musical background may be 
used merely for entertainment or to i .,spire the audience to greater 
work or pa'C~iotlsm, or may drau the congregation into a sen~e of the 
greatness of God and a true spirit of worship. These pictures can· 
vary from a simple landscape at sunset to one as elaborate as the 
beauties of nature. 
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As these pictures must be made ver,y rapidly a soft artist chalk in 
1" square sticks should be used. Construction paper, size 12" x 18" 
is recommended for most groups, but the size of the picture may be 

;4-; 

varied if the group is either extremely small or large. To hold interest, 
the picture should be completed in 8 to 12 minutes. The old adage that 
"practice makes perfect" is certainly true uith chalk talks - so get 
your paper and chalk, choose a simple scene and enjoy yourself. 
Remember Rober~ Bruce, and if you are not satisfied t-1ith your 
first picture just tr,y, tr,y again. 

DISCOVER THAT YOU CAN ENJOY YOURSELF! 

GADGET BAGS 
By Lee Hepburn 

Start with a coffee can and 

two handkerchiefs or two squares of 
matlj.:."~_al placed back to back. -- ,, ___ ...--__. ...----\- r . .:>~e. c . ., o ~"~ 

\ , ··;s; ·. \. .:. , d 2 o n 1 t..1 

'\ \' ( \ ·, -l .. 
\ ,. . 
. ~ 

----~h:) le 
Gather material -- estimate where a 
circle would fall 2 inches from top of 
coffee can. 

Stitch 3/4 inch wide double circle. 

Use 2 yards for 2 cords -- 1 yd, apiece. 
LacG by threading with laces through 
casing clenr around, come out same hole 
and tie - ... ditto opposite. Set painted or 
taped can in center, pull cord --

HAVE PURSE! 
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CONE CRAFT 

By Eva Dawson -

;~o 

There is so much fun and a feeling of closeness to nature when we pick u 
a few cones. We don 1t need a certain kind. Just try to join them with 
twigs or vines to make ·little animals, birds, fish, or characters. All 
that's needed is just a pocket knife to work with and a bit of imagina-
tion. 

These were used for 

For each turkey cut one tail and two head pieces from brown constructior 
paper. With crayon, color ·in feathers and heads. Glue two heads togetl 
down as far as dotted line, then spread ends of neck and insert in smalJ 
end of cone from a yellow pine. Insert tail near base of cone to compl( 
Variation: Tails may be made from fan-shaped evergreen twigs such as 
cedar or arbor vitae--or from half-circle cross section of pine cones ct 
With a saw. 
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TilE CHAT LANTERN 

Pilgrim Fathers and pioneers brought maqy 
ideas Hi th them from many lands, and in the 
17th century there were no electric or gas 
lamps 1 ike He have today. They brought the 
light of tallo\-r ca.ndles in ye olde metal 
••lanthorns" Hith no glass--just holes, cut 
apertures or thin shell for miniature 
windows in their lanterns. 

/~! 

..........="'!!~........- \ 
To modernize and create an inexpensive craft practical for camp or group 
activity several Chatcolabbers spent time before camp convened to create 
tin can lanterns, usable on camping trips or on the home patio, that t·ser~ 
attractive as well as purposeful. The result of the experiments were 
demonstrated and many labbers discovered the fun of creating something 
from nothing. No t\-10 Here al il{e--a result of individual effort. 

Thus the Chatcolab ''Discovery Spirit" 't...rill be carried by each camper to 
light the way for better understanding of conmunion through recreation 
and the shining light of sharing and fond felloHship l.Jill continue in 
each gleaming Chat lantern • 

LANTERNS 
By Anaelo Rovetto . 

This demonstration Has given to 'show labbers ho1-r to make lanterns they 
would need to mark the trail for the overni9ht hike. 

Take a tall juice can and a piece of wire and a knife (hunting - and 
preferably borrow it). 

Now just one inch up from the bottom poke a knife in the can and cut, 
yes cut a slit parallel t,rith the bottom one third of the 1rray around the 
c~n. Nov in the exact same position, but three inches hioher, poke the 
knife in the can again and cut this like the first one. Now cut from 
corner to corner and remove the piece. That is your little beacon hole 
where the light of CH~TCOLAB shines out. 

Now, yes nol-r, once again Hhere the little holes -:,-rere made to pour the 
juice out and just down the side below the rim poke a hole in line with 
the hole on top you poke in your little trrire. -Loop it over and there is 
your handle. All you need no1.rr is a candle which you stick on the botton: 
of the can and light trThen it is dark. 

fi ~~ ./ .v 

PLEASE DON 'T stub your toes •• 
Angelo 

l~f?~ 
:, ! ~~~~a-a-
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INDIAN TEPEES 

By 0' i ana HacRae 

Tepee poles should be pathered first. If you are making an indoor tepee, 
bamboo poles are fine. You may get these from a furniture store that 
sells rugs. If you are making an outdoor tepee, heavier poles are. ·better 
because they withstand the wind. We got small dead pine trees from the 
\-mods and c 1 eaned them~ 

After you have asked all the neighbors, motels and hotels for all their 
old sheets, you're ready to begin. Use just the sides of the sheets. 
Tear them about 24" t·.ride in as lonp strips as the sheets. Then sew them 
together thu~ . ' \ s E;. v_) c. "' J'r.> f.1r __ # _ ~ • - • • ~ t::' ....,.... 0 p 

This is excellent straight machine Se\·rinn for ne\-1 se·-.rers. After the 
strips are se\-rn together according to the length des i t•ed, SelrJ strip A to 
B and bind. Then sew on c, D, and E. Attach a strin~ to center hole 
11' long and fasten a pencil to the other end. Draw the half circle 
around the bottom, cut and he~. Hem should be at least 1" \-ride -- 2" 
if you are planning to make peg holes. If you are anbitious ·you may bind 
the holes that fasten the front. 

The best thingsto fasten the front together with, are chicken or turk~ 
leg bones. The symbols may be painted on lrrith Kem-tone. This is also 
obtainable from neiphbors and your friendly painter friends. 

To put up tepee: Lash a tripod fairly tight. Starting with J poles, 
about 13' hi~h lying together, tie a clove hitch on the center- pole and· 
begin lashing at. the 10' level. Do a neat job. Set up the tripod 
and arrange the other poles into the tripod k?.eping it as small as possib: 
at the lash. Leave a space for the center back pole •. Put ·the center 
back pole through the hole F and raise the tepee up into the tripod. 
Take the 2 guide poles and put them through flap holes G -and ·H · and·~·1t1alk · 
around the tepee arrangin2 cover as yo( t go. ·Fasten 1'e-pee in the front 
and cross the guide poles in the back. These control the air flaps. You 
will need about 10 to 12 poles bet'trreen 12 and 14 feet long for an 11 1 

tepee. Oon1 t have them all the same. 

\>Jh~n you are done yell --
"Hi Lo Ennie Neenie Ky Ky Um Cha Cha E Ha l-Jaff 

, . Your helpers t.Yill ans¥er 
· 1 ~ "Hepsica ~Hnnica Onieka zonika Poom ti .a Di Yo Hootn 

{Illustratio~ is on separate page) 
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Hithin the inner Halls of Chat is found the Chatcoblab, that t-rhich fcrr~ 
tunately (but often unfort4nately) mah:es people, people. People are 
people t·rhether they are hidden under a smoke screen created by a burstinf 
air mattress during an over;niQht hike or have just been pulled out of a 
sleeping bag at -breakfast t ·ime by some skirt-uearing individuals from 
across the camp. 

But the men apparently were- not the only ones having trouble rising to 
shine. One morning Ella Jenkins colll!"Jented, "Oh, I aluays hate to get up1 ' 
She ·t-.ras enthusiastically anStJered by Gracie Burlison, "I don't mind getti1 
up at home--there I go to bed first." 

Pansy Scheline offered her suggestion to solving the "late-getting-in" 
habit t-.rhen she set her clock 3 hours early. Then there was Ronda 1r1ho 
finally admitted that she stayed awake just to hear the gals in Big Tree 
Cabin snore. She was joined also by Edna. 

Complete cooperation of the t-reather the first four dr~ys. of camp gave birt 
to some unique spontaneous activity around camp. The wellkno~m pleasure 
of swin~ing in Chatcolet Lake was coupled with n canoe tip Monday mornin! 
Hhen three distinguished labbers headed to points outt-rard in the lake. 
Steve Olson, Den~ Viebrock and Don Stephens enjoyed the swim back after 
getting their drink over the edge of the canoe. 

Some ho1:1ever did get to sleep Jtqonday ni ght but it didn 1 t stop their 
visiting. The seven pals sang harmony-informal a capella and then one 
gave an interesting talk on rtCan t.re all go? I can't get up there." 
Then there tr-Jas l'~c.rgie who left her electric heater a.t home and had to 
get up at 5 a. m. to fill her hot water bottle. 

New adventures helped add a little variety to the blab when one county 
agent had to pay to get his ~hoes back and Handa lf.ras so greedy during th' 
rock hunt looking for the bi rgest gnrnets that she received two holes in 
the seat of her pants. 

Penochle has been adapted to an acceptable craft for all. As one dark 
headed St-rede player said, "I le c=t_rned not to bid t-rhen you need tt-JO to fill 
out your family." 

During the evenings all kind of parties seem to erupt around camp and the 
rats began competing with the mice during Tuesday ni ght's get-together. 
Seems the ClearVJater cabin had a rat's nest in the corner t·rith the 
occupants even nibbl{ng on left overs from the kitchen. LW are initials 
of the occupant. 

Noth ing is complete without a little on the shady side. Our spice was 
suppli ed by r1r. Stephens (the photo finisher) uhen he remarked about the 
pictures he returned to Chat. "I not ice Ha.rren B~rber ho.s a lot of ladi ( 
legs in his pictures--he says it was accidentalt --"I'd do the S~"Tle thi 
myself, only I'd be rnan enough to admit it." 

Immediately after the impromptu Fedding Charlie performed at the 1.-ragon c 
the other night one flustered bridenroom t-ras inquiring frantically "How 
soon can I get a divorce?" (l~Jhy so eager, Don?) 
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